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ABSTRACT

The study has three aims. One is to investigate teachers· receptivity tn the usc of
Student Outcome Statements in Western Austmlian. government. sccondcu;.
schllols. The dcpcndclll variable is receptivity towards the usc of Student
Outcome Statements and is measured in four aspects: Ovcmll h.·clings. Attitudes.
Bcha\iour Intentions and Behaviour.
~tween rt.~cpth·ity~

Two is to invc~1igatc the relationship:'-.

as the dependent variable. and ten independent variahlcs:

non-monetary cost benefits. aiJc,iation of fears and concerns. significant other
suppon. feelings compared to the prc,·ious system. shared goals lsharcd teaching
uoaJs and cohesiveness). collaboration (team teaching. im·olvcmcnt in decision-

making and teacher collaboration) and teacher learning opponunities. Three is to
investigate the relationships between

recepti,·it~·

and the independent \·ariables. in

the context of the situation variables related to the school. depanment and teacher.
The situation ,·ariables are: school si7_e. school location. socio--economic status.
depanment size. depanment type. teacher status. teacher experience. sex. age. use
of Student Outcome Statements and purpose to which Student Outcome
Statements are put.

The study will add to knowledge in three wa) s. First. it "ill test a model of major
edutational change at the beginning of the implementation stage. in a centralised
edutational system.

The model is based on existing research and combine>

variables fiom various studies including some fiom Western Australia and some

from overseas. Second. it will prO\idc new data on teacher recepti,ity to a major

change in Western Australia: the use of Student Outcome Statements. Third. the
study will provide amice to educational decision-maker.; and administr.ators on
bow best to implement system-level changes in a centralised education system.

1lle empirical data for the study were collecled using a teacher questionnaire
including existing and newly developed scales.

There were

126 \-alid

questionnaires n:tumed to the researcher from 30 different senior high schools
D

across Western Australia. An analysis of 1hc scales measuring each variable was
undenakcn using a Rasch mca~urcrncnt model. For each variable, the diflicultics of
the \·alid items were calihratt.'ti on the same interval level scale as the variable
mL>asurt...'"S. \\'hilc acceptable scales were dcvclopt..-d and used. they could all he
impnwcd and should he funhcr developed for any future research.

A prcliminal)· qualitath·c analysis of the data was undertaken to investigate

teacher rcccpti,·ity to the usc of Student Outcome Statement~.

Zero-order

Pearson Product-Moment correlations were calculated between the dependent
\'ariables and the group one independent \ariables. between the dependent
,·ariables and the group two independent ''ariables and the two groups of
independent \.'ariables. and between the dependent ,·ariablcs and the situation
,·ariables and were in\'estigated using multiple regression analysis.

The prelimi1131)· result indicated that 91% of teachers supponed the use of
Student Outcome Statements.

The most significani reasons for using Student

Outcome Statements were for the purpose of monitoring student achie,·ement
(96%). planning teaching and learning programmes (91%) and rollecting student

assessment infonnation {84%).

The group one independent ,·ariables non-monetary cost benefns. significant other
suppon and feelings compared to the pre•ious system had moderate to strong
positi\'e cotrelations uith the dependent •'3Jiables (0\'erall Feelings. Attitudes.
Beha•iour Intentions and Beha•iour).

The group two independent •·ariables

involvement in decision-making and collaboration had a moderate positi•·e
relationship ,.;th Beha•iour and team teaching had a small negati•·e relationship
with Behaviour. Teacher learning opponunities had a small positive relationship

with Overall Feeling. Attitudes and Beha•iour Intentions.

lnmlvement in

decision-making and collaboration had a small positi••e relationship uith Beha•iour
Intentions. Cohesiveness had a small positi\'c relationship uith Attitudes and
team k3:lting had a small negative relationship uith Altitudes.
JU

ln\'OI\'Cmcnt in

decision-making had a small positive relationship with Ovcndl Feelings.

There

was no relationship between the dependent variables and the situation variables.

All the gmup one and group two independent variables together explained 59% of
the variance in Overall Ft"Ciings. 48% of the variance in Attitudes, 50% of the
mriancc in Hchaviour Intentions and 40% of the variance in Behaviour.

The

situation variables did not account for any significant variance in the dependent
variables.

The implication of these results for the theory of system·wide educational change
in a centralised system such as \\'estern Au~tralia and for education administrators
are discussed.
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Chapter I lntrmluction

CHAPTER I
INTIWI>UCTION

Background
Dewlupments ofthe National Statement.\· and Pn~fileJ

Lokan ( 1997) details the history of the development of a national curriculum fOr
school education in Australia.

Over a period of some 30 years, a national

curriculum for schools was promoted and a number of national curriculum projects
were initiated where materials were developed to support states and territories to
adopt this approach.

The take-up by states and territories was varied and the

approach did not have much impact across the nation until the 1980s.

Lokan

(1997, p,3) states that "'a paradigm shift from focusing on individual students as
learners to an economics-driven concern with achieving pre-specified outcomes
occurred in the early I 980s. The view was that outcomes should be specified so
that perfonnance could be measured. The pendulum swung back to support from
the geneml public for greater cuniculum control and greater accountability for
education".

In I 988 the Commonwealth, states and territories agreed to work on national
collaborative curriculum projects. a direction which was strongly advocated by
Dawkins, the Federal Education Minister.

"For the next five years. until mid

I 993, there followed an extraordinary amount of collaborative work to reach

agreed positions on what constituted the essential 'learning areas· for schools
(eight were agreed on: The Arts, English, Health & Physical Education. Languages
other than English, Mathematics, Science, Studies of Society and Environment
Technology); on producing agreed 'statements' of the content to be covered at
various stages; and on specifying 'profiles' of outcomes against which to assess
achievement at various levels" ( Lokan, I 997, p.4 ).

By mid I 993, the statements and profiles were completed in draft fonn ready for
endorsement by the Australian Education Council. However. at a meeting in Perth

Ch:lpltt I

t1n

lmmdu~1iun

2 Jul~· )993. the li:dcr.d and state minister..

uf t..."tiuc.;dlon rcli:m:d

them bad; lu

the states and h:rritnrit:s. ···nms tht: vi:-;iun of a national t.:urriculum J(-.r Auslralian
schools was oflici<~lly tt:nninatcd. in ont: alicmuon. in a decision that

unexpected in most quaners··n.ukan. llJ97. p.6J.

on an indi\'idual

cou~

of action with Yarit..-d

l:a~.:h

w<.~s

state and territor}' dt.."Cidt..-d

timdinc~.

In Western Austr•.tlia. a

decision was made to develop Student Outcome Statement~. based on the

N<.~tiunal

Statements and Profiles ( Lokan. )997 ).

History ofStudent OutcomL· 5i'tatcmenls in Western Australia
The future of the National Statements and Profiles in Western Australia was
strongly influenced by the policy direction. which was launched after the release
by the Education Depanmcnt of a document called Beller Schools in Western
Australia in I 987. Randall (I 997) traces the progress of this de,·elopment in the

following decade. The policies and guidelines produced during this period focused
on the de\·olution process and how schools might best be empowered and
supponed to manage at the local leYel. During the debate it became apparent that
..a shift from external judgements by system superintendents about the quality of
school and student performance to internal judgements by the school raised
questions about the basis for making judgements. It was agreed that some kind of
framework. specifYing expected or desired student outcomes. was necessary··
(Randall, !997, p.I96). A decision was taken by the Education Department in
I 990 to develop eight sets of student outcomes that would be mandated by the
system and delivered at the school level (Randall. I 997). These student outcomes
would apply to the compulsory years of schooling in Western Australian.
govenunent schools.

In the next few years, this commitment was reinforced by the completion of a set
of policies and guidelines, on school planning., decision-making. financial
management and accountability. The Education Department of Western Australia
produced four critical documents: Schaal

De~•elopment

Planning (I 989), School

Decision Making (1990), Schaal Financial Planning and Management (I 99 I ) and

Sclwol AccoWIIability (1991 ). In I 997, the Education Department of Western

Olapicr I lnuudlk."Unn

Austrnlia rck·ascd. in dr.tfl fonn fur t:ono;ull:ltiun. irs ( "urriculurn J'ulicv. which hmJ

three components: ( 'urrh'ulum /'rori.nou ..\iudt•nl A .\.H'.\.\Im'lll and Rt•Jmrtin).! to
Parf!nl."i (I (~97 ). These: pulicics wen·

tn l"onlinn the philosophical approadt hcgun

with the: dc,·c:loprncnt nf the School /Jt•i't•lopmem 1'/mmin).! (I ()89) document and
linked the Student ( )utcornc Statements with the implc:mcntatiun of the
Curriculum Framt•work rc:lc:.!sed by the Curriculum Council of Western Australia

in 1998.

As stated in Lokan ( I997. p.l96 ). it was due to the success of two \\'estern
Australian projects. Fint Steps and .\Jonitoring Slandurd\· in Education. that work
commenced in English and tvlathcmatics and built on the progress already made in
those projects. (FirJI Sleps is a comprchensiYe

literac~·

and learning program for

primary students and .\lonitoring Standard.\· in Education is a standards
monitoring program which assesses student pcrtOnnance across the system.) At
the same time. links were made at a national level in tvlathematics and draft
documents of the English and Mathematics Student Outcome Statements were
made available to aJI government schools in 1992. The Education Department of
Western Australia"s Studem Outcome Statements Working Edition

(1994. p.2)

describes the national linking process. ··Jn a spirit of co-operation the Ministers
for Education across Australia agreed to jointly develop learning area profiles in
eight curriculum areas.

The Education Department of Western Australia

detennined that it would contribute to the development of the Learning Area
Profiles as an efficient method of providing student outcome statements for use in
Western Australia. The product of the collaborative work by the Australian
States and Territories culminated in a set of materials being presented to the
Australian Education Council in July 1993. At this meeting, it was agreed that the
materials should be returned to the States and Territories for review and for
decisions about how they were to be used."

In Western Australia, extensive consultation took place across the sectors. which
focused on reviewing the materials, making recommendations for modification and
providing advice to the Minister of Education.

As a result. Working Edition

4
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( 1994) documents were developed which incurpnmtcd rcccunmcndcd changes and
were usc..-d during the subsequent tri::tl in eighty-eight schools during 1994 and
1995.
Trialing tilt• .\"tudem Omcmne .\'tatements

The objccti\'C of the trial was to ensure that teachers and schools were affOrded the
opportunity

10

provide feedback so that the documents could be refined and

adapted to the needs of students in Western Australia. ''A two year trial of the

Swdems Outcome Swtements: Work in~ EdiTion /99./ was the culmination of both
State and national cJTorts to develop a standards fmmcwork that would improve
student learning and the accountability of teachers and schools'' (Education
Department. 1996. p.l ).

The trial process involved "'\vork with eighty-eight

schools representing all learning areas. all phases of schooling and a11 types of
schools across a wide range of geographical locations" (Education Department.
1996, p.5).

The Curriculum Council ofWesJern Australia

The Curriculum Council of Western Australia is a cross-sectorial body and
statutory curriculum authority responsible for accreditation and curriculum
development. It has developed a Curriculum Framework which sets out the
major outcomes and the key content and skills to be learned in the eight learning
areas in each phase of schooling. All children in Western Australia will be required
to work within the Curriculum Framework.

This includes the govenunent.

independent and catholic sectors and home schoolers.

The Curriculum

Framework consists of an ovemrching curriculum statement and eight learning area

statements. It defines the curriculum, sets out the major outcomes and outlines
key content and skills to be developed during each phase of schooling.

Student Outcome Statements
"Student Outcome Statements describe in progressive order most of the outcomes
students are expected to achieve in each of the learning areas throughout the
compulsory years of schooling. Wherever possible the outcomes are sequenced to
take account of the developmental stages of learning.

The Student Outcome

5
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Slah!111C'nls

reflect the knowledge. understandings. processes and skills. which arc

conside-red to he: essential fOr ;:Ill students. There <ere eiglu hroad areas of lcaming:
The Arts. English. Jle:1lth and Physic;:tl Education. Languagc..-s other than English.
Mathematics. Science. Society and

l~m·ironment.

·1·echnolngy ;:md 1-:ntcrprisc··

(Education Department 1996. p.2). The Western Austr..Jian Student Outcome
Statcmcms cvolwd from the work by the Sto.stcs ollld Territories nn the Nationo.sl
Statements ami Profiles. which was completed in June 1993.

The Student Outcome Statements arc closely linked with the Curriculum

Framework and the processes established ensured that both sets of documents
were developed simultaneously. The Edl.!cation Department of Western Australia
has designed the Student Outcome Statements as its main strategy for the
implememation of the Curriculum Framework. They arc intended to be a highly
supportive tool for teachers to use to monitor student learning and to plan for
improvement. Using this knowledge about their students· learning. teachers are
able to plan their teaching at the level appropriate to each student's de\'elopment.

All schools are expected to direct their educational programs to assist students to
achieve the learning outcomes as they progress through school.

In 1998, all government schools established plans for the implementation of the

Curriculum Framework and the Education Department's Outt;omes and
Standards Framework. The Omcomes and Standards Framework consists of the
Student Outcome Statements for the compulsory years of schooling (K-10) and
the standards which will be established by the year 2004 using the Student
Outcome Statements.

The Student Outcome Statements will be used in

government schools as an accountability tool and as a means of impro\'ement. The
focus will be on teaching and learning, monitoring and assessment. reporting. to
parents, curriculum development and implementation and school development
planning and accountability.

The Curriculum Framework and its !canting area statements have now been
accepted across the sectors as the definition of the curriculum. The trial and the

Olap1er I lnlmduclion

work oflhc Curriculum Council's consuhativc groups dcmonstmtcd lhal while the
Student Outcome Statcmcnls are very good ao.; a monitoring tuol, they du not
define the curriculum to the satisfaction of either schools or the community. The
solulion is for the Curriculum Framework to set out the content. skills and
procc..""SSCs for each learning area with the Student Outcome Statements sequencing
the conceptual de\'elopmcnt behind the content.

Within the parameters of the

Curriculum Framework. schools will have the flexibility to select what and how
they teach in order for students to achieve the outcomes.

Schools are responsible for the implementation of the Curriculum Framework and
the Outcome and Standards Framework within the context of agreed policies and
guidelines and with the appropriate support.

The Education Department ·s

Curriculum. Assessment and Reporting: Policy and Guidelines ( 1998. p.3)
mandates that "all government schools develop and implement learning programs
that focus on each student achieving the outcomes that are consistent with the

Curriculum Framework and the Outcomes and Standards Framewor/C'.

Each

school is expected to design an implementation pathway which takes into
consideration its needs and experience. The timeline for implementation is five
years, beginning in 1999.

The researcher has intimate knowledge of education in Western Australia that is
drawn from extensive experience in schools and in senior positions in the
Education Department since 1970.

Aims of the Study
The study has three aims in line with the model, which is outlined in Chapter
three. One is to investigate teachers' receptivity to the use of Student Outcoml~
Statements in Western Australian, government, secondary schools. Receptivity is
defined in iour aspects, Overall Feelings, Attitudes, Behaviour Intentions and
Behaviour. Two is to investigate the relationships between receptivity (as the
dependent variable) and ten independent variables: non-monetary cost benefits,
alleviation of fears and concerns, significant other support, feelings compared to

7
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the prc\'INIS system. shared goals (slmn:d tcm:hing goah :t'td cohesiveness).
coll;.1lxm:uion (team

ll·<~ching.

involvement in dc.:cision-rnaJ.:ing and

collabnnuion) and tc;.1chcr le::1ming npportunilics.

Three

i~

teacher

to investigate the

relationships between reccpti\·ity and the indcpcndenl vari:Jblcs in the context of
the situation variables rclatcJ lo 1hc school. c.lcpanmern and teacher.

Summary of Model of Major Educational Change
The study investigates the relationships between teacher receptivity and teachers·
beliefs about change and teachers· \n>rk org<misations. Teachers· beliefs about
change include such variables as personal non-monctuf)' cost benclits. the
alleviation of fears and concerns. perceived significant other suppon and
perceptions of the new system compared to the previous system. These variables
have been found to be related to teacher receptivity to major change in previous
studies of the Western Australian education system. when other changes \\:ere
implemented (Waugh & Godfrey. 1995. 1993 and Waugh & Punch. 1987. 1985).
Teachers· work organisations include "the particular way teachers work together
as a community'' (Fullan & Hargreaves. 1991, p.l5) and incorporate such aspects
as the extent to which teachers share common goals. and help one another
(Rosenholtz,

1991 ).

This study identifies a number of variables from

Rosenholtz's (1991) work which were Ound in those good schools known as
"high consensus schools" and which were evident in their shared goals. beliefs and
values binding them ''to pursue the same vision" which was manifested by teacher
collaboration. Rosenholtz ( 1991, p.l) conducted an in-depth study of elementary
schools as a workplace and describes teachers' work organisations as "the meaning
that the organization has for those who work within if'. Her study demonstrated
"how good schools can be at their best, and how bad they can be at their worst".

Planned educational changes. when successful. have a life cycle that can be divided
into three stages, initiation, implementation and routinization (Waugh & Godfrey.
1995, 1993, Waugh & Punch, 1987, 1985). "Initiation refers to the processes and
planning which lead up to and include the decision to proceed with the change ...
Implementation refers to the first use of the change on a system-wide basis in the

lluph."'" I

lnln~lu.;IJun

das.."iroom ... and routinil'..ation refer.;

In

whelher the change lx.-..:onu:s an ongoing

pan of the system .. (Waugh & (i,Kifrcy. JtJ'J5. p.39). The present study is ;.zhout
teacher.;· responses tu the implerncnwtiun of S1uc.lent Ouu:ome St;.ztcmcnts at the
time when the system. having completed a two year trial period in sclcctec.l
schools ( 199--t-1995 ). has decided to ozdopt the <.1ppmach in all schools in the ncar

future. The present study incorporates the beginning of the implementation sl<.lgc
and is abour teachers· rcsponscs to the rcl(mn and their relationships with their

work organisations. Those schools and IC'.Jchcrs who ha\'C decided to usc Student
Outcome Statements arc doing so in a voluntary capacity. as mandated
implementation is being phased in over Jive years commencing in 1999.

The model that provides the theoretical framework for this study has been
developed by combining and utilising variables from recent research on change
(Waugh & Godfrey, 1995. 1993: Fullan & Hargreaves 1991; Hargreaves, Davis.
Fullan, Wignall. Stager & Macmillan. 1991: Rosenholtz. 1991; McLaughlin
1990,1987; Waugh & Punch, 1987. 1985). The dependent variable is receptivity
towards the use of Student Outcome Statements and is measured in four aspects:
Overall Feelings, Attitudes. Behaviour Intentions and Behaviour (Ajzen. 1989).
The independent variables are non-monetary cost benefits. alleviation of fears and
concerns, significant other support, feelings compared to the previous system.
shared goals (shared teaching goals and cohesiveness), collaboration (team teaching,
involvement in decision-making and teacher collaboration) and teacher learning
opportunities. The situation variables are: school size. school location. socioeconomic status, department size. department type. teacher status. teacher
experience, sex, age, use of Student Outcome Statements and purpose to which
Student Outcome Statements are put. The model indicates that there are moderate
relationships between the dependent variable and the independent variables.

Significance
The study will add to knowledge in three ways.

First. it will test an improved

model of change at the beginning of the implementation stage. The model is based
on existing research and combines variables from various studies (see Figure 3.1,

'J
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Chapter J). including studies of major educational change in Western
ovcrsc<~s {mainlY lJSA

J\ustrali:~

<IIlli C<~nad<~). The rnodclllraws on rese::m:h mollcls. which

have employed both qualit:lli\'C and quantitative metholls. The model
improves on previous modc:ls
tcm.:hcr receptivity to

and

~111d
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he tested

is intended to improve our understanding of

m:~or educational

changc in a ccntraliscd educational system.

Second. it will provide new data on teacher receptivity to Student Outcome
Statements. a system-level change being implemented in Western Australian.
government schools. The implementation of Student Outcome Statements was
voluntary during the period of data collection for the present study and highlights
teacher receptivity during this phase leading into the mandatory implementation of
Student Outcome Statements. No other system-level data have been collected in
secondary schools during this period.

Third. the study

will provide advice to educational decision-makers and

administrators on how better to implement system-level changes in a centralised
education system.

The issues of change management during this period of

implementation of Student Outcome Statements are critical to their success.
Consequently, these data will provide administrators with in-depth knowledge of
teachers' attitudes and receptivity to this specific change to help them administer
the change better. The model employed by the Education Department for the
implementation of Student Outcomes Statements is one of shared leadership.
where the Principals, together with their Administrative Teams lead the change
and empower teachers to commit to the change.

The data from the present study will provide a good data base and a rich source of
knowledge about work organisations in secondary schools in Western Australia
and it will identify characteristics which may be associated with teachers·
receptivity to change. The implications of this research could be signiticant for
administrators and educators, as they may be able to use the database to develop
and refine processes for managing the implementation of educational changes.
generally.
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Limitations of the Study
This study has hc.:n c.:unstraincd hy the litct that lhcrc h<t\'t: hccn rcl:Jtivcly few
tc:ach.:rs willing to begin implcmcnling SIUdcnl Oulcornc Statements in

:-.ccomJ~r:

schools. Then: h<L<; hccn some confusion on:r the years as to the st<ttus of the
Student Outcome St::ncrncms and whether thC' Educ<ttion Department of Western
Australia would in fact endorse them. The IWo-yc;u 1ri<tl itself only involved 25
senior high schools and within these secondary schools few teachers participated.
ahhough tht:'rc is no documentation from which infOrmation Ciln he

o~taincd

on the

precise number of teachers who panicipatcd in 1hc liJrmal trial. The study has
been ti.Jrther complicated by the changing timclines. The fonnal implementation
period for the whole system tOr the Curriculum Framework and the Outcomes

and Standard'! Framework has now been established and schools will
progressively implement the changes over a five year period from 1999 - 2003.
However. 126 valid questionnaires were completed and returned. The focus of
this study continues to be the Student Outcome Statements. which were trialed in
1994 and 1995 and began to be implememed in some schools over that period and
continue to be implemented. For the purpose of this study. the implementation
period is taken as the period since the trial. until the collection of the data for this
study in 1997. There is now a great deal of publicity and emphasis given to the
implementation of the Curriculum Framework. both by the Curriculum Council
and the Education Department of Western Australia. This was not the case in
1997 when these data were collected.

Further constraints to this study lie in the research model itself. Major educational
change in a centralised education system like that in Western Australia is likely to be
complicated. It would be extremely difficult, and it may be impossible. to fully
understand the relationships between all the relevant variables. There arc many
complex variables affecting teacher attitudes towards change and it is not the
intention to detail all these variables. However, the model attempts to isolate a
number of the most important variables that will simplify the study and provide
some guidance and general understandings.

II
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The variables.

loo .

.-re simplified and

il~pccts

isoloncd to make undersl<.tnding easier.

The dcpt:ndcnt variable (receptivity lnwarc.Js the usc of Studcrll Outcome
Smtemcms) is mc<L'iurcd in J(mr aspccls: Overall Feelings, Attitudes. Behuviour
Intentions nnd llchaviour, in line wilh the simplilicd mudd presented by Ajzcn
( 1989).

The independent variables an: nun-monctouy cost benefits, alleviation uf' fCars and
concerns. significant other support. ICclings compared to the previous system.
shared goals (shared teaching goals and cohesiveness). collaboration (team teaching.
decision-making and teacher collaboration) and teacher learning opportunities.
These.

wo.

are measured separately in this study in order to simplify and

understand their relationships with receptivity. The situation variables are: school
location. socio-economic status. department size. department type, teacher status.
teacher experience, sex, age, use of Student Outcome Statements and purpose to
which Student Outcome Statements are put.

These arc like indicator variables

because they are related to the independent variables and thus affect receptivity
through their indirect relationships. This, too, simplifies the complex situations in
order to make it easier to study.

The study is not a description of teacher attitudes in a qualitative sense, but an
attempt to measure important variables in order to see the relationships between
them. The study only applies to some teachers in government secondary schools
in Western Australia and no attempt is made

w generalise the results to all

teachers. The study did not involve non- government schools.

Structure of the Thesis
There are eight chapters in this thesis. Chapter one describes the background and
issues related to the implementation of Student Outcome Statements in Western
Australian government secondary schools.

The aims of the research, the

significance and limitations of the study are presented and finally, a brief summary
of the structure ofthe project is given.
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Chapter two provides a re\'IC\\

In

the

implcmcrU<IIion of ch:.mgc :.md leachcr receptivity tu system-wide ehomge.

A

(If

the signiJic:.uu litcr.aturc rcl.:tcd

review is undertaken of m:Yor wnrks that lmve. as their !ficus.

sch(H)I

work

organisations and their impact on how system-wide change has hc:cn implemented.
An outline is also providcd of major variables aflCcting teachers· receptivity to
changes.

Chapter three describes a conceptual li"amcwork in the !Orm of a model to assist in
identifying the most relevant variables. which inlluence teachers· receptivity to the
implementation of Student Outcome Statements. Predicted relationships between
the independent variables. situation variables and teacher receptivity arc discussed.

Chapter four gives an introduction to measurement (validity. reliability. creating a
scale}. The variables and instruments to be used in this study arc presented. The
trialing of the instrument, a teacher questionnaire. is discussed and the processes
for developing a valid and reliable instrument are outlined. The depcndem and
independent variables are defined and the measurement of the variables is
described.

Chapter five describes the procedure for the selection of the sample of teachers
surveyed and discusses how the data were collected. Preliminary data analysis of
the raw data in regard to receptivity to change is presented.

This chapter is

essentially qualitative and summarises the responses of the 126 teachers included
in the analysis. It also includes cross-tabulations between the dependent variables
and the school variables, between the dependent variables and the department
variables and between the dependent variables and the teacher variables. A
summary analysis is also presented of the open-ended comments. which some
teachers included in their questionnaires.

Chapter six continues the analysis of the data and looks at zero-order correlations
between the dependent variables and the group one independent variables.

Chaph.-r I lnlnltlucl•un

1.1

bcl\\'\."1.:0 1hc: dc:pcnJcm variables and lhl" group l\\.'u indc:pcndcnt variables and
ht:tW\."f!O lhc dcpcnJcnl \.·;.triahlcs anJ Ihe 'liluali•m ..-o.sriahlc:-..

In Chapb:r seven. a muhiplc n::g.n."!\Sitm ;,maJysis is undcnakcn hctween lhc
dc:pcndcnt 'ariablcs and rhc group unc indcpcndcnl variables. between the
d!;!pendcnt ,·ariablcs and the group t\\o indcpcndcnr \·ariabk-s and between the

dependent \·ariablcs and the situo.uion \·ariablcs.

Chapter eiglu conrains the summar:. conclusions and implicarions of the thesis.
Implications for both practice and theor:· arc explored. There is a discussion on
how the change should be implemented. modified and improved. Implications for
further research are presented.
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CHAPTER2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
An ovc:rvicw is presented lirstly of mujor changes in the Education Department of
Western Austrnlia over the past decade in order to place the current change,
reponed in this study. in context. This context leads to the view that Student
Outcome Statements are a system-wide, planned, educational change which is part
of a wider agenda initiated with the release in 1987, of Beller &·hoofs: A
programme for improt•emenf. by the Education Department of Western Australia.

Hence. and secondly. a literature review relating to system-wide planned
educational change and major variables affecting receptivity to change are
presented. It has not been possible to include the entire relevant journal and other
literature~

as it is extensive.

summary literature.

Consequently, there is a reliance on review and

Thirdly, a brief review is also provided of the literature

relating to beliefs, attitude and behaviour intentions.

Historical Context in Western Australia
In 1987, the Education Department of Western Australia released a document
called Better Schools in Western Australia: A programme for improvement. It was
to be the beginning of a partial process of devolution, a shift from a centralised to a
local decision-making model for a limited number of school aspects such as
financial management, utilities management and teacher perfonnance. During this
period, schools were given greater responsibility for significant educational and
fmancial decisions and were compelled to involve the community through the
establislunent of School Decision-making Groups. The em was characterised by a
sense of excitement and liberation for some, yet others could not movt> beyond the
frustration and confusion that such changes often bring. What became clear at the
outset was that there was a lack of system-level frameworks and policies that
could guide schools through this historic change. The system embarked on the
development of frameworks, policies and guidelines which focused on maximising
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flexibility at the local level, providing accountability at both the local and syste111
level and generating confidence in the government school system.

The principles. which guided the development of these ffamcworks, were based on
ensuring that the locus of control rested with the school. At the same time, the
objective was to guamntee that schools remained part of a government school
system and that they did not scatter as individual independent schools. Central to
this process was the curriculum debate: curriculum delivery was to be determined
at the school level, but the outcomes - the essential clements of the curriculum which students were to achieve. were to rest with the centre. the Education
Department. "As a consequence, the Education Department of Western Australia
decided in 1990 to develop eight sets of student outcomes.

The State School

Teachers' Union of Western Australia endorsed the decision through the
memorandum of agreement established in 1990" (Randall, 1997. p.J96 ).

Thus

began the historic process of a productive. collaborative era which was to link with
the national curriculwn refonn agenda initiated by the Federal Education

Mini~ter_

John Dawkins, who highlighted the importance of the refonn by stating that "our
education and training systems should play an active role in responding to the
major economic challenges now facing Australia' (Lokan. 1997. p.4).

The motivation for the cuniculwn refonn in Western Australia came from a
commitment by the senior executives of the Education Depdrtment to continue to
further the devolution process.

Whilst Western Australia participat.ed

enthusiastically in the development of the National Statements and Profiles in the
1990s, the prime objective was centred on developing the best possible outcomes.
known locally as Student Outcome Statements. The program for the improvement
of government schools initiated in 1987 depended on empowering the teachers in
the classroom to make decisions which best suited their children in the context of a
strong accountability framework. Whilst a solid and well-accepted accountability
process had been established, it was weakened by the fact that the student
outcomes for which teachers were accountable had not been defined.
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One of the difficulties was that the timcline for the delivery of the Student
Outcome Statements had become protntcted and there was considcmblc
unccnainty regarding their status. panicularly in the

politic<~l

arena.

The

announcement by the government at the end of I 995 that a statutory curriculum
body would be fiJnned signalled a shift in culture for the Education Department of
Western Australia. It would no longer control the development of curriculum in
the state. but would work in partnership with all other stakeholders. In May
1996 the Minister for Education in Western Australia. Colin Barnell stated ""The
establishment of the Curriculum Council is one of the major educational decisions
made by this GO\•emment. The Council otTers the opportunity for partnerships
between government and non-go\'ernment school systems. schools and community
groups. and primary. secondary and tertiary educators involved in Kindergarten to
Year 12 curriculum de\·elopments' (Interim Curriculum Council. May, 1996. p.l ).

Through~ut

1996 and until the formation of the Curriculum Council in the latter

pan of 1997. the Interim Curriculum Council worked in pannership with all
stakeholders to provide advice on the creation of the new authority. to provide
direction for the future and commence cuniculum de\·elopment.

During this

sensitive and delicate process. the fate of the Student Outcomes Statements and
their place within the new world was of critical imponance to the progression of
the Education Depanment's devolution agenda

From the outset, the Council

made a commitment to the development of a framework. which would be
outcomes oriented, and which then affirmed the approach taken by the Education
DepanmenL The intellectual investment made by the Education Depanment to
the development of the Student Outcome Statements was recognised and that
expertise was then shared with the other sectors in the development of the

framewotk.

A decision was made by the Education Department to delay the release of the
Student Outcome Statements until the release of the Curriculun1 Framework and a
period of intense activity commenced in the Curriculum Directorate of the
Education Depanment to refine the Student Outcome Statements so that they

Chaplcr 2 Lirerdlllrc
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would become the tool which govemment schools would usc to implcmr.:nt thr.:
Curriculum Fmmcwork. ·rhe systr.:m's commitment was reinforced publicly in the
Plan fhr Gm·enmtenl .\'dwol Educmion /998-2000 ( J 997). The first objective in

the Phm states the

inh.~ntion

to establish an outcomes approach to curriculum with

clearly dclincd standards w1d the major strategy was the development of the
Curriculum Improvement Program.

The Program provides a comprehensive

approach to implementing a systcm-\vide educational change within a devolved
system which articulates clearly defined parameters.

This change management

approach is described by \Vildy (1997. p.2). "The most productive relationship
between the school and the centre is one of pressure. support and continuous
negotiation". In this case. the pressure from the Education Department was that
the outcomes would be mandated and its support came in the form of provision of
policies. guidelines, professional development and standards.

Continuous

negotiation manifested itself through the district offices where schools negotiated
on how and at what rate they would implement the Student Outcome Statements.

The mechaoism that supports this approach was funher enhanced through the
restructure in January 1998 of the Education Department of Western Australia.
Central Office was only to be responsible for policies. guidelines. standards and
major resources, whilst the schools, supported by the newly created District
Offices, would be responsible for delivery, implementation and

co~ordination.

Schools would no longer seek assistance and support from Central Office, but
from the District Offices, which for curriculum has proven to be a process that
appears to be well accepted by schools. The final publication of the Student
Outcome Statements and the Curriculum Policy on provision. assessment and
reporting by the Education Department and the Curriculum Framework by the
Curriculum Council in 1998 sets the scene for the fonnal implementation period
for the next five years (1999-2003).

There is little doubt that the paradigm shift from an objectives driven approach to
an outcomes based approach is the most significant change to take place in
secondary schools since the introduction of the Unit Curriculum in 1988. The
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implementation of the Unit Curriculum was inextricably linked with the
implementation of the Beller t'h:lum/s ( 1987) document and confused both ugendw;
in secondary schools. The change manugemcnt process fOr the introduction of the
Unit Curriculum was one of a top down <!pproach where .schools were expected to
implement the initiative with little support from the .system.

Confusion,

resistance and a sense of betrayal of teachers by the Education Department
characterised this era and marred the potential for the introduction of an outcomes
oriented approach. Schools struggled to come to terms with a devolution agenda
which had not defined its parameters and attention was focused on developing
immediate solutions to immediate problems, rather than focusing on long term
solutions such as the development of the essential elements of the curriculum- the
Student Outcome Statements.

It has taken over ten years for the Education

Department of Western Australia to fully commit to this new mode of curriculum
delivery and this commitment is now enshrined in legislation for all sectors
through the Curriculum Framework and the mandates of the Curriculum Council of
Western Australia.

Wildy (1997, p.l), in a paper commissioned by the Curriculum Directorate of the
Education Department of Western Australia, drew on the work of Bennan and
McLaughlin (1978) and stated

"The adoption of the Curriculum Framework

together with the Outcomes and Standards Frameworl< is a system-wide
curriculum initiate. Like any change process, it can be viewed as three overlapping
phases: initiation, implementation and institutionalisation.

A

model of

implementation consistent with a developing education system is one that places
as much power and ownership as possible in the hands of those who carry out the
change." In her discussion about the implementation of change within a devolved
system, she focuses on the establishment of clear parameters by the centre, in this
case the Central Office of the Education Department, and quotes Ful!an (1993)
who states "The answer lies in a blend of central policy setting and school-based
control of implementation" (Wildy, 1997, p.2).

She highlights also that

partnerships make a difference and again quotes Fullan (1991)." Collaboration and
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close intemction mnong people involved in the change

i.lfC

chantckristics of all

successful dmngc processes" (Wildy, )997. p.J).

Wildy ( 1997) talks about the need to dcvclop a flexible approach to cater fOr the
needs of individuals and diffCrcnt groups because Western Australian government
schools arc being asked to implenH!nt changes that will make a fundamental
difference to the improvement of student learning outcomes. The Education
Department's implementation strategy that is planned over a

five~ycar

period 1s

based on sound principles of effective change management.

In a recent paper. Horan ( 1997 p. I) comments on teachers' attitudes to Student
Outcome Statements and feels that ··the concept of

Outcome~Based

Education

(OBE) has been hovering like a spectre on the periphery of the Western Australian
Education scene since 1989. Those directly involved in education including
teachers, administrators, central office staff and district office personnel. exhibit
the entire spectrum of attitudes towards and perceptions about Outcome-Based
Education". Some teachers have manifested their commitment by involving
themselves in action research and using the draft Student Outcome Statements in
their programs and assessment. Others have hardly engaged with the Student
Outcome Statements and fall into a group of teachers who would never embrace
such change unless it was mandated. Some teachers felt that the change would
never happen at all.

System-wide Planned Educational Change
Waugh and Punch (1985) found that their review of contemporary literature on
planned educational change "showed a shift in research emphasis from the
adoption stage to the implementation stage (Berman & Mclaughlin, 1978; Fullan
& Pomfret, 1977; Gaynor & Du Vall, 1977; Paul 1977; Zaltman, Florio & Siorski

1977; Bennis, Benne, Chin & Corey, 1976; Baldridge & Deal, 1975).

This is

because it has become necessary to understand why some change eftOrts fail and
others are successful" (Waugh & Punch, 1985, p.ll4). They liJrther added, "the
journal literature suggests that changes be studied and man•ged in three distinct
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stages. These arc the initial or adoption stage, the implcmentution stage and the
routinisation or incorporntion ns a perm:ment feature of the system stage".

Waugh and Godfrey ( 1995) examined major reviews of the chungc literature. "A
strong reliance

\VJ.s

pluccd on reviews by Conley (I 991 ), Full an ( 1991) cmd Waugh

and Punch (1987)" (Waugh and Godfrey, 1995, p.41). They incorporated or
modified, as appropriate. the variables related to receptivity to change from these
studies into their model. In order to strengthen the framework of the model, they
also incorporated the ideas of James (1991) and Sarason ( 1990) who reported
many change studies and their own experiences of change with teachers over many
years. These major reviews focused on different aspects of change, including
teacher participation in decisions affecting the change process; state level pollcy
initiatives; and state funding to provide reforms in education. Waugh and Godfrey
(1995) also drew on the early work of McAtee and Punch (1979). They studied
the relationships

between

teachers'

attitudes

towards

a major planned

organisational change, the Achievement Certificate in Western Australian
secondary schools (as the dependent variable) and. their knowledge of the change,
participation in the change and their general attitudes towards education (as the
independent variables).

It was concluded that the key factors that influence

teachers' receptivity to change were general attitudes to education, knowledge
about the change and the extent to which teachers participated in the change.
These factors accounted for about 27 percent of the variance in attitudes to change
(McAtee & Punch, 1979).

Waugh (I 994) signalled that one of the limitations of his study was that, although
he had incorporated many areas which affected teacher receptivity to change. he
did not know whether all the main areas had been included. He states that "it is
probable that new areas relating to school culture and mutual adaptation will have
to be researched for inclusion" (Waugh, 1994, p.82). In order to add to the present
study, in the context of Waugh's (1994) comments, the works of Horan (1997):
Wildy (1997); Wallace and Wildy (1995); Fullan & Hargreaves (1991 ); Hargreaves,
Davis, Pullan, Wignall, Stager & Macmillan (1991), Rosenholtz (1991), Little
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(1990, 1982), McLaughlin (1990, 1987), McLaughlin, T"lbcrt & llascia (I'J'JOJ,

Fullan (1989); Nias. Southworth & Yeomans (I'J89) were reviewed <.md the model
adnpted to incorporate the signilicHnt variables found in their studies, which afli.:ct
change implementation J(lr teachers. These studies highlighted the critical role
work organisations and work cultures play in enabling teachers to implement
change. These studies found that in schools where collabordtivc cultures of trust
and support existed, where there wus openness and a willingness to encourage risk
taking, where teachers had shared opportunities to learn, where mutual and
professional support existed, change was more likely to occur and be embedded in
daily practice. Fullan and Hargreaves ( 1991, p.l3) declare that "however noble,
sophisticated or enlightened proposals for change and improvement might be, they
come to nothing if teachers don't adopt them in their own classrooms and if they
don't translate them into effective classroom practice ... the heavy burden of
responsibility for change and improvement in schools ultimately rests on the
shoulders of the teachers".

Variables Affecting Teacher Receptivity to Planned Change
The present study aims to investigate teachers' receptivity to the use of Student
Outcome Statements in Western Australian government secondary schools and to
investigate the relationships between receptivity, as the dependent variable, and a
number of independent variables and situation variables in line with the model
outlined in Chapter three. Receptivity is defined in four aspects, Overall Feelings,
Attitudes, Behaviour Intentions and Behaviour in line with the model. The first
group of independent variables are a selection taken from the studies done by
Waugh and Godfrey (1995, 1993); and Waugh and Punch (1987,1985): nonmonetruy cost benefits, alleviation of fears and concerns, significant other support
and feelings compared to the previous system. It was suggested by Waugh and
Punch (I 985, p. I 20) that "since only about one-third of the variance in Overall
Feelings can be accounted for by the independent variables used, future research
should aim to identifY additional independent variables important in influencing
this aspect of teacher receptivity".

The inclusion of this second group of

independent variables is an attempt to build on their recommendation and this
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group is n selection taken !i·om thc work of Roscnholtz (I 991) and llurgrcnvcs,
Davis, Fullan, Wignall. Stager and Mw.:millan ( /991 ): shnrcd goals (sharc<.l tcw;hing
goals anti cohesiveness). collaboration (team teaching, involvcmcnt in decision-

making and tem:her collubomtion) and teacher learning opportunities. The situation
variables arc school size. school location, socio-economic status, department size,
department type. tcucher status, teacher experience, sex, age, usc of Student
Outcome Statements and purposes to which Student Outcome Statements arc put.
Although the inclusion of situation variables in the Waugh and Punch (1985) study
demonstrated that they were not important systematic inllucnces on teacher
receptivity. they were used in the Rosenholtz ( 1991 ) study and the Hargreaves.
Davis, Fullan, WignalL Stager and Macmillan ( 1991) study. In Western Australia,
McAtee and Punch ( 1979) found that the situation variables accounted for about
I 0 percent of the variance in teachers' attitudes towards the Achievement
Certificate system.

Studies by Waugh and Godfrey (1995, 1993) and by Waugh (1994) and Waugh
and Punch (1987, 1985) into teachers' receptivity to system-wide educational
change examined the literature on planned educational changes which suggested
that "when successful", planned educational changes '·have a life cycle that can be
divided into three stages, initiation, implementation and routinization... Initiation
refers to the processes and planning which lead up to and include the decision to
proceed with the change ... Implementation refers to the first use of the change on
a system-wide basis in the classroom... and routinization refers to whether the
change becomes an ongoing part of the system" (Waugh & Godfrey, 1995, p.39).

Waugb and Godfrey (1995, p.50) suggest that "during the initiation stage.
administrators should sell the change to the teachers in terms of the general
variables related to receptivity in the implementation stage". They developed a
model which was based on previous research and literature on system-level change
and identified six critical variables: non-monetary cost benefits. practicality in the
classroom, alleviation of fears and concerns, teacher participation in decisionmaking, significant other support and feelings compared to the previous system.
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The theoretical framework of Roscnholtz (I 991) and Hargreaves, Davis, Fullan.
Wignall, Stager nnd Macmillan ( 199 I) complements the Waugh and Godfi-cy
(I 995) model. Roscnholtz (I 99 I) describes the work organisations of teachers
which arc most conducive to the <Jcccptancc and implementation of change.
Hargreaves. D:wis. Full an. Wignall, Stager and Macmillan (I 991 ~ p.xi) cxwnincd
the implementation of the dcstrcaming policy in Ontario and concluded that
"anxieties associated with changing practice arc reduced when teachers work in
collaborarive cultures of trust and support. grounded in action as well as talk.
When teachers can speak openly and fi-ankly with their colleagues about their
concerns, when their feelings are validated by others and when mutual support and
encouragement mark each working day. the implementation of a particular policy
change may appear much less dramatic and intrusive than in other settings. This is
especially true when teachers have concrete, current and collective practical
experience related to the changes concerned''.

Rosenholtz (1991, p.4) in a study of elementary schools in the USA, contends
that "there are shared aspects of work that cut across individual biographies with
sufficient force to explain the pattern of beliefs and behaviours in schools ...
teachers' attitudes, cognitions, and behaviour have less to do with the individual
biographies teacherS bring with them to the workplace than with the social
organisation of the workplace itself - social organisations that are not
characteristics of individual teachers but that teachers have helped shape; social
organisations that then have consequences for teachers·
behaviours".

perceptions and

Rosenholtz identified five variables which are associated with

schools which are 'moving' (improving m achievement) and have a work
organisation which is conducive to change.

It is suggested that teachers will

respond in a positive way to change and reform if the environment in which they
work fosters a work organisation which supports

shared goals; teacher

collaboration; teacher learning; teacher certainty and teacher commitment.

Hargreaves, Davis, Fullan, Wignall, Stager and Macmillan ( !991, p.x) drew on the
work ofRosenholtz (1991), Little (1982) and Fullan (1989) stating that "'we knew
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that the workpi;Jcc culture of a sehoul may be vital to the success or IUiJurc of
change in schools" wht.:n they h.JOkcd at the way in which secondary schools had
implemented the policy of '"dcstrcaming" and the work organisations which
supported the change.

Educational

Clum~e.

In their study of Secondwy 5/,:hoo/ Work Culture und

1-Jargrcm'es. Davis. Fullun, Wignall, Stager, and Macmillun

(1991. p.xii) found that .. collaborative work cultures in secondary schools create
and sustain trust. risk. openness. opportunities to Jearn, shared language and
common experience that make educational changes Jess abstract and less
threatening to individual members of the school community".

McLaughlin ( 1987, p.l72) states that ·· ... policy cannot always mandate what
matters to outcomes at the local level: individual incentives are central to local
responses; effective implementation requires a strategic balance of pressure and
support; policy-directed change ultimately is a problem of the smallest unit". She
cites Pressman

and

Wildavsky

( 1984)

who,

she

said,

"showed

that

implementation dominates outcomes - that the consequences of even the best
planned. best supported, and most promising policy initiatives depend finally on
what happens as individuals throughout the policy system interpret and act on
them" (McLaughlin, 1987, p.l72).

In reviewing the Rand Change Agent Study (1973-1978), McLaughlin (1990. p.l2)
states that "the study demonstrates that the nature. amount. and pace of change at
the local level was a product of local factors that were largely beyond the control
of higher·level policymakers".

She raises the issue of the contribution which

teacher interaction has to successful implementation and states ··if teachers lie at
the heart of successful efforts to enhance classroom practices. then the
professional networks that engage teachers comprise promising vehicles for
change" (McLaughlin, 1990, p.l5).

Fullan and Hargreaves focus on the work of Little ( 1990), Roscnholtz ( 1991 ).
Nias, Southworth and Yeomans (1989) and Ashton and Webb ( 1986) to highlight
the importance of teacher collaboration as a critical element in successfUl schools
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as "collaborative cultures an: explicitly committed to continuous improvement, to
searching out ways of improving practice whether these be found inside or outside
the school" (Fullan & Hargreaves, 1991, p.52).

Hargreaves. Davis. Full an, Wignall. Stager and Macmillan ( 1991, p.xi) investigate
the organisational structures of secondary schools which add to the motivation for
the current study. It is suggested tlmt ·•most secondary schools arc failing to meet
the challenges of a complex and rapidly changing postmodcrn world because they
are clinging to crumbling structures of modernity.

Their curricular and

organisational structures are bureaucratic, hierarchical, overtly

specialised,

inflexible, and unwieldy''. The study suggests that the conflicts and differences
between such subcultures like subject departments may have a stronger influence
on teaching, learning and teachers' adaptation to change than what might occur
across the culture of the school as a whole. He believes that secondary schools
have such complex settings that common elements \vhich may be attributed to
them may be exaggerated.

Attih;des, Beliefs and Behaviours
This literature review which deals with the variables affecting teacher attitude to
system-wide planned educational change draws on the work of Rosenholtz ( 1991 ),
Hargreaves, Davis, Fullan, Wignall, Stager and Macmillan (1991) Fullan and
Hargreaves (1991 ), Waugh and Godfrey (1995, 1993); Waugh (1994); McLaughlin
( 1990, 1987); Waugh and Punch ( 1987, 1985) and McAtee and Punch ( 1979) and
incorporates attitude studies linking attitudes. beliefs and intentions (Ajzen.
1989). Ajzen (1989) extended the theory by Fishbein and Ajzen ( 1975) which
captures an individual's motivation by using the concept of intention to perforn1 a
behaviour. The extended theory is determined by three conceptually independent
determinants: attitude towards the behaviour, which is influenced by behavioural
beliefs that link behaviour to outcome~ perceived social pressure on the individual
to perform the behaviour which is influenced by nonnative beliefs; and perceived
level of ease or difficulty of performing the behaviour which is influenced by
control beliefs.

According to this theory, receptivity is defined by Overall
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Feelings towards the proposed change, Attitudes towurds the proposed change
and Behaviour Intentions towards the proposed change. A fourth aspect, that of
Behaviour, is added in the present study.

The studies by Waugh and Punch (1985, 1987) and Waugh and Godfrey (1993,
1995) show a high correlation between Attitudes tmd Behaviour Intentions.

Waugh (1994) applied the model, involving Altitudes and Behaviour Intentions,
which he developed in 1983 to a system-wide planned change, the Certificate of
Secondary Education in Western Australian secondary schools.

The study

showed that the independent variables accounted for about 56% of the variance in
teachers· receptivity to a system-wide change. Waugh and Punch ( 1987) reviewed
the literature concerning teacher receptivity to system-wide educational change
and found that the most important variables are: teachers· personal cost benefit,
the practicality of the change, alleviation of fears and concerns. perceived
expectations and attitudes towards the change. perceived school support for the
change and genera] beliefs and attitudes towards education and the previous
education system.

Waugh and Godfrey (I 993) in a study dealing with teacher receptivity to systemwide planned change, the Unit Curriculum in Western Australian secondar)'
school, developed their model further.

The study showed that 56% of the

variance in teachers' attitudes to the change was accounted for by the predictor
variables: perceived

non~monetary

cost benefits by the teachers. perceived

participation in school and classroom decision-making, perceived support for the
change by significant other, and teachers' feeling towards the previous educational
system.

The study reinforces the view that there are fundamental variables

common to all system-wide planned changes.

These studies are particularly

relevant to this study, as they were all conducted in Western Australia.
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In the present study teacher receptivity involves teachers' belie[<>. auitudes,
behaviour intentions <tnd behaviour, as they have developed while using the
Student Outcome Statements. These have been chosen hecause previous research
supports their indusion. Behaviour is added

lO

extend the model and bring all

these variables together in one study.

Summary
The review of the literature begins by providing an historical overview that
develops the context fOr the change described in this study. The overview clearly
portrays that the study is one of system-wide planned educational change which
had its origins in the Education Department of Western Australia \\:ith the release
of Beller Schools in 1987 which signalled a shift from a centraJised to more local
level decision-making. The consequential process of the development of policies
and guidelines led to the development of the essential elements of the curriculum
referred to as the Student Outcome Statements. the subject of the present study.

Next a review of literature on system-wide planned educational change has been
undertaken with a focus on the implementation stage of the change. A number of
major works are explored which have studied factors that influence teacher
receptivity to change in the implementation stage. The significant factors that
influence this study draw on the work of Rosenholtz ( 1991 ). Hargreaves. Davis.
Fullan, Wignall, Stager and Macmillan (1991) and Waugh and Godfrey (1995.
1993) and Waugh and Punch ( 1987, 1985).
The next section outlines the variables affecting teacher receptivity to systemwide planned educational change. The most significant variables from the Waugh
and Godfrey (1995, 1993) research are selected for this study. such as nonmonetary cost benefits. alleviation of fears and concerns. perceived support from
senior staff and feelings compared to the previous system. Additional variables
are included from the Rosenholtz (1991) and Hargreaves, Davis. Fullan. Wignall.
Stager and Macmillan (1991) study, such as shared goals (shared teaching goals
and cohesiveness), teacher collaboration (team teaching. involvement in decision-
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making :.md teacher coll<:~boration) and teacher learning opportunities. 1\ number of
situation variables h:.1vc also bc.:en included, as some.: of the studies indicated that
there were interesting relationships to he cxplorc.:tl. The model that is outlined in
Chapter three ddincs receptivity in tOur aspects: OvcrJIJ Feelings, Attitudes,
Behaviour Intentions and Bch<lviour.
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CHAPTER3
THE MODEL AND THE PREDICTED
RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN THE VARIABLES

Introduction
There are many factors that influence how teachers may react to changes generated
by an education system. or how employees of any organisation react to and
manage change. An education system comprises many complex areas including
schools, administrators, teachers and students. In addition. there are layers of
administration and control, which vary within the system depending on the
devolution of power and decision-making, from the centre to the local level. These
layers comprise complex interactions with Federal and State Government bodies.
parent associations, union groups, community organisations. tertiary bodies and
other sectors such as the catholic and independent groups of schools. It would
require a complex process to analyse all the relationships between variables that
may influence teachers' receptivity and actions towards change.

In order to

simplicy the problem, a model has been developed which describes some
important relationships between the variables. Although the creation of a model
may be seen as somewhat artificial, it serves as a useful tooL in a study such as
this, to show the main variables of interest and how they may be related. This
chapter presents a general model of teacher receptivity to change to illustrate the
relationships between the most important variables influencing the receptivity of
teachers in government secondary schools to a system-wide planned educational
change, and applies it to a specific change, the use of Student Outcome
Statements.

The Model
The model that provides the theoretical framework for this study has been
developed by combining and utilising variables from recent research on change
(Rosenboltz, 1991; Fullan & Hargreaves 1991; Hargreaves, Davis, Fullan, Wignall.
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Stager & Macmillan. 199 I; McLaughlin. I990,19X7; Waugh & Godli-cy. I995. 1993:
Waugh & Punch. 1987. 1985 }.
components of
Ft.~lings.

th~.:

The model suggcsl'i a correlation between the

dependent variable. lc:achcr receptivity to change: Ovemll

Attitudes. Behaviour Intentions and Behaviour. In particular, it suggests

that Overall

Ft.~lings

inllucncc Attitudes that. in turn. influence Behaviour

Intentions and Behaviour (Ajzcn. 1989}. The model further suggcsl'i that teacher
receptivity to change is related to two groups of independent variables: one group
relating to personal variables associated with the change (Overall Feelings.
Attitudes. Behaviour Intentions and Behaviour) and the second relating to
interaction between teachers as variables associated with the change (see Figure 3.1 ).

This study assumes that teachers· receptivity towards a system-level planned
educational change, such as the implementation of Student Outcome Statements,

will vary. The study suggests that a significant amount of this variation in teachers·
receptivity can be explained by a number of independent variables. The group one
independent variables are non-monetary cost benefits. alleviation of fears and
concerns, significant other support. feelings compared to the previous system. and
the group two independent variables are shared goals (shared teaching goals and
cohesiveness), collaboration (team teaching. involvement m decision-making and
teacher collaboration) and tt:acher learning opportunities.

The model suggests that there are situation variables concerning schools. school
departments and teachers, which are related to the independent variables and which.
in turn, are related to teacher receptivity to change. It is expected that the situation
variables will be correlated with teacher receptivity, and explain extra variance not
explained by the independent variables. The situation variables are school size.
school

locatio~

socio-economic status, department size, department type. teacher

status, teacher experience, se'4 age, use of Student Outcome Statements and
purposes to which Student Outcome Statements are put.

This model was chosen in preference to other research approaches becuase it has

been used successfully in Western Australia to investigate system-wide curriculum
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changes (Waugh & Godfrey, 1995, 1993; Waugh 1994 and Waugh & l'unch, 1987,
1983).

INDEP.:NDENT

INDJo:PENDENT

SITUATION

Df.Pf:Nln:NT

VARIABLES

VARIABU:S

VARIABI.ES

VARIABU:

(GROUP I)

(GROUP 2)

School

Teacher rtteplivity

Shared goals
non-monetary

•

shared teaching goals

•

socio-economic status

cost benefits

•

cohcsi\•eness

•

size

•

location

towards the new
system
(measured in four
aspects)

Department

Collaboration
alleviation of
fears and
concerns

•

team teaching

•

type

•

im·olvement in decision-

•

size

•

Overall Feelings

making

significant other
support

•

teacher collaboration

•

Teacher learning

•

Attitudes

•

Behaviour

opportunities

Teacher
feelings

•

age

the previous

•

experience

system

•

stalus

•

sex

•

use of Student

compared to

Intentions

•

Behaviour

Outcome Statements

•

purposes of Student
Outcome Statements

Figure 3.1: Model of teacher receptivity to the use of Student Outcome
Statements.
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Predicted Relationships between l{eccptivity and the Group One
Independent Variables
It is expected that the most important relationships between the indcpcndcnt and

dependent variables will be those which arc linked to tcaclu:rs' beliefS, that is,
group one variables. Teachers will be receptive to the change to Student Outcome
Statements if they perceive that the benefits of the change will outweigh any
difficulties, if they believe Student Outcome Statements compare favourably with
the previous system (Unit Curriculum), if they perceive that there is support from
significant others (such as the principal) and they believe their concerns about the
implementation will be addressed and that they will have the opportunity to
participate in making decisions. Waugh ( 1994) reported that teacher receptivity to
the implementation of a system-wide change would have increased if more
opportunities had been created by administrators for teachers to participate in
decisions about the change. •·raking away the option for teachers to participate.
when teachers expected to have more influence. worked to decrease teachers'
receptivity to the change" (Waugh, 1994, p,9Q), Group two independent variables
are likely to have a less direct influence. Teachers may share teaching goals. may
collaborate well, enjoy team teaching and agree on outcomes. but. as a group. they
might not support the specific change to Student Outcome Statements, Their
actions will be more directly associated with their own beliefs about the efficacy
of the change rather than with the working environment. Thus. it is expected that
there will be a moderate positive relationship between the group one variables and
receptivity. The more positive the group one independent variables. the higher the
receptivity to the change. The more negative the group one independent variables,
the lower the receptivity to the change,

Significant support from others is expected to have a moderate positive
relationship with teacher receptivity. If the principal. most teachers and close:
colleagues support the change. then it is expected that teachers will be more
receptive to the change, Conversely, if the principal, most teachers and close
colleagues do not support the change, then teachers will be less receptive to iL
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Teachers will be more receptive if support is li.uthcoming from key personnel (the
principal und deputy principal. other teachers including dose colleagues, district
and learning urea superintendents). Thcy will ICc! tlmt they arc working together
inn collegiate and colluborativc environment towards common goals and will ICc!
that others support them in their teaching. There is less likely to be internal
conflict <mlong staff: if they are working in a supportive environment and,
consequently. teachers feel that they can work in an atmosphere of trust.

If teachers feel that there are mechanisms and supports which contribute to the
alleviation of their fears and concerns about the change, such as regular meetings,
senior persons available to advise and having the opportunity to resolve issues
infonnally at the school. then it is expected that this will enhance their receptivity
to the change. On the contrary. if these are not available. it is highly likely that
they will be less receptive. The greater the alleviation of fears and concerns, the
higher the receptivity to the change and the less the alleviation of fears and
concerns, the lower the receptivity to the change.

In the current environment

many teachers do not have the background or experience to implement major
classroom change without assistance from senior persons in the schools or being
able to debate issues with their peers. Teachers need to feel supported and able to
express their opinions in an environment that is built on trust. They need to be
able to develop their professional knowledge without fear of recrimination and
need to resolve any issues in a collegiate and cooperative way. particularly, when
there is change, as most staff lack experience in the new area and have little expert
knowledge of the change.

It is expected that if teachers have positive feelings about the change compared to
the previous system they will be more likely to be receptive to it. If they feel that
the use of Student Outcome Statements allows them to provide fOr better student
learning. manage their classrooms better, provide more relevant content. :1ddress
the needs of individual students better, make better judgement about student
learning achievement and report more effectively on studcm achievement. then
they are expected to be more receptive to the change. If they feel that the use of
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Student Outcome Statements docs nut improve student lcurning achicvcmcnt
compared to the previous system, it is cxpc<.:tcd that they will not be rcc.:cptivc to
the change. Teachers arc focused un student leaming and arc motivated by the
extent to which the students progress. They generally will commit to processes
that enhance student learning.

It is expected that there will be a moderate positive relationship between
receptivity to the change and non-monetary cost bcnclits. That is, the higher the
perceived non-monetary cost benefits to the teacher in implementing the change in
tenns of more efficient classroom management, better assessment and more focus
on outcomes, the more positive the receptivity to the change and the lower the
perceived non-monetary cost benefits to the teacher in implementing the change,
the less positive the receptivity to the change. If teachers feel that such issues as
extra workload and extra responsibility are balanced by their satisfaction with
teaching, better student classroom learning and general benefits for the student, it
is expected that this will enhance their receptivity to the change. On the other
hand, if the benefits are not obvious to them. it is highly likely that they will be
less receptive. That is, if extra work load associated with a change to Student
Outcome Statements is not outweighed by greater satisfaction with teaching, if
extra work is to the detriment of home life, if it is not perceived to result in better
student learning, if total problems associated with implementation outweigh total
benefits and extra responsibility for student assessment affects workloads,
teachers are likely to be less receptive to the change.

Predicted Relationships between Receptivity and the Group Two
Independent Variables
It is expected that collaboration will have a weak positive relationship with the
deperdent variable, as some research cited focuses on this relationship. lr' teachers
share teaching ideas with other teachers, if they can obtain advice from other
teachers, if they can obtain support and give support when they or their
colleagues are having difficulties, if they engage in and enjoy team teaching and if
they participate in decision-making related to the use of Student Outcome
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Statements. then it is expected that they will he receptive to the change.
Conversely~

if they do not shan: teaching ideas and resources with other teachers.

do not enjoy or vnlue team teaching, do not pmticipute in decision-making rclcvunt
to Student Outcome Statements and eunnot obtain support or advice about
problems they experience:. it is likely that they will be less receptive to the change.
The support provided to teachers who work in a collaborative work cnvuunmcnt
assists them to approach change in a positive manner.

Similarly. if teachers share goals, with other teachers. about the outcome students
should be achieving. if the values and philosophy of education arc similar to those
held by their colleagues and they share a high level of commitment to student
learning. if there is a sense of cohesiveness amongst the staff, then it is expected
that teacher receptivity to the change will be positive. Conversely, the research
does not suggest as strong a correlation between receptivity to change and sharing
of goals as it does with collaboration (Rosenholtz. 1991 ).

However. there is

expected to be a positive relationship as Student Outcome Statements focus on
student learning achievement and involve sharing of goals at a department and
school level. The success of Student Outcome Statements is partially dependent
on teachers having a shared understanding of their meaning in order to ensure that
they can make valid and reliable judgements. The quality of the assessment and
reporting of the Student Outcome Statements is dependent on this shared
understanding.

Consequently, it is critical that teachers share their goals and

understandings as they progress with the implementation of Student Outcome
Statements.

It is expected that there will be moderately positive relationships between
teachers' learning opportunities and their receptivity to change. If teachers arc
presented with new ideas that they are willing to implement, if senior teachers
work with teachers to improve their skills, if teachers are encouraged to uy out
new ideas that improve student learning, they are expected to be more receptive to
the change. Conversely, if senior teachers do not work with classroom teachers to
improve their skills or encourage them to try out new ideas to improve student
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lt.·nrning. or do not provide them with opportunities or support muteriuls. teachers
will not be receptive to the change. The implcmcntaLion of Student Outcome
Statements changes the fllcus li·om an inputs upprouch used in the Unit
Curriculum to an outcomes approach.

This shill in fOcus requires curriculum

leadership particularly rrom senior teachers in order to work through the issues
and problems associated with making judgements about student learning. providing
<Ippropriatc learning programs. developing appropriate assessment approaches
and constructing innovati\'e w:ovs of reporting to the students. the parents and to
their fellow colleagues. For many teachers these approaches, skills and tasks arc
new and they need to be provided with opportunities to learn, to practise, to share
with others and they need to be able to take risks. make mistakes and learn
constructively from these mistakes.

Predicted Relationships between Receptivity and the Situation
Variables
It is expected that there will be small positive relationships between the dependent
variable and the situation variables. The situauon variables are expected to explain
less variance than the group one and group two i11dependent variables.

The

demographic variables relating to the school. such as socio-economic status. size
and location, are not expected to have a strong relationship with the dependent
variable. However, it is expected that the type and size of department may have
an important influence on the teachers' receptivity to change through their effect
on the independent variables.

If the department's leanting area is English or

Mathematics, it is expected that they would have had a longer involvement with
Student Outcome Statements and hence improve teacher tbmiliarity and
receptivity. The smaller the department. the more likely it is that most teachers
would be involved, able to support each other and thus increase the likelihood of
receptivity to Student Outcome Statements.

It is expected that the teachers' decision to participate will have an important
relationship with the dependent variable.

If teachers have been using Student

Outcome Statements across various year levels. or, more particularly across a
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deparuncm or a whole

s~,;hool,

for some time, if they were involved in the trials

and if they arc using the Statements for various purposes. such as monitoring
achievement. assessment. reporting, planning programs or pl<mning school
development. then it is expected tlwt they will be more receptive to the change.
Conversely. if they have not

participat~,;d

pn:viously in uny of these activities.

they will not be expected lObe so receptive.

It is expected that teachers· experience will have a small positive relationship wii.h
the dependent variable. If the teachers have a large number of years of teaching
experience. it is expected that they \\:ill be more receptive to the change.
Conversely, if they have Jess experience. they are likely to perceive more
difficulty in coping with the change and will be less receptive. More experienced.
and therefore. older teachers. are generally reluctant to LJke on change immediately.
However, it is also true that the more experienced and older teachers have a vast
amount of knowledge. They have experience in collaborating with others and
know how to obtain support and seek out appropriate resources.

Less

experienced, younger teachers often do not have the baggage from previous system
and are more willing to try out new approaches. However. they often Jack the
knowledge and professional expertise to work their way through complex
educational change, particularly, such change that affects all aspects of teaching
and student learning. Other teacher variables, such as sex and status. are not
expected to be significant except in so far as they interrelate with experience. The
situation variables are expected to be related to the independent variables and
hence to the dependent variables. For example. in bigger schools there may well be
more team teaching, hence the higher the receptivity.

Summary
Teacher receptivity to Student Outcome Statements is expected to be related to
many variables in a complex way. as there are many f3ctors which influence how
teachers may react to changes generated by an education system.

The model

created in this study, serves as a useful tool to show the main variables of interest
and how they may be related. This general model of teacher receptivity to change
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illustmtes the n:latiunships between the llHJst imp11rta1Jt vctriahles influencing the
rccepli\'ity of teachers in gm·crnmcnt secondary schools to a

systcm~widc

planned

cduC<Itiomll change. the usc uf'Stmlcnt ()utciJillC St<tlcJncnts.

Teachers' receptivity to Student Outcome Statements. mea<>ured in fi.mr aspects,
is expect.:d to be rl.!'lated to the sequence of Owrall Feelings. Attitudes. Behaviour
lllll.!'ntions and lkhaviour.

The model suggests a correlation bct\vcen the

components of the dependent nJriablc. teacher receptivity to change: Overall
Feelings. Attitudes. Behaviour Intentions and Bclmviour. In particular. it suggests
that 0\·crall Feelings influence Attitudes. which. in turn. influence Behaviour
Intentions and Behaviour.

Teacher receptivity to Student Outcome Statements is expech;J to he related to:
I. four personal independent variables (involvement in decision~making, nonmonetary cost benefit. alleviation of fears and concerns. significant other
support and feelings compared to the previous system) moderately and
positively;
2. six group two independent variables !shared goals (shared teaching goals and
cohesiveness), collaboration (team teaching. invoh·ement in decision-making
and teacher collaboration) and teacher learning opportunities} weakly and
positively; and
3. three situation variables (school, department and teacher) through their
relationship of the situation variables with the independent variables.

The measurement methodology is described more fully in Chapter four.
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CHAPTER4
INSTRUMENT, VARIABLES AND MEASUREMENT
Introduction
This chapter describes and discusses the questionnaire, its validation, how the
variables have been constructed. the types of scale used to measure the variables,
and the definition and measurement of each variable.
questionnaire are related

to

The items in the

the definition of each variable and the variables making

up the questionnaire derive from the model to be tested.

Trialing of the Questionnaire
It was considered important to trial the questionnaire in order to check that the
items made sense to the teachers, to ensure that the language was appropriate and
that the time that it would take to complete was manageable for teachers. It was
imperative to ensure that the structure. format and presentation were designed
well. in order to maximise teacher responses. The questionnaire was trialed using
15 secondary curriculwn consultants who had extensive experience working in
secondary schools with teachers who were using the Student Outcome Statements.
A nwnber of these consultants were experienced in designing instruments for use
with teachers in schools and offered comments based on their experience. The
original questionnaire was modified according to the feedback received from the
trial.

They suggested using fewer items and that eliminating repetitive items

would make the completion of the questionnaire easier. The questionnaire was
reduced from I 60 items to I 29 items.

The respondents also made useful

suggestions relating to the numbering of the questions. the sequencing of the
sections and general editing.

After the editing, the questionnaire could be

completed in twenty to twenty-five minutes.

Seven experienced secondary principals were asked to provide further feedback on
the questionnaire. They suggested changing the wording in the headings, as they
believed teachers could react negatively to some of the language that was used.

--------
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For example. the title of the questionnaire was changed lfom 'tr.:achcr receptivity

to system-level change' to 'teachers' attitudes towards the usc of Student
Outcome Statements'. Other changes mac.Jc arc now explained.

Scale
The first draft which was trialcd was designed with a Jive point scale ranging ffom

'strongly agree'

to

'strongly disagree· with ·unsure' being the middle category.

However, the advice received from the consultants. particularly the measurement

experts, was that the scale should be modified to a four-point scale with a fifth
option 'unable to comment' added and the 'unsure· option deleted. The unsure
category was deleted because Dubois and Burns (1975) reported that many
respondents use a neutral category when they do not hold neutral feelings and this
'unsure' category tends to attract responses such as ·don't know', "don't care·
and 'don't want to answer'. This makes interpretation of the data difficult due to
lack of clarity.

In addition, it was suggested that some items be reversed

throughout the questionnaire to overcome the fixed response syndrome in a long
questionnaire.

Demographics- Section A
This section was generally well received. Some minor modifications were made
which enhanced readability. For example, in response to the question 'how many
teaching staff in your department?' the range of answers was modified from nine
a1tematives to five. Instead of asking questions such as "what is your teaching
status?' the heading was simply changed to 'teaching status', 'years of teaching
experience' and 'age'. Use of the term 'Manual Arts' was changed to "Design and
Technology', as the feedback suggested that teachers were more comfortable with
this tenninology.

Student Outcome Statements- Section B
The respondents found this section easy to complete and only minor
modifications were made in response to the feedback. The number of options in
item 11 that related to the extent of use of the Student Outcome Statements was
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reduced from lOur tu three. In item 12. which refers to who is using the Student
Outcome Statements. the number of options was rccJucccJ from six tu four as it
was tOr item I 3 which referred to who made the dcdsion to begin using Student
Outcome Statements in the sehoul.

Item 14. which reJCrrcd to the Education

Department of Western Australia's Uified and Talented Program, was simplified
to elicit a Yes/No answer. Item 18 in the trial questionnaire, which referred to the
purpose of the use of the results of the Monitoring Standards in Education
Program. was deleted as it was not considered to be of sufficient relevance to this
study.

Beliefs and Behm•iours- Section C

The heading ·feelings towards the preVIOUS system compared to sos· was
expanded to ·feelings towards the Unit Curriculum compared to Student Outcome
Statements' and the number of items reduced from 14 to I 0 as they were
considered to be repetitive. The heading ·non-monetary cost benefit' was clarified
and changed to 'benefits of Student Outcome Statements' and some editorial
modifications were made.

The heading •overall Feelings towards SOS' was

changed to 'attitudes towards Student Outcome Statements· and the number of
items reduced from seven to five. The heading ·significant support for sos· was
changed to 'support for Student Outcome Statements'. Wording such as ·my best
teacher friend' was changed to "my closest colleague at this school'. The reason
these changes were made was because the respondents felt that the wording was
not clear and provided the alternatives to assist in developing current ·userfriendly' language for teachers.

The group of items associated with "Behaviour Intentions towards Student
Outcome Statements' was reduced from eight to five. The response categories for
the group of items underthe heading 'behaviours· was changed lium 'very otien·.
'often\ 'rarely', 'never' to •often', "sometimes·. •rarely', ·never'. This provided a
much clearer differentiation between the two positive categories and assisted in
more accurate measmement of the items.
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Alliludes wward\' Studc:nt Ou/comc: ,)'tatcmc:nl.\'- Section D

The instructions relating to the completion of this section usmg semantic
diflCrentials were simplified, making it more 'user friendly',

The initial

instructions \\'ere lc:ngthy and tended to confuse the reader and were replaced with
a simple sentence that stated. ·As you read down the Jist of adjective pairs, place
a cross in the box on the continuum that best describes how you feel about
Student Outcome Statements'.

Work organisalions- Se,·lion E

The items (77-86) referring to ·teacher collaboration· were reduced from 13 to II

as they tended to be repetitive and the order of the items changed so that there
were two clear categories, the first relating to the department and the second
relating to the whole school.

The items in the draft questionnaire related to

"teacher socialisation· were deleted. as they were not significantly aligned to the
aims of the study. Repetition was the main problem with this section and the
items (96-1 07) referring to •cohesiveness' were reduced from 18 to 12. The items

referring to "team teaching' were reduced from nine to seven and the items referring
to •teacher learning opportunities' were reduced from 17 to 14 again reducing
repetition and providing clarity and consistency.

Open ended comments
The feedback suggested that some teachers welcomed the opportunity to make
comments about the data, the instrument, the changes and about Student Outcome
Statements and that more space would be appreciated. This section was designed
to add a deeper qualitative dimension to the study by allowing teachers to express
themselves in their own works and to state how the system could be improved to
produce better outcomes and to manage the change better. This modification was

incorporated into the final version of the questionnaire.

The Questionnaire
The questionnaire was designed in line with the model (see Chapter three and
Appendix A) and included scales which attempted to measure the variables in the
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model.
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These variables were identified in the literature as related to teacher

receptivity to system-level change. The items of t111.: questionnaire utilise a fOur
point scale (with '4' being positive and 'I' being negative) in order to maintain
consistency across the whole questionnaire and make it easier lOr teachers to
understand and respond. A fifth option was included which was classified as ·tr
for ·unable to comment'.

Section A and B

These sections incorporated the situation variables as outlined in the model and
include 17 items relating to school, department and teacher characteristics.

In

Section 8 the eight items relate explicitly to the relationship of tc-dchers with
Student Outcome Statements. They relate to the length of time teachers have been
using Student Outcome Statements, the extent of their use in various year levels.
how the decision was made to begin using them. whether teachers were part of the
official trial by the Education Department of Western Australia, the purposes for
which Student Outcome Statements were being used and so on. Section A has
nine items: school size, school location, socio-economic status, department size,
department type, teacher status, teacher experience, sex and age.

Section C and D

There are four aspects of the dependent variable that are measured in this section.
Receptivity is measured in four aspects, Overall Feelings, Attitudes Behaviour
Intentions and Behaviour. 'Overall Feelings' (Items 33-37) were measured under
the heading 'Attitudes towards Student Outcome Statements' (because the
piloting indicated responses would be better), using fiw items with a four point
scale ranging from 'strongly agree' to 'strongly disagree' and a fifth option 'unable
to comment'. 'Attitudes towards Student Outcome Statements' (Item 65) was
measured using thirteen Semantic Differentials with a four point scale.
'Behaviour Intentions' (Items 46 to 51) were measured using six items and
'Behaviours' were measured using six items (Items 59 to 64).
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lbere are four group one independent variables as outlined in the model (Chapter
3 ). non-monetary cost benefits. allc\'iation of fCars rmd concerns. significant other

support and feelings compared to the previous system. They arc aJJ measured
using the four-point scale described above.

'Non-monetary cost benefits' arc

measured using Jive items (Items 28 to 32. 'Alleviation of fears and concerns' with
se\·en items. ·significant other support' using eight items (Items 38 to 45) and
•feelings compared to the previous system· were measured using ten items (Items
18to 27).

Each variable. ·overall Feelings·. ·Behaviour Intentions·. 'non-monetary cost
benefits", ·alleviation of fears and concerns·. ·significant other support' and
"feelings compared to the previous system· has a number of items used to
detennine the relevant measure. including some items for which responses need to

be reversed. In addition. a set of thirteen semantic differentials is used to describe
Attitudes of teachers towards Student Outcome Statements.

Section E
There are six group two independent variables as outlined in the model (Chapter
three) which measure the work organisations of teachers. shared goals (shared

teaching goals and cohesiveness), collaboration (team teaching. involvement in
decision-making and teacher collaboration) and teacher learning opportunities.
Each variable has a number of items used to determine the measure, including
reversals. They are all measured utilising the four-point scale described above.

'Shared teaching goals' (Items 87 to 95) and 'cohesiveness' (Items 96 to I 07) are
indicators of overall shared goals. These twenty-one items are measured in two
distinct categories: goals as demonstrated in the department and goals as
demonstrated in the whole school.

'Team teaching' (Items 109 to 115).

'involvement in decision-making' (Items 77 to 86) and 'teacher collaboration·
(Items 66 to 76) are indicators of overall collaboration.

Teacher learning

opportunities (Items 116 to 129) are measured using thirteen items.
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Respondents were invited to comment on any ;:1spcct uf the research and provided
with almost a full page to respond.

Introduction to Measurement
The dependent variable, receptivity, is measured in four aspects, Overall Feelings,
Attitudes. Behaviour Intentions and Behaviour towards Student Outcome
Statements. These aspects are classified as latent attributes (except for Behaviour)
and the literature describes a number of different types of scaJcs that have been
developed to measure these attributes. The most common scales use statements
which principally refer to attitude and restrict the respondents' answers to agree
or disagree, such as Likert Scales and Semantic Differential Scales (Waugh &
Godfrey, 1995,1993; Waugh & Punch, 1985; and Osgood, Suci & Tannebaum.
1970). More recent developments in the measurement of latent variables suggest
the use of the Rasch Measurement Model (Waugh & Collins. 1997; Waugh, 1994;
Waugh& Godfrey, 1993; Waugh & Punch, 1987, 1985; Andrich, !988a; Wright &
Masters, 1981; Rasch, 1960/1980;) with Likert, Semantic Differential and other
similar scales.

Before testing the hypotheses, it was necessary to investigate the psychometric
properties and the conceptual design of the variables. In regard to the latter, the
items are based on a conceptual framework based on previous research by Waugh
and Godfrey (1995, 1993); Rosenholtz (1991) and Hargreaves, Davis, Fullan,
Wignall, Stager and Macmillan (1991) and Waugh and Punch (1987,1985).

In

regard to the fonmer, item analysis was undertaken to ensure that the aggregation
of items into the proposed scales satisfied the necessary criteria to form valid and
reliable scales. These criteria are as set out by Wright and Masters (1981) and
described in Waugh (1998, p.47). They involve the following processes:
• an evaluation of whether each item functions as intended;
• an estimation of the relative position (difficulty) of each valid item along the

scale;
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• an evaluation of whether each teacher's responses fbnn a valid response
paucrn:
• an estimation of each teacher's relative score (perception) on the scale;
• calibmting the teacher scores and the item scores together on a common scale
defined by the items. with a constant interval from one end of the scale to the
other so that their numerical values mark orTthe scale in a linear way;
• calculating the numerical values with standard errors which indicate the
precision of the measurements on the scale; and
• checking that the items remain similar in their function and meaning from
teacher to teacher and group to group so that they are seen as stable and useful
measures.

The item analysis was undertaken using a Rasch model with the Quest program
(Adams & Khoo, 1994). The model is the Extended Logistic Model of Rasch for
ordered response items such as Likert scales and Semantic Differentials (Andrich.
1988a; Rasch 1960/1980). The model creates a scale at interval measurement level
based on the log odds of respondents agreeing with the items. The program checks

on the consistency of the teachers' responses and calculates the scale score needed
for a fifty percent chance of passing from one response category to the next (for
example, from strongly disagree to disagree, from disagree to agree and from agree
to strongly agree for each item). The scale scores are called threshold values.
They are calculated in logits and they must be ordered to represent the increasing

receptivity needed to answer from each response category to the next one. Items
whose thresholds are not ordered (that is, for which the teachers do not use the

categories consistently) are not considered to fit the measurement model and are
discarded.

The scale produced by the Rasch process has items ordered from easiest with
which to agree to hardest with which to agree. Items at the easiest end of the scale
(those with negative logit values) are answered in agreement by most teachers and
items at the hardest end (those with positive logit values) are most likely to be

answered in agreement only by teachers whose receptivity is strongly positive.

~--~----
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Equal differences

b<~twccn

numbers on the crc<.~tcd

sc<.~lc

represent cqlllll diflCrcnccs

in teacher receptivity measures and item difficulties, as appropriate, with both
item ditlicultics and teacher receptivity calibmtcd on the same scale. The modci
produces scale-free teacher receptivity measures and sample-free item difficulties
so that dillCrcnccs between pairs of teacher perception measures und item
dilficulties arc expected to be sample independent (Andrich. I 988b, Wright and
Masters. 1981).

The program checks that the teachers· responses fit the measurement model. The

fit statistics are weighted and unwcighted mean squares that can be approximately
nonnalised using the Wilson-Hifferty transformation. The normalised statistics
arc called infitt and outfit t and when the data conform to the model they have a
mean near zero and a standard deviation near one. Also. it is generally accepted
that each item should fit the model within a 30 percent variation benveen the
observed and the expected response pattern (otherwise teacher responses are not
related to the responses to the other items in such a way as to form a valid scale).

The Item Separation Index and the Teacher Separation Index calculate reliability.
Separation indices represent the proportion of observed variance considered to be
true. A combination of data is required as evidence for the construct validity of
the scale. The Item and Teacher Separation Indices must be high. The observed
and expected item response patterns need to fit the measurement model according
to strict criteria; the thresholds related to passing from one category response to
the next need to be ordered; and there needs to be a conceptual framework
(theoretical or practical) linking the items of the scale together.

Before undertaking the analysis, a number of items were reverse scored.

The

results of the Rasch evaluation then led to some adjustments to the scales with
several items being discarded. The results for the various scales are summarised
below and will be discussed in the following sections of this chapter.

4~
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Definition and Measurement of the f}cpcndent Variables
The Rasch rcliubility and validity measures lOr the various scales that constitute
the dependent

vari:.~blcs

urc surnnmriscd in Table 4.1 and will be discussed below.

Table 4.1: Teacher statistics for the scales

Mean
Std Dcvimion (Ac.lj)
Separability
lnlit MC'JO square
Outfit Mean square
lnfit 1 mean
Std Devimion
Outfit 1 mean
Std Deviation
No of Items
No of Teachers
Non-Fit Items

or the

dependent variables

0\•crall Feelings

Altitudes

Bchuvivur
Intentions

Behaviour

1.08

().~5

1.43

0. 74
0.4/
0.97
1.02
-0. I 5
I. 70
-0.09
1.37
5
85
None

I .07

t.IH

0.34
0.99
0.99

0.66
0.99
1.00
-0.03
1.50
0.00
I. I 5
6
106
None

O.H2
0.90
0.6 7

-fl.OI

1.21
0.08
I. I 5
9

114
4

1.00

1.31
-0.05
I.OH
0.29
O.B4
6

124
None

Notes:
I.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

When the data are compatible with the model, the e.\pected values of the mean squares arc
approximately I arxl lhe expected values of the t·scorcs arc approximately zero.
Mean and Standard Deviation arc the mean and standatd deviation of the teacher scores.
Separation indices represent the proportion of observed variance considered to be true. A value
of I represems high separabilily and a value of 0 represents low separability. A separability
value of 0.9 or more is sought for a good scale.
lnfit mean refers to mean squa:es, unweightcd, and should be close to I.
Outfit mean refers to weighted mean squares, and should he close 10 I.
lnfit 1 and outfit t refer to the nonnalised values using Wilson-Hilferty tnmsfonnations, and should
be close to 0.

Overall Feelings
The first aspect of the dependent variable, Overall Feelings measures teachers'
opinions about Student Outcome Statements, without any strong direction
towards implementation or direct action.

Overall Feelings are defined on a

continuum from 'oppose' to 'dislike' to 'support', bounded by a temporal range
from lhe recent past to near future.

The scale for Overall Feelings is shown in

Figure 4.1 wilh lhe item difficulties and Overall Feelings calibrated on the same
scale. Overall Feelings (llems 33 to 37) indicate support or opposition to the use
of Student Outcome Statements, in the past or in the future. and like or dislike for
using !hem now or in the next few years. llems 33. 35 and 36 were reversed
scored.
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t<'igure 4.1: Receptivity scale (measured in lo~its) ror dependent
variable, Overall Feelings
l'osilivt! (}v~rllll
+4.0 Lugit~

Uirficull

Fcdinr,s

ilt•ms

+3.0 Logils

xxxxxxxx
hem 34(UTJ, 37fUTJ
hem 35 (UT)
hem 36CUTJ

+2.0 Logils

hem 33CUTJ

xxxxxx'
+1.0 Logits

'
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
0.0 Logits

"
"'
x

Item 35 CMn

'

-1.0 Logits

'

x

hem 36 (MT)
Items 34 (LT), 34 (MT)
Item 37 (MT)
Hem 35 (LT)
hem 37 CLT)

-2.0 Logits

llem 33 CMT)
llcm 36 CLn

Ne atJve Overall Feelin s

Eas

Items

Notes:

I.

2.
3.
4.

s.

Each x represenls two teachers.
The item difficulties and the teacher Overall Feelings are calibrated on the same scale. The scale
is measured in logits, which is the Jog odds of teachers agreeing with the items.
N = 85 teachers (40 cases with perfect scores and I case with a zero score were discarded).
L 5 items and none were discarded.
Teacher Overu.ll Feelings scores range from -1.1 to +3.5 logits and the item difficulties range
from
-2.1 to +2.3. All items fit the model within 30% of the expected and observed responses.

=
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'lltc diflkull ircm., arc :11 the IUJl nl the n~ht·ltomtl ~11lc nl till' \Colle. Ouly tct~chcr~ WJih \lf<lll)!
~Jsitivc OvcrJII Fcclinj!., tuw:tnh Student Outt·umc St:ucmcnt~ can Oll!fcc With thc.,c Item\
"lltc
ca~y ilcms arc at the hnttnm ri)!/11-/mnd 'ide ulthc \l"ale. fi;Ju\1 tc:u.:hct~> ll),!rcc with thc~c llcfll\
lJT = Upper Threshnill IAJ!rec to Struni!IY Awn•), MT =Middle Thrc\IU1/d fiJi\:tl!rcc tu A).!rcc) outd
LT = Luwcr 'lltrc.,huld !Strnngly Di!>a)!rce to Di.,aj!n.~cJ. Not all item\ /t;t~c three thrc\huld\ due to
llliS!oitt)! re!>j'CI/l~C., ftlf !>IIIIIC IICII1S.

CJ.

7.

The summary of tc:1chcr scores for ()vera II Feelings indicates that separability (the
proportion of observed variance estimated to be true) is low (0.41). The scale lOr
Overall Feelings needs more items. especially of intermediate difliculty. to
improve the spread of scores and lower the errors (sec Figure 4.1 ).

The fit

statistics show a reasonably good fit. with infit t and outfit t approximately 0.
although the standard deviation for infit t (1.70) should be closer to I (see Table
4.1). The scale created has a fairly well calibrated distribution of teacher scores
and item difficulty. However. the distribution of items \Vould be improved with
more items of moderate ditliculty in the centre of the range. All items fit the model
within 30 percent of the expected and observed responses. Thresholds in the main
are ordered from low to high indicating that items are answered consistently,
although one item has its lower threshold equivalent to its middle threshold (item
34). The final scale consists of five items (listed in Table 4.2) and they provide an
acceptable scale for this study.
Table 4.2: Items used to obtain a measure for Overall Feelings
Item

Statemem

33

I have opposed the usc of SOS

34

I will probably support the usc of SOS in the next few years

35

I dislike using SOS

36

I will probably dislike the use of SOS in the next few years

37

I will support the use of SOS

SOS= Student Outcome Statements

Attitudes
Attitude has an evaluative dimension. It is defined as a general evaluative feeling
offavourableness or unfavourableness towards Student Outcome Statements and a
general evaluation of the extent to which Student Outcome Statements sen'e a
worthwhile purpose.

Attitudes towards Student Outcome Statements are

measured with nine bipolar adjective pairs (see Table 4.3).

These include
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sutisfnctory -

unsatisl~lctory. Wise

unwise, reulistic - unrealistic. necessary -

unncccsS<II)'. complicated - uncomplicated and time cflicicnt - time incflicicnt.
rhc linal scale li.Jr Attitudes is shown in Figure 4.2 with item diflicultics and
Attitudes calibrated on the same sc:.tlc.

Figure 4.2: Recepth·ity

sc~1le (measured in logits) for dependent
\'ariable, Attitudes
Ea.~y

Positin• Atlitudes towards SOS

items

+6.0 Logits
Item 65j CUTJ
+5.0 Logits

'"

+4.0 Logits

"

Item 651 fUTJ

xxxxxxxx
+3.0 Logits

"'

xxxx
+2.0 Logits

xxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx
+l.O Logits

Item 65g (UTJ
Items 65c (UT),65i (UTJ, 65j (MTl
Items 65e CUT), 65m (UT)
Items 65a {UTJ, 65f(UT). 651 cMTJ

XXXXX.\XXXXXXXX

xxxxxxxxxxxx
X.\XXXXX

0.0 Logits

xxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxx
XXX

XX

-1.0 Logits

xxx
XXX

xxx
-2.0Logits

x

-3.0 Logits

x

ltem 65g {MTJ
Items 65i {MT), 65j (lT)

!!ern 651 {lT)
Item 65m (MT)
Item 65c (MTJ
Items 65a (MTJ, 65e {MT), 65g {LTJ
hem 65f {MT)

Items 65e (LTJ. 65i {LT)
Item 65m (LT)
ltem65f(LT)
Item 65a {LT)

-4.0 Logits

Ne

tlve Attitudes towards SOS

Eas

items

Notes:
I. Each x represents one teacher.
2. The item difficulties and the teacher attitudes arc calibrated on the same scale. The scale is measured
in logits which is the log odds of teachers agreeing with the items.
3. N = 114 teachers (9 cases with perfect scores and 3 cases with zero scores were discarded).
4. L 9 items. Four of the original thineen items (65b, 65d, 65h and 65k) were cliscan.k:d because of
bad fit.
S. Teacher attitude scores range from -3.1 to +5.2 logils and the item difficulties mngc from -3.2 tu
+5.3. Nine items fit the model within 30% expected and observed responses.
6. The difficult items arc at the top of the right-hand side of the scale. Only teachers with strong
positive attitudes towards Student Outcome Statements can agree with these items. The easy items
arc at the bottom right-hand side of the scale. Most teachers agree with these items.
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7. lfl' = Uppcr"llJrc~hnld u\grcc In Srumgly Agrt.-c). MT =Middle Tluc~llohl 1/Jr~agrcc tn Agrccj ;md 1:1"
:: Luwcr "llrrcshnld IStrnngly ()b;rgrcc tn /Ji~agrcc). Nor ;rll rrcm~ lmw tlncc rhrc\IJOith due to
missin!!- rcspnn~c~ fur ~umc item~.

The tit statistics for Altitudes show a good fit of the teacher responses to the
me<lsurcmcnt model. Jnlit t and outfit t values arc close to 0 and their standard
deviations close to I (sec Tab[e 4.1 ). The scale (sec Figure 4.2) shows a similar
rrmge and distribution of teacher scores and item dilliculty. This shows that the
item dillicultics arc well targeted against teacher attitudes. All items fit the model
within 30 percent of the expcclcd and observed values. All thresholds, \Vhich arc
used to check on the consistency of the teachers· responses, arc ordered from low
to high, indicating that the teachers have answered the response categories
consistently. Four items were deleted because of very bad fit to the model. The

deleted items were 65b valuable - worthless; 65d good - bad; 65h effective ineffective; and 65k clear - unclear. The final scale for Attitudes consists of nine

items (see Table 4.3 and Figure 4.2) and provides an acceptable scale for this
study.

Table 4.3: Adjective pairs for each item used in the semantic
differential, Altitudes
II em

Adjcclive Pair

65a

Satisfac10ry

Unsatisfacwry

65,

Wise

Unwise

65e

Intelligent

Absurd

65f

Permissive

Restrictive

65g

Realistic

ldealislic

65i

Necessary

Unnecessary

65j

Uncomplicated

Complicmcd

651

Time efficient

Time incfncicm

65m

Liberating

Conslmining
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The separability of the attitude scale is low (0.34)

~uggesting

a need for

improvement. The SC<Ilc needs to be reviewed to ohtuin a hetler fit to the model.
us it may not have been measuring precisely \\'h<H it

~ct

out to do. The pattern of

responses was very positive when describing the generic value of the Student
Outcome Statements, but was very negative when it came to deciding on the
practicality of them.

For example. 86.5 percent of the respondents strongly

agreed or agreed that they were valuable, yet 63.5 percent felt that they were
complicated, 54.7 percent felt they were time inctlicient and 53.2 percent felt they
were unclear. Two of these items, as described above, were discarded, yet the raw
data suggests that the responses to both of these items have significant qualitative
value.

Behaviour Intentions
The variable, Behaviour Intentions is defined as a direct intention or direct
orientation to action with respect to a continuum from actively opposing the use
of Student Outcome Statements. avoiding the discussion of issues relating to
Student Outcome Statements, and saying that Student Outcome Statements are
useful for various purposes such as monitoring student achievement, reporting
student achievement and planning teaching and learning programmes. TI1e scale for
Behaviour Intentions is shown in Figure 4.3 with Behaviour Intentions and the
item difficulties calibrated on the same scale.

The low reliability of the estimate (0.66) indicates the scale needs some
improvement, for example, by increasing the number of items. The created scale

has a few too many items at the easy end and not enough at the difficult end. All
items have a good fit to the measurement model (within 15 percent of the expected
and observed values) except one within 40 percent (Item 47). lnfit t (-0.03) and
outfit t (0.00) demonstrate a good fit of the teachers' responses to the model. All
thresholds are ordered from low to high indicating consistency in teachers·

responses to the items. The final set of six items (listed in Table 4.4) fonmed an
acceptable scale for this study. The scale measure is depicted in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Receptivity scale (measured in logits) for dependent
variable, Behaviour Intentions
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s:~me scale. The !>Calc i.\ measured
in Iogits, which is the Jog odds of teachers agreeing with the items.
N = !06teachen; (19 ca."'!s with perfect scores and I case with a zero score were discarded).
L = 6 item~ and none were discarded.
Teacher Behaviour Intentions scores range from -1.2 to +4.2 logils and !he item difficuhioo r.~nge from -2.1 to +.Lt
All but item471i!the model within 15% expected and observed responses. Item 47 fits within 40%.
The difficult Items nre at the top of the right-hand side of the scale. Only teachers with ~trong po.~itive Beha\·iour
Intentions towards Student Outcome Statements can agree wilh these items. The ca.~y item~ are at the bottom tighthand side of the !iea:le. Mostteachen; agree with these items.
UT =Upper Threshold (Agree to Strongly Agree). MT = Middle Threshold {Disagree to Agree) and LT = Lower
Threshold (Strongly Disagree 10 Disagree). Not all i!em~ have three thre~hold~ due to mi!i~ing responses for some
item~.
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Table 4.4: Items used to obtain a mc;tsurc fur IJchaviour Intentions
In my hdmvruur mrd curnmunicatiun wuh uthcr .. I will pruhahly·

Item

Al·trWI)'

Uflfl'I.\C

the

U!'.C

of SO.S

.Say that SOS arc U\chrllur

rmmrturrn~

\lutlcnt adncvcmcru

S:ry th:rt SOS an: tr'>cfullor rcporung \h!Jcrll adric\cmcnl 111 parent\
S;~y

that SOS arc tr'>cful f'nr

pl:umm~ tc:rdnng/lcarnm~ pm!!r.un~

Soty thai SOS arc 11111 u\c!UJ fur \Chool dc\dupmcnt

A\·oiJ Ji ...cu .. '>ing

i~'>UC'>

ahoutthc

U\C

p!anmn~

ot SOS

SOS= StuJcnt OUicomc Statcnv:nt'>

Behaviour
Behaviour is defined as attendance at. and panicipation in, meetings where Student
Outcome Statements issues are discussed and oraJ and written comments gi\'cn
towards Student Outcome Statements. The final set of Behaviour items is given in
Table 4.5.

Table 4.5: Items used to obtain a measure for Behaviour
Item

Statement

59

I have spoken in support of the usc of SOS in forums such as staff or departmental meetings

61

I have attended meetings and professional de\·eiopmem to rmprm·e my knowledge about the usc of SOS

62

I have refused to participate in forums which address the use of SOS

63

I have shared my knowledge about the usc of SOS with other teachers

64

I have provided written feedback to Central Office or District Office personnel on aspects of SOS

SOS= Student Outcome Statements

The scale for Behaviour is set out in Figure 4.4 with the item difliculties calibrated
on the same scale with the Behaviour measure.

The proportion of observed

variance estimated to be true is 0.67. This is lower than desired indicating that the
errors are large in comparison to the separation of the measures. The lit statistics
show a reasonably good fit; however. the negative value for the in lit t indicates a
response pattern that fits the model too closely and the outfit t of +0.29 indicates
some 'noise' is present; that is, some items are measuring other aspects.

The
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crcatt.~

scale has similar JllJlges JOr teacher ~cores and item difficulties <.tlthough

there arc not quite enough items at the diflicult end of the scale.

Figure 4.4: Recepth'ity scale (measured in logits) for dependent
variable, Behaviour
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Chapter 4
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Notes:
I.
Each x rcprcsenls unc 1eacher.
2.
lllc ilcm diflieultics amlthc lcachcr Bclwviour arc c;Jlihralcd un !he ~amc ~calc. '!11e M.:;Jic i~
measured in lugils. which is the log odd.\ uf 1cHchcr~ :1grcdng wilh the i1Cm~.
3.
N = 124 teachers C2 cases willl perfect ~core~ were discanlcd).
4.
L = 6 items ;md none were disc01rdcd.
5.
Teacher Bch:lvinur ~t·nrc~ nmge from -2.3 In +3.3 lngil~ and the item diflicultie~ range fmm -I.IJ
10 +2.R. Five of the six items fit the m<Jdcl wi1hin 401JI. of the expec1ed and ohscrved respnn~c~.
Item 60 is a pour fi1 ~o the model.
6.
ll1e diflicuU items arc at the top of the right-hand ~ide of the ~calc. Only teacher, with strong
positive teacher Behaviour tow;trds SIUdent Outcome Statements can agrL-c with the~e ilems. 'll1e
easy items arc nt the hottom right-homd ~ide of the ~culc. Mn~t teacher~ agree with lhe~e item~.
7.
Each item h:~s three thresholds: [If= Upper Thre~hold (Agree to Stmngly Agree), MT =Middle
1l1rcshold (Disagree to Agree) and LT = Lower Threshold (Sirnn!liY Di.~agrec to Di.~:~grce}.

The scale has item estimates at reasonably uniform intervals except for item 60, at
the difficult end of the scale, which is a poorer fit in terms of the step from Agree
to Strongly Agree. The item fit scale shows that all other items fit the model
within 40 percent of the expected and observed responses.

All thresholds are

ordered appropriately from low to high indicating consistency in teachers'
responses to the items. These results indicate that a reasonable scale has been
constructed. However, some improvements could be made by trialing extra items.
The final scale consists of five items (see Table 4.5).

The scale measure is

depicted in Figure 4.4

Definition and Measurement of the Group One Independent
Variables
The Rasch reliability and validity measures for the various scales that constitute
the group one independent variables are summarised in Table 4.6 and will be
discussed in the following section.

Table 4.6: Teacher statistics for the scales of the independent
variables (Group One)
Non-monetary CoiJst
benefits

Mean
Std Deviation (Adj)

Separability
Jnfit Mean square
Outfit Mean square
Jnfitt mean
Std Devinlion
Outfit t meon
Std Deviation
No of Items
No of Teachers
Non-Fitllem.~

1.18
2.31
0.69
0.92
1.07
-0.17
1.07
O.t6
0.83

s

107
None

Allev\ac\on of le:u·l'
and concerns

Signiticant other
suppon

Feelings compared
to the rrel•ious
system

0.63
1.68
0.82
0.92
0.90
-0.19

1.24
1.~ l
0.70

2.0S
1.91
0.87
0.97
0.97
-0.12
1.41

1.35
-0.10
ID6
7
122

None

0.91

0.9.5
-0.02
0.93
0.06
0.83

'

103
None

-0.05

1.15
10
I 12
Nom.•
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5H

Notes:
I.
2.

J.

4.

5.
6.

When 1hc dala arc ~·ornpalihlc with !he nwJcJ. the cxrx:clcd value~ of the mc<m ~u:.rc~ arc
approximalcly I and !he cxpcclcd value~ ul lhc 1-~~·urc\ :~re appmwnaldy /CW.
Mean and Sland;mJ Dcviatiun arc lhc me:m and ~tamJ;ud t!evwtiun ul the teotcher ~cure~
Scparatitm im.lit·e~ rcprc~cru the propmtwn ut uh\en·t·d vammce t:unMden:d tu he true. A value uf I
rcprc~cnts high ~cparahihty and a value ,tf 0 rcpre\ent~ low \epM<~hihty. A ~cparllhiltty vOJJuc ol
0.9 nr more is ~ought fur a gnuJ ~c:.rc.
Jnfit mean refers 1umc;rn ~qu:trc~. unwcr}!.hted. and ~hould he du ..,c tu I.
Outlit rm.•;m refer~ lo werghtt•d rne11n .\quare~. and ~huuld he clu\e ru I.
lntit t and outfit 1 refer In tile nnrmah.\eJ value.\ u~IUg Wihun·lliHcrly tran~lormOJIIon\, :md ~hould he
close to 0.

Non-monetary cost benefits of Student Outcome Statements
The final set of the non-rnonetat)' cost benefits items is given in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7: Items used to obtain a measure for non-monetary cost
benefits of Student Outcome Statements
hem

Smtemem

28

In weighing up the balance between any extra work generated for you by SOS and your satisfaclion
with teaching, tllc usc of SOS is worlhwhilc.

29

In weighing up the b;llance between any extra work generated for you by SOS and your home life.
the use of SOS is wonhwhilc.

30

In weighing up the balance between any extra work generated for you by SOS and better classroom
learning. the usc of SOS is wonhwhilc.

31

In weighing up the balance between the problems for you and the total benefits for the student. the
use of SOS is wonhwhile.

32

In weighing up the balance between any extra responsibility for student assessment and your
workload. the use of SOS is wonhwhilc.

SOS= Student Outcome Statements

Non~monetary

cost benefits of Student Outcome Statements are defined as the

extent to which the Student Outcome Statements are considered to be worthwhile
in weighing up the balance between extra work generated by Student Outcome
Statements and satisfaction with teaching, home life, better student classroom
learning; the total problems and the total benefits for the students and any extra
responsibility for student assessment and work load.
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Figure 4.5: Receptivity scale (measured in logitsJ for independent
\'ariable, non-monetary cost benefits of Student Outcome Statements
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3. N = 107 teachers ( 16 cases with perfect scores nnd 3 cases with zero scores were discnrded).
4. L 5 items and none were discarded.
5. The non-monetary cost benefits scores for the teacher range from -2.7 to +3.1 Jogits and the item
difficulties runge from -2.9 to +2.9. All items fit the model within 40% of the expected and observed
responses.
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The scale for non-monetary cost benefits of Student Outcome Statements is
shown in Figure 4.5 with the item dillicultics and the non-monetary cost benefits
of Student Outcome Statements calibrated on the same scale. The proportion of
observed variance estimated to be true is 0.69.

This is lower than desired

indicating that the errors arc large in comparison to the separation of the measures.
The created scale for non-monetary cost benefits could be improved by including
more difficult items and by increasing the number of items.

There was a

reasonably good fit of teacher responses to the model indicated by infit t (-0.17)

and outfit t (0.16); however, the negative value for the infit

t

indicates a response

pattern that fits the model too closely (see Table 4.6). This suggests that some

item responses are dependent. All items fit the measurement model within 40
percent ofthe expected and observed responses. The low to high ordering of the

thresholds evident in Figure 4.5 indicates consistency in teachers' responses to the
items.

The final scale for non-monetary cost benefits of Student Outcome

Statements is considered to be reasonable and consists of five items that are shown
in Table 4.7. The scale measure is depicted in Figure 4.5.

Alleviation of fears and concerns

Alleviation of fears and concerns is defined as opportunities by teachers to raise
issues and concerns at meetings, to obtain advice from senior personnel, to be
supported at the school and to have discussions with colleagues whenever there
are problems with Student Outcome Statements.

The final set of items for

alleviation offears and concerns is given in Table 4.8. The scale for alleviation of
fears and concerns is shown in Figure 4.6 with the item difficulties and the
alleviation of fears and concerns calibrated on the same scale. The scale created for
alleviation of fears and concerns has a fairly well calibrated distribution of teacher
scores and item difficulty. Outfit t (-0.10) and infit t (-0.19) indicate a good fit of
teachers' responses to the model (see Table 4.6) particularly since the in!it (0.92)
and outfit (0.90) mean squares are close to I. Most of the items fit within 50
percent of the expected and observed responses but item 57 is a poorer fit and was
discarded from the final scale. The created scale has similar ranges for teacher
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scores and item dilliculties although more items ill the moderate mngc of the scale
may improve the measure.

Figure 4.6: Receptivity scule (measured in logits) for independent
variable, alleviution of feurs and concerns
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fi.

7.

1'hc lliOlcult item~ arc m the tup nf the ri!tht-hmul ~ide nf llu: ~cuJc_ Ouly tcm:hcr~ whn felt th:11 there w:~\ \trnnj!
nlleviutiun of fcar1i :tnd concern\ l"llll IIJlfi:C with thc~c item~ The c:J\Y itcn" ;u·c 1111hc IKJI10rn nglu-h~r1d \ide of the
sculc. Mrl~llcm:hc"' :tgn.-c with thc~c itcnl\.
I!:Jch item has thn,."C thn:l.hnhk UT"' Upper Thrc.\IJOli!IA~tcc tu StmnJ!IY A!!l'ccl. MT"' Middle Thrcl.huld
(Disugrt"C to Agree) :uut L"l = l.owt:r Thrcl.hnld tStnmgly llbagrcc tn JlJ\agtcc)

The construct validity of the scale f(x alleviation offCars ami concerns, as
measured by the separability index (0.82), was acceptable for this study. All
thresholds are ordered from low to high indicating consistency in teachers'
responses to the items. The final scale consisls of six ilcms shown in Table 4.8
and the scale measure is depicted in Figure 4.6.

Table 4.8: Items used to obtain a measure for alleviation of fears and
concerns
Item

Statement

52

There ol'l! regular school meetings at which I con raise my concerns about SOS

53

Whenever there are SOS problems there is a senior person at
advice

54

There is a good general school support whenever I have problems with the implementation of
SOS in the classroom

55

There is at least one

.~chool

thi~

school to whom I can tum for

person with whom I can talk about any problems associated with

sos
56

Any concerns I have about SOS can be solved informally in general conversation at school

58

I can access District Office support to ohlain advice ahout SOS

SOS= Student Outcome Statements

Significant other support for Student Outcome Statements
Significant other support for Student Outcome Statements is defined as the extent
to which teachers felt that significant people such as the principal, deputy
principals, superintendents, heads of department and their colleagues supported
Student Outcome Statements.

The final set of significant other support for

Student Outcome Statements items is given in Table 4.9. The scale for significant
other support for Student Outcome Statements is presented in Figure 4. 7 with the
significant other support for the Student Outcome Statements and the item
difficulties calibrated on the same scale.
The reliability of the scale for significant other support as indicated by the
separability index, is 0. 70.

Separability needs to be closer to I and could be

improved with the inclusion of more items in the moderate to difficult category.
All thresholds are ordered from low to high indicating consistency in teachers'
responses to the items. Outfit I (0.06) and infit t ( -0.02) indicate a good fit to the
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model. with their respective mean squares being close to I (sec Table 4.6). On the
created scale the teacher rcspomcs and item difficulties arc fairly well calibrated.
The item lit needs some improvement, with items 41 and 43 being close to the 60
percent level of variation hctwccn the ohscrvcd and the expected response pattern,
consequently these items arc not included in the final scale which consists of six
items (see Table 4.9). The scale measure is illustrated in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Receptivity scale (measured in logits) for independent
variable, significant other support for Student Outcome Statement~
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Notes:
I . Em:h x represents one te:tcher.
2. 1lte item Uifficulties anU the teacher support from other!> arc calihr;llcU on the ~mne scale. '11tc ~cule
is measurcU in Jugits, which is the Jog uUJ~ of tcllcher~ agreeing with the item~.
3. N = 103 teachers (23 ca~cs with perfect ~cures were disc:mlcd).
4. L = 8 items mu.l nunc were discarUcd.
5. Tcncher significant other support smrc~ range fmm ·2.5 W +35 logil~ and !he item Uilficultie~
mngc from -2.8 ltl +4.0. Five of the ei~thi items lit !he muUc/ within 40'Yr. or the expecteU :mU
obscrvcU responses. Item 44 tits within 50% :1nt/ item~ 43 and 44 within 60'1r..
6. 1lte Uifficult items arc at !he tup of the right·lmnd ~iUc of the ~calc. Only thu~e teacher~ who feel
they receive high support from others can ugrce with ihc~c i1cm~. The ca~y item~ arc at the hollom
right-hand side of the scale. Mn!">l tCOJchcrs ;1grec with thc~>e item~.
7. UT = Upper Threshold (AJclrCc to Strongly Agree), MT = MidU/c ThrcshuiU fDis;tgrec to Agree) and LT
=Lower ThrcshoiU (Strongly Disagree Ill Disagree). Not all items lwvc tltrcc thresholds due to
missing responses ror some items.

Table 4.9: Items used to obtain a measure for significant other
support for Student Outcome Statements
Item

Statement

38

The principal at this school supportS SOS

39

Most teachers in this depanment support SOS

40

My closest colleague at this school docs not 1ouppon SOS

42

Most teachers in this school support SOS

44

A deputy principal at this school suppons SOS

45

The HODfriC in my main leaching area school suppons SOS

SOS= Student Outcome Statements HOD= Head of Depannu:nt TIC= Teacher in Charge

Feelings compared to the previous system (Unit Curriculum)
Feelings compared to the previous system (Unit Curriculum) are defined by a
series of comparisons, which are drawn between the use of Student Outcome
Statements and the previous system. They are defined by teacher feelings as to
whether Student Outcome Statements provide for better student learning, more
relevant content and more varied experiences for the students~ whether Student
Outcome Statements allow for better classroom management, better judgements to
be made about student learning achievements, better deocription of student
learning, more relevant learning experiences for students to be planned, and
whether Student Outcome Statements address the needs of individual students.
The final set of items that constitute feelings compared to the previous system ts
given in Table 4.10.
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The scale for feelings compared lo the previous system is shown in Figure 4.8
with feelings compared to the previous system uml the item diflicultics culibmtcd
on the same scale.

The separability (0.87) for the dependent variable, feelings compared to the
previous system. indicates good reliability of the scale for this study.

All

thresholds are ordered from low to high indicating that there is good consistency in
the responses to items in this scale.

There was a good fit of the teachers'

responses to the measurement model indicated by in fit t ( -0.12) and outfit t (0.05) and the mean squares were both close to I (see Table 4.6). The created scale
has a fairly good calibrated distribution of teacher scores and item difficulty. Eight
of the ten items fit within 30 percent of the expected and observed responses.
Items 22 and 23 were a poorer fit to the model and were not included in the final
scale. The final scale consists of the items listed in Table 4.10. The scale measure
for feelings compared to the previous system is shown in Figure 4.8.

Table 4.10: Items used to obtain a measure for feelings compared to
the previous system
Item

In comparison to the Unit Curriculum, the usc of Student Outcome Statements
allows m~ .o:

18

Provide for beucr studellt learning

19

Manage my classroom bcucr

20

Provide more relevant content

21

Address the need of individual students beuer

24

Make better judgements about student learning achievement

25

Plan more relevant learning experiences for my students

26

Demonstrate my aceountabi lily

27

Repon more effectively on student achievement
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Figure 4.8: Receptivity scale (measured in. logils) for depe~dent
variable, feelings compared to the prev1ous system (Umt
Curriculum)
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Notes:
I . Each x represents one teacher.
2. The item difficulties and the teacher feelings compared to the previous system are calibrated on the
same scale. The scale is measured in logits, which is the log odds of teachers agreeing wilh 1hc
items.
3. N = 112 teachers (13 cases with perfect scores and I case with a zero score were discanled).
4. L = 10 items and none were discarded.
5. Teacher feelings compared to the previous system scores range from -2.3 to +3.9 logits and the item
dirticulties range from -2.4 to +3.5. Eight of the ten items fit the model within 30% of the expected
and observed responses. Items 22 and 23 are a poor fit to the model.
6. The difficult items are at the top of the right-hand side or the scale. Only teachers with strong
positive feelings towards the previous system can agree with these items. The easy items arc at the
bottom right-band side or the scale. Most teachers agree with these ilems.
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7. UT =Upper Threshold IA~rec to Stnm~;ly Agreet. MT =Middle "rlueshuld fi'Ji.~u~ree tu A~recl and r;r
=Lower Threshold (Strnngly Di~agrct• tc1 Di~agree). Nc1t all items have three thre~Jculth due 111
missing responses
some ilem~.

rnr

Definition and Measurement of the Group Two Independent
Variables
The Rosch reliability and validity measures fbr the various scales that constitute
the group two independent variables arc summarised in Table 4.11 and will be
discussed in the following section.
Table 4.11: Teacher statistics for the scales of the independent
variables (Group Two)

Mean
Std Deviation
Seftambility
In 11 Mean square
Outfit Mean square
lnfit t rneM
Std Devintion
Outfilt mean
Std Devinlion
No of Item.~
No of Teachers
Non-Fit Items

Shared
leachin!'! goals

Cohe~in:nes~

Team
teaching

[/1\"0iverltt:rtl
in decisionmaking

Teacher
cullaboraliun

I .:'iS
1.29
0.78
1.01
0.97
-0.14
1.47
-0.08
J.J4

1.12
0.80
0.71

1.0.
2.28
0.81
0.70
1.26
0.02
0.95
0.34
0.89
7
122
None

1.41
1.31
0.81
1.00
11.99
-0.04
1.24

1.40
1.19
0.78
!.OS
1.12

9

122
None

1.0~

1.02
.0.04
1.56
-0.10
1.25

"

123
None

(1.00
1.0~

Ill

117
None:

Teacher
learning
opportunitb

-0.0~

[ .40
0.0.
1.21
II
122
None

Notes:
I.

'·

3.

4.

'·
6.

When the data are comp11tible with the model. the expected value.~ of the mean squares arc llpproximmcly I and
the expected values of the ~-Scores nrc npproxinmtcly 1.ero.
Mean and StandMd Deviation arc the mean and standnrtl tlcvialion of the teacher scores.
Separation indices represent the proportion of observed varinncc considered to be true. A vnlue of I represenls
high separnbility ant/a value of 0 repre.~entli low separnbility. A scparabilily \'alue of0.9 or more is sought for a
good scnle.
lnfit mean refers to mean Sl.JUarcs. unweightctl. nnd should be close to I.
Outfit mean refers to weighted mean squnres. and should be ctu~e In 1.
In fit t 3/ld outfit I refer to 1he normalised value~ using Wilson·Hilferty tmn.~fonnalion~. Wld should be close to 0.

Shared teaching goals
Shared teaching goals are defined by the extent to which teachers at the department
and the school level agree on, and share outcomes students should be achieving,
share a high level of commitment to student learning and have similar values and
philosophy of education. The final set of items used to measure shared teaching
goals is given in Table 4.12.

I.W

118
fJ 81
0%
0.96
.1).23
I .i7
-0 18

l 29

"

124
None
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Table 4.12: Items used to obtain a measure for shured teaching goals
llem

Statement

In this dcpurtmcnt:
outcome~

The teuching staff ugrec on the

,.'"

Teachers do not slum! :1 high level of commitment tu Mudent learning

90

There urc c."<plicit dcpanmentul guidelines ahout the things teachers arc to emphasis in
their teaching

The values untl
other tcnchcrs

philo~ophy

our

Mudcnt~ ~huuld

87

of education of the JIODffJC ure

he achieving

.~imilar to

those held hy the

In this school:

92

Teachers share a high level of commitment to

93

Most teachers have values and philosophies of education similar to my own

94

The teaching staff agree on the outcomes our students should be achieving

95

The values and philosophv of education of the principal arc

~tudent

learning

~imilar

to my own

HOD= Hend ofDepanment TIC= Teacher in Charge

The scale for shared teaching goals is given in Figure 4.9 with shared teaching goals
and the item difficulties calibrated on the same scale.

A good tit of teacher

responses to the measurement model is indicated by intit t (-0.14) and outfit t (0.08) though the negative values for both suggest that some items in the scale for
shared teaching goals may be interdependent and (see Table 4.11). Seven of the
original nine items tit the model within 30 percent of the expected and observed
responses. Item 89 tits the model within 40% to 50%. Item 90 has a poor tit to
the model and was not included in the final scale for the shared teaching goals (see
Table 4.12). The index of separability (0. 78) for the shared teaching goals scale
indicates an acceptable level of reliability, though a value closer to I would be
desimble.

The scale created has similar ranges for teacher scores and item

difficulties; however, there could be fewer easy items and more in the moderate
difficulty range.

The consistency of teachers' correct use of item response

categories is indicated by the thresholds, which are all ordered appropriately from
low to high. These results indicate that a reasonable scale has been constructed.
Eight items make up the final scale for shared teaching goals (see Table 4.12) and
Figure 4.9 depicts the scale measure.
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Figure 4.9: Receptivity scale (measured in logits) l'or independent
variuhle, shared teuching gm1ls
J
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'

0.0 Logit~

<H IMT). 94 IMTJ

hcm91 IMTJ
hem 89 (,\IT)

"'

hem 9.'i tMT/
hem 87 (MTl

'
'

·l.OLogit~

hem~

"
"'

.\X

'
'

hem Sll IMTJ
Item 92 tMT)
hem 90(LTJ
!tern 89 (LT)
hem 88 ILT)

-2.0 Logits

'
'

Item 87 (LT>
Jtent~ 91 (LT), 93 ILTJ

Jtcm9:'i tLT)
hcm94 (LTJ
hem92 (LT>

-3.0Logits
Low shared leach in

oals

J.:us Items

Notes:
I. Each x represents one teacher,
2. The item difficulties and the shared teaching goals nrc cnlihrnted on the same scale. 111e scl!le is
measured in logits, which is the log odds of tellchcrs agreeing with the items.
3. N = 122tenchers (4 cases with perfect scores were discarded).
4. L = 9 items and none were discarded.
5. The shared teaching goals scores range from -2.2 to +4.0 logits und the item diflicultics nmge from 2.9 to +3.5. Seven or the nine items fit the model within 30% nnd one within 40% to 50% of the
expected and observed means. Item 90 is a poor fit to the model.
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6. The diflieult items urc at the wp of the nght·lwml ~ttlc ur the ~cu/e. Only teacher~ with ltigh !.htlred
teachint:. g.u:tl~ can agree With thc~c 1tc1m. '11tc ca\y item~ arc at the huuum right-hum/ ~itlc of the
sc:tlc. Must tcadtcrs :tgrcc with thcs~: item~.
7. Each item has thrcl' threshnh.h: Lir = Upper 'lltrel>huld IAtuce Ill S!rungly Awcc), MT = Middle
Threshold IDisagreL' tu Agree) mul LT =Lower Thre~huiti!Strun)!IY Dll>UJHCe lfl l>il>aj!tce).

Cohesiveness
Cohesiveness is dctined by how closely teachers work together at the department
and at the school level. This involves teachers knowing about what goes on in
each others' classrooms, acceptance of what they do by others, taking
responsibility for what goes on in the school and/or the department and regular
communication between colleagues.

The final set of items used to measure

cohesiveness is shown in Table 4.13.

Table 4,13: Items used to obtain a measure for support for
cohesiveness
hem

Stmement

In Ibis department:
da.~~ruom

96

Most of the teachers know what I do in my

97

I tend to do

98

I feel th:tt what goes on in this dejW.nflll:nt is my respunstbility

100

I lend to do things that mosl teacher in my depanment don"t understand

101

I work for days without talking to colleague~ :about my tc:aching

thing.~

th:u nrc likely to be

:a~ecpted

by only a few teacbcn. in my depanment

In l.blsschool:
102

Mos1 of the o1her tc:achers don't know wh:tt I do in my da.-..mJOm

103

Most of the other teachers know whm my

104

I lend to do things lh:tt:are likely to he :accepted by only a few teachers in my school

tf..'ll~hing

goals 111"1:

105

I tend to do thing.~ that most of the teachers in my sehoul d(ln't undc:rstand

106

I feel th:U what goe.~ on in this school is my responsibility

107

I work for

d4Y~

without talking to colh:ngues about mvtcachlns

The seale for cohesiveness is presented in Figure 4, I0 with cohesiveness and the
item difficulties calibrated on the same scale,

In the cohesiveness scale, the

proportion of observed variance estimated to be true is 0, 7 L This is lower than
desired indicating that the errors are large in comparison to the separation of the

measures.
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Figure 4.10: Receptivity scale (measured in logits) for independent
variable, cohesiveness
Uifficull items
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hem 106 (MTJ
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XXX

0.0 Logits
hem 99 (MT)

-I,Ol.ogits

-2.0 Logil~

x

Items 96 (MT), 107 (MT)
Item 105 (MT)

'

Item 101 t:-.i"Tl

'

Item 103 (LT)
Items 101 (LT), 102 (LT), 106 (LT)
Item I 04 (MT)
Items 97 (MT), 100 (MTJ

Item 99 (LT)
Item 107 (LT)
Item 96 (LT)
ltems97(LT),IOO(LT), 104(LTJ

-J.OLogils
Low cohesiveness

Eas llems

Notes:
1. Each x represents one teacher.
2. The ilem difficulties and the cohesiveness are calibrated on the some scale. The scale is measured in
logits, which is the log odds of teachers agreeing with the items.
3. N = 123 teachers (3 cases wilh perfect scores were discarded).
4. L = 12 items and none were discarded.
S. Teacher cohesiveness scores range from -1.5 to +3.6 loglts and the item difficulties range from -2.8
to +3.3. Except for Item 98 the other eleven items fit the model within 40% of the expected and
observed responses.llem 98 is a poor nt to the model and required review.
6. The difficult Items are at the top of the right-hand side of the scale. Only teachers with high
cohe~lvencss can agree with these Items. The ensy Items ore at the bottom right-hand side of the
scale. Mosl teachers agree with these items.
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7. Each item has three thresholds: ur = Upper Threshold (Agree w StronJ:lly AgrecJ. MT = Middle
Threshold (Disugree w Agree) mtd LT = Lnwcr 'fhrc~hohl (Strnngly Dbagrec ln Dis;1grec}.

The ranges for teacher scores and item ditnculties in the created scale need to be
closer. In order to improve the range of scores and lower the errors more ditlicult
items need to be included and the number of easy items reduced. In fit t and outfit
t values indicate that the fit of teachers' responses to the model is good (see Table
4.11 ), although the standard deviation for infit t (1.56) should be closer to I.
Both t values are negative which suggests that responses to some items are
interdependent. All items fit within 40 percent of the expected and observed
responses except for item 98, which has a poorer fit. The low to high ordering of
the thresholds evident in Figure 4.10 represent the increasing receptivity needed to
answer from each response category to the next one. The final scale consists of
eleven items (see Table 4.13) and the scale measure is illustrated in Figure 4.10.

Team teaching
Team teaching is defined by levels of enjoyment of the sharing of team teaching
responsibilities, the value placed on team teaching, the perception that team
teaching is best for students and a positive attitude to sharing team teaching
responsibilities. The final set of items used to measure team teaching is shown in
Table 4.14.

Table 4.14: Items used to obtain a measure for team teaching
Item

Statement

109

I enjoy team teaching responsibilities

110

I value team teaching

Ill

There should be more teant teachillg

113

Team teaching is best for students

114

Students prefer team teaching

liS

I like to share learn teaching responsibilities wilh other tcachefl!
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Figure 4.11: Receptivity scale (measured in logits) for independent
variable, team leaching
l>irricult

lligb lc\'el of team leaching

items

+4.0 Logits

Item 109 (LT)
+3.0 Logits

Item 113 (UTJ
Item 113 (MD
Item 115 (UT)
+2.0 Logits

xxxx
X

Item 114 (UT)
X

xxxxxx
+1.0 Logits

X
X
X

XX

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Item 110 (UT)
Item I II (UT)
0.0 Logits

xxxxxxxxx
XXX

Item I 12 (UT)
Item 113 (LT)
X
X

xxxxxxxxx
XXX

xxxxxxx
xxxxxxx
-1.0 Logits
XXX XX

x

Item l 15 (MT)

xxxxx
Item 114 (MT)
-2.0Logits

Item 112 (MT)
Item 115 (LT)
X

Items Ill (LT), Ill (MD
-3,0 Loglts

Low level or team teachln

Eas

Items

Notes:
I,
Each x represents one teacher,
2.
The Item difficulties and the level of team teaching arc calibrated on the same scale. The scale is
measured In loglts, which Is the log odds of teachers agreeing with the hems.
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3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

N = 122 tcuchcr:; (2 cases wilh pcrl'ccl scores und 2 cases with .tcm score were di.~cunied).
L = 7 items.
Team tcuching scurcs runge frum -2J11u +2.5 logits und 1hc ilcrn difllcultics runge from -2.9 to
+3.2. Nunc of the items arc a g1,od fit w the model und this set of items m1uire.~ review. Item
113 is a very poor lit.
The diflicuh items arc :11 the lop of the right-hand side of the scale. Only teacher!\ with strong
positivi.' fedings wwanls team teaching can agree with these items. '111C easy items <Ire at the
bottom right·hand side of the scale. Most teHchers U!Jree with the.,e items.
Each item lws three thresholds: Uf Upper ·n,rcshold (Agree to Strongly Agree). Mf Middle
Threshold (Disagree to Agree) and LT = Luwer Threshold (Strongly Disagree to Disagree).

=

=

The scale for team teaching is shown is Figure 4.1 I with team teaching and the
item difficulties calibrated on the same scale. The reliability for the team teaching
scale, as measured by a separability value of 0.81, was good. All thresholds are
ordered from low to high indicating consistency in teachers' responses to the
items. Infit t (0.02) and outfit t (0.34), along with an infit mean square of 0.70 and
an outfit mean square of 1.26, indicate a poor fit of teachers' responses to the
measurement model (see Table 4.1 ). The infit means should be closer to 0 and
those for the mean squares should be closer to 1. The item fit scale does not show
a good fit to the model. None of the items are a good fit to the model and one item
(113) a very poor fit. The final set of six items (listed in Table 4.14) fonned the

scale for this study; however, the team teaching scale needs a major overhaul. It
may be improved by reducing the number of difficult items and by constructing
and trialing a range of new items. Figure 4.11 illustrates the scale measure.

Involvement in decision-making
Involvement in decision-making at the department and the school level is defined

by teacher, head of department, principal or deputy principal's participation in
the modification of the curriculum to meet student's needs, the selection of
instructional materials and resources, determining appropriate instructional
methods and in the selection of content and type of professional development.
The final set of items used to measure involvement in decision-making is shown in
Table 4.15.
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Table 4.15: Items used to obtain a measure for support for
involvement in decision·making
Hem

Swtemctll

In this department:
rnuteriuls/re~ourcc~

77

Teachers participate in selecting instructionul

78

Te11chcrs participute in detcrrnining the content of the PO scssions we Jmve

79

Teachers do nut p:trticip·Jtc in determining appruprime instructionul methods

80

The HODffiC participate~ in instructional related dccision-muking with the teachers

8I

Teachers arc encouraged by the HODffiC to modify thc curriculum tn meet students' needs

82

I am involved in decisions which arc related to the usc of SOS

In

this school:

83

Teachers arc encouraged by the princiJYJito modify the curriculum to meet students' needs

84

Teachers participate in determining the type of whole school PD we have

85

I :~m involved in decisions outsidc of my depanmem which arc related to the usc of SOS

86

Teachers are encouraged by a deputv principal to modifv the curriculum to meet students' needs

SOS= Student Outcome Statements HOD= Head of Department TIC= Teacher in Charge
PD= Professional Development

The scale for involvement in decision-making is set out in Figure 4.12 with the
item difficulties calibrated on the same scale with the involvement in decision·
making measures. For the decision-making scale, the in fit t mean is close to zero,
the outfit t is zero, the infit and outfit standard deviations are close to 1, the infit

mean square is I, the outfit mean square is 0.99 (see Table 4.11). These data
indicate there is a very good fit of teachers' responses to the measurement model.

All items fit within 40 percent of the expected and observed responses.

The

separability (reliability) of the decision-making scale is considered good (0.81),
though a value closer to I would be better.

The created sc:Jie shows a good

distribution although there could be some more difficult items and fewer easy
items. All thresholds are ordered from low to high indicating consistency m
teachers' responses to the items. The final scale for decision-making consists of
ten items (listed in Table 4.15) and the scale measure is depicted in Figure 4.12.
The decision-making scale is acceptable for this study.
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Figure 4.12: Receptivity scale (measured in logits) for independent
variable, involvement in decision-making
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Item 77 {MTJ
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Notes:
I, Elich x represents one teacher.
2. The Item difficulllcs nnd the teacher Involvement in deeision·nml.lng ure cnlibnned on the snme ~c.1k. The ~calc i~
measured in logl15, which is the log odds or teachers agreeing with tlte item~.
3, N = 117 tcnchel"ll (9 ca.~es with perfect ~core11 were dlscurdcd),
4, L = 10 Items and none were dlscnrdetl.
5. Teacher lnvulverncntln decl51on·mnL"Ing score$ runge from ·2.0 to +J.It loglt~ 11nd the item difficulties rnnge from •
2.71o +3.4. All items til the model wJthin 40% of the cxpcctellnnd observed respon~cs.
6, The dlrDcult hem.~ nrc at the top of the rlght·hand side of the sculc. Only tcnchcl"ll wllh high Involvement In
deel1ion·maklng cnn agn:c whh these ltcm!i, TIIC CllA)' itcnl~ nrc 111 the bottum right-hand side 11f the scule. Most
teachers aarec with these Item~.
7. UT • Upper Thrc1hold (Agree to Strongly A~). MT"' Middle Titn:shold tlllsasree to Agree) and LT = Lower
Thrc•hold (Strongly Dlsoaree to Disagree). Not all ltem.'l have three thresholds due to tnlsslns n:sponm for sonw

Items.
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Teacher collabor:ttion

Teacher collaboration at the department and the .school level i.s defined by teacher
involvement in the sharing of ideas and teaching resources and in seeking/giving
advice and support from/to other teachers in solving teaching related problems.
The tina! set of items used to measure teacher collaboration is shown in Table
4.16.

Table 4.16: Items used to obtain a measure for teacher collaboration
Item

St.o.terncnt

In this department:
66

I share teaching resources/materials with other teachers

67

I do not give support to other teachers when they arc having problems in their teaching

68

I .~hare teaching

69

I can get advice from other teachers if I have n teaching prohlcm

70

Teachers seck my advice about their teaching problem,,

idea.~

with other tcachm

In this school:
Pfoblcrn.~

71

J give support 10 teachers not in my department when they arc having

72

J share teaching resources/materials with teachers who arc not in my department

73

Teachers who are not in my department seck my advice about their tcnching problems

74

If I have a teaching problem I can get advice from teachers who arc not in my department

75

I don't offer advice to teachers nbout their teaching unless I mn asked for it

with their teaching

The scale for teacher collaboration is shown in Figure 4.13 with teacher
collaboration and the item difficulties calibrated on the same scale.

The

separability (0.78) measure for the teacher collaboration scale is acceptable but
could be improved. The created scale of item estimates has a good distribution,
although there are too many items at the easy end. The low to high ordering of all
thresholds evident in Figure 4.13 indicates consistency in teachers' responses to
the item. The fit to the model indicated by intit I (-0.05) and outfit t (0.04) was
good. Both weighted and unweighted mean squares were close to I, also indicating
a good fit of the teachers' responses to the measurement model (see Table 4.11 ).
Most items fit within 30 percent of the expected and observed responses,
however, two items are within 40 and one within 50 percent.

Item 75, in

particular, within 50 percent, is not as good a lit as the others. The scale measure

is shown in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: Receptivity scale (measured in logils) for independent
va1·iable, teacheJ' collaboration
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2,

3.
4.
S.

6.

7.

The hem difficulties nod the teacher collnl!orution are cniihrm~d on the same scale. The scale is measured in lo!Jit~.
which Is the log odds oftcnchcn; ngrccing with the items.
N
122teochcn; (3 ca.~cs with perfect scores nnd I case with n zero score were discnnled).
L = II Hem.~ and none were discorded.
1"cncher collnbomtion scores mnge from .[.6to +J.:'i logits nod the item difficulties mnge from·:!.7to +J.R. Eighl of
the eleven iten~~ fit the model within JO% and two items fit the mOI.Iel willrin 40% of the expcctcd nnd ohservcd
responses, Item 75 fits the model within SO% and is not a sood flt.
The difficult items ore nt the cop of the right-hand side of the scale. Only tenchers wilh strong collnhnmtion can
agree with these hems. The ea.~}' item~ nrc ot the bottom right·hnnd side of the scale. Most tcuchcrs ngn:e with
the~e items.
UT =Upper Threshold (Agn:e 10 Strongly Agree), MT Middle Thrcsht~IJ (Disagree w A~rcc) 111111 LT Lower
Th~shold (Strongly Dl~o.grce to Dl%ogrce). Not nil items hove three thrc~hold~ due to mis.~1011 responses flrr some

=

=

itCIIlli,

=
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Tcatchcr lcnrning opportunities
The variable, teacher learning opportunities is defined by whether the department
and the school provide and encourage learning opportunities f(.>r all teachers and
support for teachers experiencing dil1iculty. Learning and implementing new ideas
introduced at school/departmental professional development sessions is an
example. The final set of items used to measure teacher learning opportunities 1s

shown in Table 4.17.

Table 4.17: Items used to obtain a measure for teacher learning
opportunities
!!em

Stmernenl

In this department:
117

When teachers arc not doing a good job. the HOD/TIC works with them to improve thl.!ir skill~

118

Thl.! HODITIC provides suggestions In help teachers improve their performnnct:

119

Other teachers encoul'tlge me to tl)' out new

120

The HODITIC provides support materials ta help teachers

121

I do not have opponunilies to learn new lhings

122

The HODITIC cncour:Jgcs tcnchcrs to try out new ideas

ide:~~

In this school:
123

Other teachers encourage me to try out new idens

124

When teachers are not doing a gootf job, the principal works with them to improve their skills

125

I do not have opportunities to learn new things
idea~

126

The principal eneoumges me to try out new

127

When teachers arc not doing a good job,the dcpmy principal wort.:s with them to improve their skills

128

New

129

The deputy principnl encoumges me to trv new

idea~

presented at whole school professional development sessions urc implemented by

tc:~chers

idc:~s

HOD= Head of Department TIC= Teacher in Charge

The scale for teacher learning opportunities is shown in Figure 4.14 with teacher
learning opportunities and the item difficulties calibrated on the same scale.
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Figure 4.14: Receptivity scale (measured in logits) for independent
variable, teacher lc~1rning opportunities
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Tenchcr !earuiug opponuuilics ~cures runge lfo!ll -1..1\n +3.5 logU\ amllhe item dillicuh!e\ muge fruru -2.7 co +.l.ll
llem 116 is u poM fil wthe model. The uther thinecn UciH\ lit the model within JfJ% ul the C~JICC\ed mnl ul,~crvcd
fCSf1011SCS.
(•. The difficuh iiCHl\ arc m the hlp ufthe rigiU-hmuJ \Ide of the sc:rlc. Ouly tcudrer\ wnh Many lcaruiug upponunihc>
c:u1 ugrcc with these items. The easy hems HIC at the horwm right-haud \ide of the ~c:11c. Mrl'it le:Jcher\ :1grcc with
these items.
7. Ench item has three thrcshuhls: UT = Upper Thrc\hold (Ayrcc to Stnmgly Ayrccj, MT = M~eldle Thre\huld
\Disagree 1o Ayrcc) mtd LT = Luwcr Thrc\hold (Stmnyly Dh~grcc 10 Di~~grcc).
5.

For the teacher lcaming opportunities scale, infit t (-0.23) and outfit t (-0.18),
being close to 0 and both mean squares (0. 96) being close to 1, indicate a good fit
of the teachers' responses to the model, although the standard deviation for in fit t

(1.57) should be closer to I (see Table 4.1 1).

The negative infit t and outfit t values suggest that some items may be
interdependent. The created scale has both too many difficult items and too many
easy items.

All items fit within 30 percent of the expected and observed

responses except for item 116, which has a poor fit. The construct validity of the
teacher learning opportunities scale is satisfactory and separability is 0.81 (see
Table 4.11 ). All thresholds are ordered from low to high indicating consistency in
teachers' responses to the items. The final set of items for the teacher learning
opportunities scale consists of the ten items listed in Table 4.17.

The scale

measure is shown in Figure 4.14.

Summary
Before testing the hypotheses, it was necessary to investigate the psychometric
properties and the conceptual design of the variables.

Item analysis was

undertaken to ensure that the aggregation of items into the proposed scales
satisfied the necessary criteria to form acceptably valid and reliable scales. The
item analysis was undertaken using a Extended Logistic Model of Rasch for
ordered response items, such as the Likert scale and Semantic Differentials, used in
the instrument designed for this study,

The analysis involved the following

processes:
• an evaluation of whether each item functions as intended;

• an estimation of the relative position (dilliculty) of each valid item along the
scale;

X2
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• an evnluation of wllethcr each teacher's

rcspon!'ic~

Jbnn a valid response

pattern;
• an estimation of each teacher's relative score (perception) on the scale;
• calibmting the teacher scores and the item scores together on a common scale
defined by the items, with a constant interval J'rom one end of the scale to the
other so that their numerical values mark off the scale in a linear way;
• calculating the numerical values with standard errors which indicate the
precision of the measurements on the scale; and
• checking that the items remain similar in their function and meanmg from
teacher to teacher so that they are seen as stable and useful measures.

As a result of the validation and reliability processes described above, the scales
created for the dependent variables Overall Feelings, Attitudes, Behaviour
Intentions and Behaviour were acceptable for this study. However, all the scales
would need to be improved for further research. For the group one independent
variables, the acceptable scales were; non-monetary cost benefits, alleviation of
fears and concerns, significant other support, and feelings compared to the
previous system.

For the six group two independent variables, the acceptable

scales for the study were: shared teaching goals, cohesiveness, team teaching,
involvement in decision-making and teacher learning opportunities. As mentioned
before, all the scales need further development work for further research.

The next chapter, Chapter five, describes the sample and data collection process
and provides details obtained from a preliminary analysis of the characteristics of
the sample in terms of teachers and schools.

Clmplcr

~
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CHAPTERS
SAMPLE, DATA COLLECTION AND PRELIMINARY
QUALITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS
Introduction
This chapter discusses the characteristics of the sample of teachers and schools,
the process used for the collection of the data on teacher receptivity towards the
use of Student Outcome Statements and outlines the preliminary analysis of the
data. The analysis has been undertaken in accordance with the model (see Chapter
three) and details the responses for the dependent variable, teacher receptivity
towards Student Outcome Statements, which is measured by Overall Feelings,
Attitudes, Behaviour Intentions and Behaviour.

Preliminary analysis has been

undertaken of both the group one and group two independent variables. The
analysis includes individual item information and material from the open-ended
question. The reporting of the preliminary analysis data is essentially qualitative
in nature.

Sample
All90 government high and senior high schools in Western Australia were invited
to participate in the survey.

From these schools 140 teachers completed

questionnaires that were returned from 34 different schools. Fourteen of these
questionnaires were invalid as teachers ignored the instructions and completed

them for classes of Year II that were using the Secondary Education Authority's
Common Assessment Framework. They were excluded from the san1ple. The
126 valid questionnaires came from 30 different government secondary schools
across Western Australia.

The sample showed that nearly 43% of the

respondents had participated in the trial. Given that only 25 senior high schools
and possibly some 120 secondary teachers from those schools throughout the
system had been part of the trial, it is considered that the 126 valid responses
from the 30 schools was a good response and there does not appear to be any
reason why this is not a representative sample. Work on the Student Outcome

H4
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Stntcmcnts in English and Mathematics had hegun in the ~urly nineties and it was
expected that n large number of responses would come lfom these two areas. The
majority of responses came from the English Learning Area (32). liflccn lforn the
Mnthcmatics Learning Area. lburtecn from llcalth and Physical Education and a
small number from each of the other Learning Areas.

Characteristics of the Sam pie

Size and type of school
The questionnaires came from a variety of schools including about half from
metropolitan schools and half from country schools and just over one third came

from schools that were classed as disadvantaged. Table 5.1 provides details of the
number of respondents from each school size category classilied according to

student numbers. School size, based on student numbers. varied from schools of
less than 300 students to schools of between 1200 and 1500. The greatest number
of respondents (35%) came from schools with enrolments of600-799. Teachers
from schools with less than 300 made up 19.8% of the sample and those from
schoo'·.• with 800-999 accounted for a funher 19%. Tite lowest response rate
(0.8%) was from schools with a population of I000-1199.
Table 5.1: School size

school ~ize
less thnn 300
300
~99

.

600 .
ROO •
1000 •
1200 •

V11lld Tnt11l
Mlulns
Total

799
999

1199
1499

Frequency

l'crccnt

Vah.J

I"C'r\"C'nt

Cumu\;att\t
r<n-.:nt
~\B

!!5

19.R

!tB

14

....

11.1

II.~

,\4.9

~6.1

"

190
O.K

19.7

....

ld
lt"OO

I

14

121

11.1

4

.t:!

126

II)()_()

•••

.

n.n

..

.,
ItS.~

IU.W
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Nun1br:r of respondents
Thirty schools provided 126 respondents; 12 schools had only one respondent.
nine schools had between two and live respondents. six schools had between five
and seven. One school had 12 respondents. another 13 and the largest number hU"
a single school was 25 (sec Tahle 5.2).
represented

individu:.~l,

Ten per cent of the questionnaires

single responses from each of 12 sct·ools. 'f11e other

I~

schools had more than one respondent and three of these schools had ten or more
teachers who responded.

Table 5.2: Number of questionnaires and respondents per school
Numher of >chool~

,_

"
9

6

;. i

"

"

ll

IJ

30

1:!6

Teaching status, age and sex
Table 5.3 shows that just under two thirds of the respondents were classroom
teachers (65.1 %) with no responsibilities in administration.

Over 26% had

administrative responsibilities being either Heads of Depanment or Teachers-incharge of subject areas. The respondents were made up of Heads of Department
(19.8%), Teachers-in-Charge of Subjects (7.9%), classroom teachers (65.1%) and
other teachers such as teacher librarians (7.1%) (see Table 5.3). Thiny-five per
cent of the respondents were male and 65% femaJe.

The sample attracted a

younger group of teachers than the average state age of approximately 42
(Education Depanment, I 999). Over 60% of the respondents were below the """
of 40. Some 28% were aged between 4 I and 50 and approximately the same
number were aged between 20 and 30. Overall the group was aged between 20 and
over 61 years (see Table 5.4).
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Table 5.3: Teaching status
SI;~~U\

llcaJ u( h:p.:Jnmt_"frl
1 t·acllt"l -ur· ( "l~.:~t ~c
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h·t~.:cl!l

2~

i•JII

'"

Tcal·lrn
Clthcl
\"alid T"lal
T.-.ul

(urt~ul:rhVCIIt"ll:cnl

hh.l ht.:t·UI
til

,.,

11J

ii

1 .,

k

27¥.

r,<; I

,,, t

'12 'J

71

71

11/JIJ

""

1.:!1•

HJ!JI/

12f·

Ill(),,

I!.Jfl

Table 5.4: Teachers' age

,,,
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" ""
61 •

.w

U<,o
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.:!!ol ,,

211

'

"''"

12_~

\"alid Toul
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Tou!

~

' "2

11

1.:!1•

~~

~

'I21J

"

lfrJII

"'

""'''"

211{)
(,l2

"''

lfjl)l)

IIJ\JIJ

\'ears of teaching experience
The sample included a range of inexperienced and experienced teachers whose
classroom invoh•ement varied from one year to o\·er 30 years. The largest number
of teachers had between II and 20 years of experience \\ith o\·er 15% having
between 21 and 30 years of experience.

Teachers with less than fh·e years

experience accounted for almost 30% of the respondents (see Table 5.5).

Table 5.5: Years of leaching experience
Y=

,.,IQn I
I

3

•

. 's
. 10

11·20

HI

'

,.,.

,.

ti_t;

lit;

1(1t>

:!O.t>

_\25

J!S

s: ~

1:'9

15.9

Qj\.S

FJ;ium..,
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f'CT("C"!If

\"abd

,.

rcn-=•
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VafMSTIIQJ

",.
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l.:!b

1(10_(1
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1:!6

1110.0
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.ll+
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,.,,
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1001)
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Data Collection
Packages containing questionrmircs fi.1r teachers and instrut.:ti(ms fi.1r principals und
teachers. were prepared fi.1r each secondary school and distrihutcd to each
secondary principal at the Western Austmlian Secondary Principals" Association
March. 1997 ConiCrence. Principals distributed the questionnaires during Term 2.
1997 (April- July). In the main. teachers mailed the questionnaire directly hack to
the researcher.

Follow-up faxes and phone calls were made to every school which had not
responded by the beginning of June. 1997. This process served as a reminder and
resulted in more questionnaires being returned.

\1any of the schools contacted

confinned that they had issued the questionnaires to teachers and that ,-ef}· few
teachers were in fact using the Student Outcome Statements.

Some schools

confirmed that they did not ha\'C any teachers using Student Outcome Statements.
No school refused to panicipatc.

Howc,·er. once principals had distributed the

questionnaires they left it to the teachers to complete and forward to the
researcher.

The questionnaire for teachers was headed Teachers· Allitudes

Toward'> the U\·e of Student Outcome Suuenu:m.\· and stated explicitly that it was

designed for those secondary teachers. Heads of Department and Teachers-inCharge of Depanments who were already using Student Outcome Statements and

that it was designed to collect information about the usc of Student Outcome
Statements by secondary teachers.

Preliminary Qualitative Data Analysis on Variables Associated
with tbe Implementation of Student Outcome Statements
Use of Student Outcome Statements
This section examines a \'ariel}' of variables associated with the usc of Student
Outcome Statements including the length of time of usc. the ex:ent of their use and
their purpose. Although only the extent of their use and their purpose were
included in the model additional data were collected and brietly reported on in this
section and could be used as a basis for future analysis and study. Almost 24% of

----------
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the respondents had been using Student Outcome Statements for less than seven
months and some 36% had been using them tix over two years (sec Tuhle 5.6).
Sixty-four per cent of the respondents were using Student C)utcome Statements
with all of their lower school classes and only 9 4YIJ were using them with just one
class. (Sec Table 5.7) Stullcnt Outcome Sttllements were being used by the \\-'hole
school in ::thnost 35% of the cases. only in nne llepartrncnt in I IJ%, of the cases
and. in just lwcr 3% of c;.tscs. Student Outcome Statements were being used by
that teacher only in the school {sec Table 5. ''0.

Table 5.6: Length of lime
To~
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Table 5.7: Extent of use of Student Outcome Statements with classes
Cla•ses
AI
So~

0"'
Valid Tofal
Mi!!Sing
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Frequency

"
"
"
'
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Table 5.8: Extent of use of Student Outcome
o~cd by

Statcmt~nts
J•c·· clll
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Decision to use Student Ourcome Statements
The decision to usc Student Outcome Statements was made by the whole school
in over 36% of cases and in 42% of cases that decision was made by individual
teachers. Only 5.6% reported that the principal had made the decision to usc
Student Outcome Statements (see Table 5.9}.

Table 5.9: Decision to use Student Outcome Statements
lk:crsiun 111:1tlc by
Pnndpal
~·hole

Frcqucnc~·
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Pcrcenl

"

Valid percenr

6 I

"'

5

~00
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.J2J

'

7)

"'7'
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IOOJJ
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Purpose of the use of Student Outcome Statements
The most significant reason fbr using Student Outcome Statements was for the
purpose of monitoring student achievement (96°/o). followed by planning teaching
and learning programs (91%) and collecting student assessment infonnation (86'/o).
Seventy-nine per cent of the respondents used Student Outcome Statements for
reporting student achievement lo parents and 65% used them for school
development planning.
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Preliminary Dat:1 Analysis for the Dependent Variables
The preliminary lindings with regard to the dependent vuriablcs, tenchcr
receptivity towards the new system which is measured by Overall Feelings,
Attitudes. Behaviour Intentions and Behaviour arc reported. The discussions arc
essentially qualitntivc and arc hased on the results fOr all items, whereas the
discussions in Chapter four. five. six ami seven arc based on the results which arc
linally included in the scales.

O•·erall Feelings
Teachers· Overall Feelings towards the usc of Student Outcome Statements were
positive and supportive. Teachers stated that they will probably support the usc
of Student Outcome Statements in the next few years (90.5%) and that they
support the use of Student Outcom;: Statements now (91.2% ). Only 8% agreed
with the statement ··J dislike using Student Outcome Statements" (see Table 5.1 0).

Table 5.10: Overall Feelings
Percent

33. I have oppoo;ed the u~ ot suS.
34. 1will probably suppon the uw of SOS in
he neJtt few )"can;.
35. I dislike u\ing SOS.
36. I will probably di~like the usc of SOS in
the neJtl few yean;.
37 .I support the usc of SOS.

~lean

StD

3.38

'"

67

1.62

"

156
3.44

~'J

68
.6:!

"

so

Mi~\ing

SA

A

'"

~-"'

JII.'J

-'2.1

-'SA

0

:u

6J

:!A

5.6

38.9

46.0

7I

16
46.0

4.8

.l"'-9
16

<6.0

-'~.:!

1:!.7
5.6

n = 126. Strongly Agree CSA)= 4, Strongly f)i<;.agn:e ~SDJ =I Kow total~ 111:1)" not

~urn

.\.2

5-'.l\

16

10 loo<:Y- due 10 rounding.

SOS =Student Outcome Statements

Attitudes
Although the responses on the semantic differential scale were generally positive.

over half of the respondents reported that Student Outcome Statements were
complicated (63.5%), time inefficient (54.7%) and unclear (53.2%).

As the

Student Outcomes Statements are so new it may be that they appear to be
complicated and unclear to teachers as they are unfamiliar with them. The lack of
familiarity may also contribute to the perception that they arc also time
inefficient. It is possible that as teachers become more familiar with their usc I hat
they could become less complicated, less unclear and conscqucnlly more time
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cllicicnt. Just over 30 % of the respondents reported that Student Outcome
Stntcment were idenlistic and 22.2% that they wc.:rc unnecessary (sec Table 5. I I).

It shoukl be noted that item not variable rc!-iults arc reported here <.md all I 3
responses arc discussed. Tnblc 4.3 only reports on nine items as fi>ur items were
deleted due to poor lit when using the mc.:usurcmcnt tool.
Tllble 5.11: Alliludes
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Behaviour Intentions
The respondents were positive about their Behaviour lnlentions loward Student
Outcome Statements. Only 4% rcportecl that in their behaviour and communication
with others they will actively oppose the use of Student Outcome Statements and
just over 6% reponed thar lhcy would avoid discussing issues aboUI the use of
Student Outcome Statements. Just over 909c of teachers reported that rhey will
probably say that Student Outcome Statements are useful for monitoring student
achievement; for planning teaching and learning

progmms~

and for school

development planning. Seventy-three per cent indicated they would probably say
that Student Outcome Statements are useful for reponing student achievement to
pareniS (see Table 5.12) Semantic Differentials).
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Beha,·iour
Th~

Behadour of the respondents in tcnns of attendance at Student Outcome

Statement professional dc\"elopmcnt sessions. sharing knowledge with colleagues
and generally \'oicing support fOr Stmlent Outcome Statements were supportive
the~·

and posith·c. Teachers reponed that

had shared their knowledge about the

usc of Student Outcome Statements with other teachers (90.5°.-Q) and aHended
meetings and professional de\·clopment lo impro\'C their knowledge about lhe usc
of Student Ourcome Statements (90.~

·'0).

0

They disagJ\.·..:d wilh the statcmcm that

they had refused to participate in forums \\ hich address the use of Student
Outcome Statements (96%). Of concern is that 60% of the respondents had not
provided written feedback to central oflicc or districl oflicc e\·cn though 50% to

60% of teachers fell that they were complicated. unclear and time incnicicnt (see

Table 5.11 ).
Table 5.13: Behaviour
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Preliminary Data Analysis for the Group One Independent
Variables
·ntis scclitln reports on lhc preliminary findings rcgan.ling the four group one
indcpcndcnl \'ariahk-s. Group one deals with the non-monclary cost hcncfits uf
Student Oulcomc Slatcmcnts (Items 28-32). alleviation of fCars and concern~
(Items 52-58). significant other support (Items 38-45) and li:elings compared to

th\!' previous system. (Unil Curriculum). (Items IK-27).

Non-monetary cost benefits
Table 5.14 reinforces the posirivc benefits which teachers stated were gained by
the use of Sludent Outcome Statements. They felt rhat in weighing up the balance
between any extra work generated by using Studcnl Outcome Statements and their
satisfaction with teaching. the usc of Srudenl Outcome Statements was

worthwhile (81%). The exua work was beneficial for bencr student classroom
learning (80.2%) but agreement was not as strong for student assessment (67%).

Table 5.14: Non·monetary cost benefits
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Alleviation or rears and concerns
Only 48.4 % of teachers reported that there were regular school meetings at which
they can raise their concerns about Student Outcome Statcmenls. There was good
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gcncml school support whenever they haw problems with the implt.:mentation of
Student Outcome Statements in the classroom (55.M%,) and whenever there were
Student

Out~.:ome

Statement problems there was a senior person at the school to

whom they could turn to for ad\'ice (SM%,). They reported that there was at least
one school person with whom tl1cy can talk about any student problems
associuted with Student

Out~o:or.JC

Statements

(MM.K'~.).

Only 32% of respondents

indicated that they could access sUPf.:lrl from District Ollicc and SO.X'% reported
that they could access support from Central Ollice. Both of these items had high
rates of missing responses. 46%, and 18.6% rcspccti\'cly (sec Table 5.15 J.

Table 5.15: :\lleYiation of fears and concerns
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Significant other support
The responses in this section were generally very positive. Howe\'er. items 41
and 43 have not added a great deal of value as 52% and 43% respectively of the
teachers did not respond to these items. In addition. 36% did not respond to
item 42. In aJI three cases it appears that the teachers did not have sutlicient
information

about

whether

the

district

superintendent.

learning

area

superintendent or other teachers in the school supported Student Outcome
Statements. It is likely that they had very limited contact with the three groups.
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Feelings compared to the pre\·ious system (Unit Curriculum)
Teachers· tCelings toward the usc of Student Outcome Statements compared to
their feelings about the Unit Curriculum were generally more positive.

Feelings

toward Student Outcome Statements and the Unit Curriculum were compared in
tenns of student learning experiences. monitoring. assessment and reporting of
student learning. teacher accountability and classroom management.

Teachers

agreed that Student Outcome Statements address the needs of individual students
better (83.4%). provide for better student learning (81.8%). more relevant content
(78.2%) and they better describe student learning (81.8%).

There was strong

support for the notion that Student Outcome Statements were better than the Unit
Curriculum in facilitating judgements about student leaming achie\'ement (80.1 %)
and effective reporting on student achievement (69.1 %).

Table 5.17: Feelings Compared to the Previous System
(Unit Curriculum)
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Preliminary Data Analysis for the Group Two Independent
Variables
This section reports on the preliminary findings regarding the six group two

independent variables. shared goals (shared teaching goals and cohcsivcncssJ.
collabonttion (team teaching. involvement m dt."Cision~making and

teacher

collaboration) and teacher learning opportunities. Group two deals with shared
goals as shown by shttrcd leaching goals (Items 87-107) and cohesiveness (llcms

96-1 07). collaboration as shown by team teaching (Items I09-1 I 5 ). decisionmaking (Items 77-86) and teacher collaboration (Items 66-76) and teacher learning
opportunities (Items 116-129).

Shared teaching goals
As expected. there were differences between the goaJs shared at the department
level compared to the goals shared at the school level (See Table 5.18 ). Teachers
were also asked to compare the values and philosophy of education of the
school"s principal to their o\\n.

In all items dealing with colleagues at the

department level there was a high level of agreement of shared goals: agreement on
outcomes students should be achieving (61.9%): and agreement that most teachers
within the department and the Heat: of Department or Teacher-in Charge of the
Subject have similar values and philosophies of education (77.7% and 81%
respectively).

Interestingly, 36.5% of the respondents disagreed \\ith the

statement, "In this department there are explicit departmental guidelines about the
things teachers are to emphasise in their teaching•·. The perceived shared goals
were also apparent at the school level though, as expected. the level of agreement
was lower for the items dealing with perceived school-wide values and philosop~y
of education (65.9"/o) and agreement on the outcomes students should be achiC\ing
(64.1 %). However, perceived school-wide commitment to student learning was
high (88.1%). There were 65.9"/o of respondents who agreed that their principal

had similar values and philosophy of education as their own. though 26.2% did
not respo:~d to this item. The missing responses were considerably higher lor the
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Table 5.18: Shared teaching goals
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C ohesh·eness
There were marked contrasts between the depanment and school items deaJing
with cohesiveness. In response to the item ··most teachers know what I do in the
classroom·· 79.4% of respondents agreed that this was the case at department level
yet only 44.5% agreed that this was the case across the school. Again. 73% of
respondents reponed that most of the teachers \\.ithin the depanment know what
their teaching goals

are~

yet only 46.8% agreed that most of the teachers in their

school know what their teaching goals are. Again 88.1% of teachers reponed that
they tended to do things that are likely to be accepted by most teachers in the
depanment. yet only 81% agreed that this was the case across the whole school.
Sixty-six per cent of respondents felt that what goes on in their department is their
responsibility, and only 59.5% felt that what goes on in their school is their
responsibility. In response to the ib!m ··J tend to do things that most teachers
don't understand", 88.9% disagreed with the statement at depanment level and
76.2% disagreed with the statement at school level. As expected this tends to
validare the data: cohesiveness is great~r in the smaHer unil~ lhe depanments. than
it is in the larger more diverse uniL the school.

'
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Team teaching
In response to the question. ··ha\"e you been in\'Olved in team teaching?", 67.5%
responded positively. 21 A% responded negatively and there were 10. ~% of the
responses missing. Of those who responded to this section on team teaching, a
large percentage. up to 49.2%. missed various items. Those who were involved in
team teaching were positive in their rt>:;ponses (See Table 5.20). They enjoyed
sharing team teaching responsibilities (74.6%), valued team teaching (73.8%),

agreed that there should be more team teaching (67. I%). looked forward to team
teaching (72.4%) and liked sharing team teaching responsibilities with other
teachers (70.6%). Where teachers were asked to make judgements about team
teaching Y.-ith regard to the students the number of missed responses was very
high. In response to the statement that team teaching is best for students, 50.8%
agreed. 9.5% disagreed and there were 39.7% missed responses. The same pattern

emerged for the statement ··students prefer team teaching'' where 41 .2% agreed,
9.5% disagreed and 49.2% did not respond. This may suggest that the teachers do
not know how team teaching impacts on their students. Those items dealing with
learn teaching (I 09-115) recorded the highest number of missing responses, ranging

from 24.6% to 49.2%
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Table 5.20: Team teaching
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Involvement in decision-making
The level of involvement in decision-making of teachers was \'cry high in
departments and not as high across the whole schooL In their departments.
teachers participated in selecting instructional materials and resources (95.3%).
detennining the content of professional de\·elopment sessions (83.4%) and
detennining appropriate instructional methods (91.3%). They were im·oJ\·ed in
decisions in the department which were related to the use of Student Q;..;tcome
Statements (81.8%). Teachers reponed high le\'els of encouragement by the Head
of Depanment or the Teacher-in-Charge of the subject. to modify the curriculum
to meet students' needs (90.5%). The school influences outside the depanment
were considerably less with only 41.3% of respondents reponing that they were
involved in decisions outside their department related to Student Outcome
Statements, although both the principal (75.4%) and the deputy principal (61.9%)
were seen to encourage teachers to modify the cuniculum to meet the needs of
students. Teacher panicipation in detennining the type of whole school
professional development was high (72.2%). As stated in the previous section on
cohesiveness, involvement in decision-making was significantly higher at the
department level compared to the school level. The smaller curriculum units
facilitated the involvement in decision-making more than across the whole school.
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Teacher collaboration
As with the other group two independent variables. infonnation about teacher
collaboration was sought at the department and the school level. Le,·els of teacher
collaboration were higher at the department levd than at the whole-of-school level
(See Table 5.22). In their departments, teacher collaboration was high: sharing

teaching resources/materials (94.4%). support of colleagues (92.9%). obtaining
advice from colleagues (92.9%) and being asked for advice (83.4%). Across the
school, the level of teacher collaboration was high but not as high as m
departments: sharing of teaching resources/materials (86.5%). support

of

colleagues (88.2%), obtaining advice from coller4;ues (74.6%) and being asked for
advice (66.7%). Overall, although teacher collaboration at the school level was not
as strong as it was at the department level, the respondents indicated high levels of
teacher collaboration (See Table 5.22).
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Teacher learning opportunities
Teachers· learning opportunities are facilitated at both the department and the
school level (See Table 5.23). For example. both the department and whole school
received strong levels of agreement from 88.9% and 90.5% of teachers
respectively, about the notion that there were opportunities for teachers to learn
new things. Heads of Department and Teachers-in-Charge of subjects were seen
to provide assistance (73.8%). suggestions (87.3%) and encouragement (87.3%) to
their teachers. Only 42.2% and 53.2% of teachers thought that Principals and
Deputy Principals worked directly with teachers when teachers needed to
improve their skills. a far lower level of support than that received rrom Heads of
Department and Teachers-in-Charge of subjects (73.8%). In addition. 87.3% of
respondents indicated that Heads of Department and Teachers-in-Charge of
subjects provided further support by offering suggestions for improvement and
encouragement to try out new ideas. Colleagues within the department (87.3%)
and others within the school (70.6%) were also influential in encouraging
respondents to try out new ideas.
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Table 5.23: Teou·her leo1rning upporlunitics
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Open-ended section
At the end of the questionnaire teachers were invited to comment on any aspect of
this research. Twenty-three teachers responded to this invitation and many made
multiple comments on various aspects of Student Outcome Statements.

There

were over 20 suggestions made as to what could make the implementation of
Student Outcome Statementc; more successful and beneficial for everyone
concerned. Some attempt has been made to categorise the comments and some
examples are given below.

Support (9 comments)
I think this is a great idea, but hope the infimnution gets back to the school.
Many leachersfee/ on their own at this school - including me and the,-e is no
forum to discuss our feeliiJgs regarding the successes and ji1ilures of using
Student Outcome Statements.

4

"'
'"
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Time (7 comments)
It is 111!/imzmatt'i_r timt• cmuwmnx.

.\j1eda/ profe.uional de,·elopmeiJI

nmr.\·o· must h,• run to aid ft•adJt•r_,. iu p/acillg .\tUdt•IJ/.\ on

so quick(1'

h·rd_,. om/ doinJ!.

Time mwun:.t•mt•IJI u·ith S( J.\· m•t·cl\ to he acldre.\-st•d .\larkin;!, ;_,

now a time cmz.uunill)! chort' tlwt n-il/ pm-/1 h'adu·n ouJ ofl:'ng/i.\h and keep
po.-..,·ihlt• English tcacher.li au·t'.I·-

Definahlc

~oals

(2 commcnls}

I think it has fama.\·Jic pole111ial. hw ;_,- lo.\ing many good studem.,· and
teachers dilL' ro poor struc/ure. lack oj .wpport and dear(r dejinahle }!.Oa/.\. I
think the 'old· X)'l·tem of marking cun 1mrk u ell in con;unctirm u-ith 5iOS

Re\·ision (3 comments)
The issue ofthe ltmguage ojSOS and reporlin}!. to parell/.\ in any meaningful
way appear to be u long

ll'c{l'

from solwion.

statemems · documelllation needs re,·ision.

.·h em En}!.lish Jeacher the

The more I zue them. the less

precise I find them to he.

Generally positi,·e (J6 comments)
Overall, I find them succim·r. effectil·e. ewy

10

"reutl" for the kids and ir is

easier to assess specific olllcome.
The sooner SOS are implememed and the ralues associated with them and
"team teaching·· are appreciated hy al/~,·c/ucators. the heller it will be for all
concerned particularly the studem.'i ll'e leach ant! are responsiNe to read1!

Generally negali••e (18 eommenls)
I just wish the people who are Jecitling on the what. how und wherefiJre
would come to a final conclusion on what the m1tcmnes actually are.

It is

commendable to refine them, bm each time this is done. the classroom
teacher has to re-write programs. I also hare a concern about assessment.
but this is a much larger problem.

IfI was a graduate teacher I

wou!t/ he \'ery ccmjitsed a.'i to w!zat other skills

and concepts I should be teaching, other than tho.,·e set down in the
outcomes.
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Cross-tabulations
As a preliminary inwstigation of the rcl;:tlionships hctwccn tcm:hcrs" receptivity
to SIUdcnt Outcome Statements :md the irulcpcndcnt and situation variables.

I\\'O-

way contingcrwy whil·s were constructed. These t:thlcs. together with the chi
squnrc statistic indic;;uc whether there is :.my hiv<triatc relationship between the
variables. The relationships irwcstigatcd wen: based on those pn:dictcd from the
model. In order to simplify the data for cm.:h \'ariablc. response categories were
moditicd. Responses for the clusters of items cornrihuting to each dependent and
independent \'ariablc were combined and aYcragcd. The cross-tabulations. then

constructed. showed whether or not there was any bivariate relationship between
the variables.

Cross-tabulations were also produced and

x2 calculated for each of the dependent

variables against the situation variables. to show if there were any bh·ariate
relationships present. as predicted in the model.

There were problems with

empty cells or cells where expected frequency was less than 5 for most of the
cross-tabulations. If

x2 cells are less than 5. then x2 may be in error.

Therefore.

where it was feasible to do so, cells were combined to ensure a frequency greater

than 5.

Cross-tabulations of the Dependent Variables against Group
One Independent Variables
Overall Feelings

Table 5.24: Overall Feelings by non-monetary cost benefits
01't~rall reeling~

Non-monetary cos1 IM:ncfirs

l'u~ili\'C

No of mi~~ing obscrvalions = 49
xl=4.1176

r.Jf=J

n=77
p<:O.O~

------------------------------------------------------------------------------105

In comparison with those who agree. teachers who disagree tlmt there arc hcnclits
arising from Stmknt Outcnmc Slatcmcnts arc lcs:-. likely to lmvc positive Ovcmll
Feelings wward the Statements.

llnwcvcr. the majority of these teachers who

disagn.."C about the hcnclits arc also likely to have positive Ovcmll Feelings. The
evidence supports a small. positive bi\'ariatc relationship bctwccn Ovcmll Feelings
and non-monetary cost bcnclits.

There is no significant relationship between Overall h.:clings and alleviation of
fears and concerns.

Table 5.25: 0\'erall Feelings by significant other support
(hcrall l'cchng'

Significasn o1hcr suppon

i'cg<~ll\~

i'tN11H:

~~-Xl

!N=65J

,.

ISagn:e I ---l
Aen:c tN=51 I

.<

9-U'.i
No of mMing oh~oerva1mn1 = ."iJ
.t69
df:::l

i=-l .

Teachers who agree that there is signilicant other support for Student Outcome
Statements are more likely to have positive Overall Feelings toward the
Statements, although the majority of those who disagree about support also have
positive Overall Feelings.

This

evidence ... pports a small positive bivariate

relationship between Overall Feelings and significant other support.

Table 5.26: Overall feelings by feelings compared with the previous
system
(h·cr.all
Feeling.~

compared to previous system

Negath·e
(N-8)

D1sngrec: (N 18)
A ree (N=62)

2!.14
6.5%

No of missing ohser.•:uions::: 4fl
xl=J.H.s.s
llf=I

Feeling.~

Positi\'C
!N=72!

---------------------------------------lOll

As might he cxpcl:tcd. tl.'achcrs who view Student CJutcomc Statements l:tvourahly
in comp:.1ris~lll with the previous system (I Jnit ( "urric.:ulmnJ arc mc,rc likely to have

positive Ovcr.1ll Feelings toward Student ( Jutcomc Statements.

I lowcvcr. the

majority of those whu view the Swtcmcnts untavourahly also have positive
Owrall Feelings I0\\1mls them. ·r·his c\·idcnt:c suppc1rts a small. positive

hiv<.~riatc

rci<Hionship between Ovcmll Fcdings and li:clings <.:ornparcd to the previous

system.

Attitudes

Table 5.27: AUitudes by non-monetar,y cost benefits
Non-monclat:- cost benefit,
!Ji~agrec

:-ocg~ll\~

Pll'iiUI'C

I ,\::22!

1N=77!

tN=:!7)

Aerec IN-72}
No of mis•ing ob-.cnmiun~

"i=29.-IM

= 27
tlf=

r

Teachers who agree that there are non-monetary cost benefits arising from Student
Outcome Statements appear much more likely to have positive Attitudes towards
the Statements, whereas those who disagree about the benefits are more likely to
have negative Attitudes. This evidence supports a positive bivariate relationship
between Attitudes and non-monetary cost benefits.

Table 5.28: Attitudes by alleviation of fears and concerns
Allitudcs

Alleviarion of
fear:; and concerns
bis:~gree (N ]9)
A ree (N=72)

Ncg:nivc
(N-2:i)

l'osirivc
(N-KM

J:i.9~

l:i.J%
No of missing obscrvarion~ "' I :i
1
;( = 6.164
df= I

N,ffl
fi<O.O.'i
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Tc<tchcrs who bclil.'\'C rlml rhcrc arc mc;:ms available ro allcvialc !heir li:t1rs um.J
concerns about Student Outcome: Sl:.ltcmcnts

<Ire

more likely

lo

have positive

Atlitudcs towards rhc Smtcmcnts thun !host: who do not fx:licvc !here arc mc<Jns
available. ·rhis supports a small positive bivariarc rclaticmship between Atlitudcs

and alleviation of !Cars and cozH.:cms.

Table 5.29: Attitudes by significant other support
s,gnilkanl
01hl:r suppon
D1s:~grc..-

~cgan~c

I'O\JIJH!

!N:2::!1

rN=7~J

(N 241

A rcc u..:-7JJ
No of uu,~rng ub\Cf\auun' = 29
i=97411
Uf=f

~:'J7

p<IIO'i

Teachers who agree that there is significant other support for Student Outcome
Statements are more likely to have positive Attitudes tov,rards their usc, although
the majority of those who disagree about availability of suppon also have positive
Att:mdes. This evidence supports a small positive bivariate relationship between
Attitudes and significant other support.

Table 5.30: Attitudes by feelings compared to the previous system
Auitutlcs
Feeling.~

comp:aretlto the prevlou~ ~ystcm

Positi\'e

Negativt:
(N=22l

IN=HI I

.;J.K<:r

Dls:agrec (N::IN
A ree (N=87)

85.1%
No of mis~ing
;~: 1 =

obsc:rvntion~

13.729

= 23

ur= 1

N=I03

p<O.OOI

Teachers who view Student Outcome Statements favourably in comparison with
the previous (Unit Curriculum) system arc more likely to have positive Attitudes
towards the Statements, while those who view the Statements unHwourably are
more likely to have negative Attitudes. Thus, this evidence supports a positive
bivariate relationship between Attitudes and feelings compared to the previous
system.

lOX

Uehaviour lnlcntinns

T~1hlt•

5.31: Uclm,·iour Jntcnlinns h)' nnn-nmnch1ry cost henefils
lldu>I<-'Ur

s.,n ·""'nn;:,.r \

,-,~

1'<.-nclih -

h~irt'('

A

I'Cl:'

/urcnl•""~

... .,,.._,,,..,

f'o,..JIIOC

'...;--I 'i'

l~=>!lr

,.,

1:"1.-• .'1)

IS:t..'lr

'" "lrm»m~ <'""-c.-n .tll"n' c t<,
L'~!~!lt.
olr-J

T ~achcrs who agree that there arc non-monctar: cost benefits arising from Student
Outcome Statements appear much more likely to have posith·c Behaviour
Intentions towards their usc. although the

m<.~jority

of those who disagree arc also

likely to have positive Behaviour Intentions. This evidence supports a positive
bivariate relationship between Behaviour lmcntions and non-monetary cost
benefits. There is no significant relationship between Behaviour Intentions and
alleviation of fears and concerns.

Table 5.32: Behal·iour Intentions

b~,.

significant other support
llchanuur lnicnuun<

Signilit;:~nl

or her suppon

Ncg:tlr\C

Po<>iii\'C

rs,J7J

!N=751

D1~gree (N=2. )
A ree (N=67)

Nn of mis<ing uhwrvallnn~ := l-l
l= 10.555
dr = 1

N=91
[KIJIXl.'i

Teachers who agree that there is significant other support for Student Outcome
Statements are more likely to have positive Behaviour Intentions towards the
Statements, although the majority of those who disagree about support also ha\'C
positive behaviour Intentions. This evidence supports a sm<1ll positive bivariate
relationship between Behaviour Intentions and significant other support.

rm
Table S ..U: Ueha,·inur Intentions hy reclings compared to the
()rC\'ious S}'Stcm

~~).'0111~..

t.""= I'J r
r,J 1'-'

U"a1!n:r r:'\.:l!iJ
,\ •rl"':' !S:SII

,,

~" ul mr"lnl-'

i:

.,.~

'~"~~~~.,

.,...

r ~"= I';IIJ
~

'JI I I •;

ulo...:naHnrh" ~1
cll=l
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Teachers who view Student Outcome Statements favourabiy in comparison \'liith

the pre,·ious (Unit Curriculum) s_ystem arc more likely to have positive Behaviour
Intentions towards Student Outcome Statements. whereas those who vie,..· them
unfavourably are more likely to have ncgath·c Behm·iour Intentions.

Thus. this

evidence supports a positive bivariate relationship between Behaviour Intentions
and feelings compared to the previous system.

Behaviour
There is no significant relationship between Behaviour and non-monetary cost
benefits, alleviation of fears and concerns, significant other support and feelings
compared to the previous system.

Cross-tabulations of the Dependent Variables against Group
Two Independent Variables
Overall feelings
There is no significant relationship between Overall Feelings. shared teaching
goals, cohesiveness, team teaching, involvement in decision-making, teacher
coJJaboration and teacher learning opportunities.

I 10

Attitudes
There is no signilil·:nJI rd:.uiunship hctwccn t\llituJcs. slmrcd tcm.:hing goab.
cohcsi\·cncss. tcamtcw.:hing. in\'(J)\·cnJcnt in dc~.:ision-making. teacher t:IJIIabfJrati'm
~md

teacher lcaming opportunities.

llehal·iour Intentions
There is no significant relationship between Behaviour Intentions. shared lcm:hing
goals. team teaching. invol\·cmcnt m decision-making. teacher collaboration and

teacher learning opportunities.

Bchal·iour
There is no significant relationship between Behaviour. shared teaching goals.
cohesiveness and team teaching.

Table 5.34: Behaviour by im·oh·ernent in decision·rnaking
Hchavmur

ln•·ol\·cmcnl in dcdsion-rnaldng

f\)>.ili•c
rN=91J
.:'itl ()'J
H3.2':r

:-.cg<~lliO:

1:"=24)
.:'iO lJ'i

161i'l

No of missing ob<.erv~lions"' II
r.:=- 8.191
dh I

N:ll:'i
r<OOO~

Teachers who participate in decision-making are more likely to be positive in their
behaviour towards Student Outcome Statements. although equal proportions of
those who disagree are positive and negative. This evidence supports a small.
positive bivariate relationship between Behaviour and involvement in decision-

making.

Table 5.35: Behaviour by teacher collaboration
Heha\'IDIIr

Negative

Teacher

Collnbotation

Pusiti\C
tN=931

(N==27l
4 •• K<J,

Disagree (N:l6J
Agree CN-104}

50 .. 'lIIU.Jot'.l-

19.2~

No of mi~sing obscn·ations "'(,
1=4.7St
df.,t

x

N=12U
p<U.05

Ill

Teachers whol·olk1bor:.1h: with other teachers ;m: more likely to he positive
behaviour tow;m.Js StuJcm Oull.:urnc
dis:tgrcc

~arc

St.;dcmcnt~.

Ill

their

<1llhough a major it:- of tho:-.c ,., ho

also positin:· in their Bcha,·iour. ·1 hus. thi\ cvidcm:.c supports

tJ

'>Hl&dl.

positive lli,·ari;uc rd;.uionship lx-twt:cn Bch;l\·iour and collaboration. Thcn.:

Is

no

.significant relationship hctwccn Behaviour and teacher learning opfXJrtuniucs.

Cross-labulalions of lhe Depcndenl Variables againsl lhe
Silualion Variables
Table 5.36: Beha\·iour

b~•

school location

:<..:gauoe
'·"=:!'IJ
~lctru

.......111\t:

•:\o:'J.t,

cS=641

Counlrv iS=:'i9)
:O.:o of ml ..,m~: ob.cr.auun, = ;
l.==.t~:'i9
tlf=l

Teachers who work in country schools are more likely than those who work in the
metropolitan area to be positive in their Behaviour towards Student Outcome
Statements. Thus. this e\·idence supports a small. positi,·e bivariate relationship
bernreen Behaviour and school location.

Table 5.37: Beha•·iour

...

b~·

teacher status
lklunoo.r

Teacher

l'cg:uu·c

Posnil·c

~

IN=.:!9)

f;'l;=9!i)

HODiTIC cN-Bl

'k4<.t-

Texher fN=89)

70.S<:i-

No of mio;.~ing otN:rvalion\ =.:!

·z! = 5.974

df = I

Teachers in higher status positions (Heads of Departments and Teachers in
Charge) are more likely than classroom teachers to be positi\'c in their Bcha\·iour
towards Student Outcome Statements. Thus. this evidence supports a smalL
positive bivariate relationship between Behaviour and teacher status.
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Summary
fht:rc .:m: 1hiny rnam conclusions !hal

t:<lll

he Jrawn li-om the: preliminary

\fualilatin: data an::ll~·sis.

I. In ahnos1 35°o of the c:lst::s. Slm..lclll (Jutcomc Statcrm:nts were being used by
the \\htllc schotll ant..! in jusl on~r )'};, of cases. they were being used by one
lt:""Jchcr on I}- in the schtllll.

:!. Sixt}·-four per cent of tea~.: hers were using Student Outcome Statements with all
of their lo\\t:r school classes.
3. The most significam reason lOr using Student Outcome Statement was for the

purpoSt! of monitoring studcm

achie~.·ement (96%).

followed by planning teaching

and lc!anting programmes (91%1) and collecting student assessment information
(84%) .

...,._ Teachers stated that 1hey support the use of Student Outcome Statements
(91.2%).

5. Over haJf of rhe respondents reported that Student Outcome Statements were
complicated (63.5%). time inetlicicm (54.7%) and unclear (53.2%).
6. The beha\'iours of the respondents in terms of attendance at Student Outcome
Statement professional de\'elopment sessions. sharing knowledge with colleagues
and generally \'oicing support for Student Outcome Statements were supportive
and positive.
7. Teachers felt that in \'l;eighing up the balance between any extm \vork generated

by using Student Outcome Statements and their satisfaction with teaching. the use
of Student Outcome Statements was worthwhile (81 %).
8. Teachers were positive about the opportunity to alleviate their fears and
concerns with 88% reporting that there \\-·as at least one school person with whom
they can talk about any student problems associated with Student Outcome

Statements.
9. Teachers~ feelings towards the use of Student Outcome Statements compared to
their feelings about the Unit Curriculum (the previous system} were gencmlly
positive. In particular, they agreed that Student Outcome Statements were better

than the Unit Curriculum in facilitating judgement about student learning
achievement (80.1%).
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10. There was a moderate level of agreement of shared gc)(Jls at the department
level including agreement on outcomes students should he m.:hicving. Teachers also
reported a high level of school-wide commitment to student learning.

AI the

department level. the respondents reported that most teachers within the
department and the Head of Department or Teacher-in-Charge of the Subject have
similar values and philosophies of education.
11. There were marked contrasts between the department and school items dealing

with cohesiveness and, as expected. they showed more cohesion at the department
level than throughout the school.
12. The level of involvement in

decision~making

of teachers was very high
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departments and not as high across the whole school.
13. In their departments. teacher collaboration was high. Across the school, the
level of teacher collaboration was high. but not as high as in departments.
14. Both the department and the whole school \'l.'ere seen to strongly facilitate

opportunities for teachers to learn new things.

The conclusions for the cross-tabulations are set out in three sections: those
relating to the relationships between the dependent and group one independent
variables, those between dependent and group two independent \'<1.iiables and
those between the dependent and situation variables.

Relationships between the dependent and group one independent nriables
There seem to be small positive relationships between:
15. Overall Feelings and non-monetary cost benefits. significant other Sl!j)pon and
feelings compared to the previous system;
16. Attitudes and non-monetary cost benefits, alleviation of fears an<l concerns.
significant other support and feelings compared to the previous system:

17. Behaviour Intentions and non-monetary cost benefits. significant other
support and feelings compared to the previous system.
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ll1crc arc no significant rdationships between:
18. Overall Feelings and alleviation of fct.trs und

concerns~

19. Behaviour Intentions and alleviation of fb.tr.; and concerns;
20. Behaviour and non-monciL!ry cost benefits, allcvialion of !Cars and concerns,
significant other support and feelings compared to the previous system.

Relationships beh\'een the dependent and group two independent variables
There seem to be small positive relationships between:
2 I. Behaviour and invol\'ement in decision-making and teacher collaboration.
There are no significant relationships between:
22. Overall Feelings and shared teaching goals. cohesiveness. team teaching,
involvement in decision making. teacher collaboration and teacher learning

opponunities;
23. Attitudes and shared teaching goals, cohesiveness. team teaching. involvement
in decision making. teacher collaboration and teacher learning opportunities;
24. Behaviour Intentions and shared teaching goals. cohesiveness, team teaching,
involvement in decision. making teacher collaboration and teacher learning
opponunities;
25. Behaviour and shared teaching goals, cohesiveness. team teaching and teacher
learning opportunities.

Relationships between the dependent and situation \'ariables
26. There seem to be small positive relationships between Behaviour and school
location and teacher status.
There are no significant relationship between:
27. Overall Feelings and school size. school location, socio-economic status.
department

size~

department type, teacher status. teacher experience. sex. age. use

of Student Outcome Statements and purposes to which Student Outcome

Statements are put;
28. Attitudes and school

size~

school location. socio-economic status, department

size, department type, teacher status, teacher experience, sex. age, use of Student
Outcome Statements and purposes to which Student Outcome Statements are put;

Chapl~r
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29. Behaviour Intentions and school size. school location, socio-economic status,
department size, department type, teacher status, teacher experience, sex. age, usc
of Student Outcome Statements and purposes to which Student Outcome
Statements arc put;
30. Behaviour and school s1zc, socio-economic status,

department

s1ze,

department type, teacher experience, sex, age, use of Student Outcome Statements
and purposes to which Student Outcome Statements are put.

The next chapter examines the relationships between the dependent variables and
the independent and situation variables using zero-order correlations and these will
test more clearly the implied relationships found in the qualitative analysis.

Ch:ap1cr 6 7.cru·nrt.lcr L'turdaunn\
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CHAJ>TER6
DATA ANALYSIS: PART A
ZERO-ORDER CORRELATIONS
Introduction
The model of teacher receptivity towards the introduction of Student Outcome
Statements suggests a number of bivariate relationships between the group one and
group two independent variables and receptivity and between the situation
varia.bles and receptivity. TI1is chapter describes these relationships. The scale
scores derived from the Rasch analysis, as described in Chapter four, are used in
the calculation of correlation coefficients.

Pearson product-moment correlations for pairs of variables are known as zeroorder correlations because no controls for the influence of other variables are made.
The Pearson correlation coefficient r is used to measure the strength of
relationship between two interval-level variables. The strength of the relationship
indicates both the goodness of fit of a linear regression line to the data and, when r
is squared, the proportion of variance in one variable explained by the other (refer
for example to Nie et al. SPSS Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, 1975,
p280). The correlation ranges from zero (no relationship) to +I (perfect positive
relationship) or -I (perfect negative relationship). The larger the absolute value of
the coefficient, the stronger the linear association.

The relationships are described in three sections. The first section involves the
relationships between the group one independent variables and receptivity
towards the change to Student Outcome Statements. The second section involves
the relationship between the group two independent variables and receptivity and
the third secuon involves the relationship between the situation variables and
receptivity.
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Zero-order Correlations between the I>ependcnt Varia hies and
the Group One Independent Variables

The group one independent variables arc norHmmctary cost benefit, alleviation of
fears and concerns. significant other support and ICclings compared to the
previous system. Receptivity is measured in fOur aspects: Overall Feelings,
Attitudes. Behaviour lntclllions and Behaviour. II was expected that there vmuld

be moderate positive correlations between each of the group one variables and each
aspect of receptivity. The zero order correlations arc presented in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Zero-order correlations between the dependent variables
and the group one independent \'ariables

On~o.~ll

Allc•urion of fear.

bcncfih ;.;,1()(,

and concern•

'uppon

!\"=12~

N=IOJ

Feelings

0.4J••••

Altilulles
Beha\·iour

0.59····

•a ~ig at O.O:'i

OJJ..I

0.56**H

0.40" •••
0.29"

02)*U

.() {)2

lmcnlion~

Behaviour

Sr~mfkanr

Non•IOOIICI,Uy CO'!

••a ~ig at Q_(JOI

orhcr

F~XIing~

t;omparcd ro

prc•·ious ~}'~ll!ln
N=84

o__l4• ...
IJ.lK• ..

0 ):<;····

11.22

0.59"*"*
0.60" ...

o.c,.;••n
0.27••

•··•u sig at 0.001

Moderate positive (Max 0.64) to zero (Min -0.02) correlations were found
between the group one independent variables and the four aspects of receptivity:
Overall Feelings, Attitudes, Behaviour Intentions and Behaviour. In regard to non-

monetary cost benefits, these are: 0.41 (p<O.OOI) lor the relationship between
non-monetary cost benefits and Overall Feelings: 0.59 (p<O.OOl) for the
relationship between non-monetary cost benefits and Attitudes: 0.56 (p<O.OOl)
for the relationship between non-monetary cost benefits and Behaviour Intentions:

and 0.23 (p<0.05) for the relationship between non-monetary cost benefits and
Behaviour. These results support the view that the::re is a moderate to strong
positive relationship between non-monetary cost benelits and three aspects of
receptivity: non-monetary cost benefits explains 17% of the varian..:•: in Overall
Feelings; 35% of the variance in Attitudes; and 31% of the variance in Behaviour
Intentions.

This means, for example, that the higher the non-monetary cost

Clmptcr tl Zcm-ordcr o:urrchllUHI~

benefits resulting from weighing up the

JJX
halan~.:c

bl!twccn any l!Xtm work generated

by Student Outcome Statements and satisfw.:tion with teaching, or homl! liiC, or
better student learning. the higher the teadu.:r's Ovcmll Feelings towards Student
Outcome Statements, and vkc versa.

Non-monetary cost benefits has a

l~.:ss

strong relationship with I3ehaviour, explaining only 5% of the variance.

In regard to allcviution of fears and concerns. the correlations arc: 0.04 (not
significant) for the relationship between alleviation of fears and concerns and
Overall Feelings; 0.40 (p<O.OO I) for the relationship between alleviation of fears
and concems and Attitudes: 0.29 (p<0.05) for the relationship between alleviation
of fears and concerns and Behaviour Intentions; and -0.02 (not significant) for the
relationship between alleviation of fears and concerns and Behaviour.

These

results support the view that there is a moderate positive relationship between
alleviation of fears and concerns and Attitudes, with alleviation of fears and
concerns explaining 16% of the variance. Alleviation of fears and concerns explains
only 8% of the variance of Behaviour Intentions and there does not appear to be a
relationship with Overall Feelings or Behaviour.

In regard to significant other support, the correlations are; 0.34 (p<0.005) for the
relationship between significant other support

and Overall feelings; 0.38

(p<0.005) for the relationship between significant other support and Attitudes;
0.35 (p<O .001) for the relationship between signilicant other support and
Behaviour Intentions; and 0.22 (not significant) for the relationship between
significant other support and Behaviour. These results support the view that
there is a moderate positive relationship between significant other support and the
four aspects of receptivity, with significant other support explaining 12% of the
variance in Overall Feelings, 14% of the variance in Attitudes, and 12% of the
variance in Behaviour Intentions and 5% of the variance in Behaviour.

In regard to feelings compared to the previous system, the correlations are: 0.59
(p<O.OOI) for the relationship between Overall Feelings and feelings compared to
the previous system: 0.60 (p<O.OO I) between Attitudes and feelings compared to
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the prevtous system: 0.64 (p<O.OOJ) li.1r the relationship hl.:tWecn

Beht.~viour

Intentions and feelings compnrcd to the previous system and 0.27 (p<0.05) for the
relationship between Behaviour and feelings comparcll to the previous system.
These results mean that there ts a moderate to strong positive

rcl<.~tionship

between feelings compared to the prev10us systc.n and thrl.:e aspcl.:ts of
receptivity. with feelings compared to the previous s;'stem explaining 35% of the
variance of Ovemll Feelings. 36% of the variance of Attitudes and 41% of the
vanance of Behaviour Intentions. Feelings compared to the previous system
explains only 7% of the variance of Behaviour rcllecting the low positive
correlation between the two variables.

Zero-order Correlations between the Dependent Variables and
the Group Two Independent Variables

The group two independent variables are shared teaching goals, cohesiveness, team
teaching, involvement in

decision~making,

teacher collaboration and teacher

learning opportunities. As in the previous section, receptivity is measured in four
aspects: Overall Feelings, Attitudes, Behaviour Intentions and Behaviour. It was
expected that there would be moderate positive correlations between each of the
group two variables and each aspect of receptivity.

The zero order correlations

are presented in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Zero-order correlations between the dependent variables
and the group two independent variables
slltired

Cohesivene~s

teaching
goals
N=l22

N=l22

Team
teaching
N=J20

Overall
feelings

0.02

O.ot

·0.16

OJO**

U.IO

11.20

Attitude.~

0.16
0.14

0.16*
0.01

-0.19*
-0.08

0.17*
0.31****

O.J I
0.15*

0."20*

0.10

0.15

-0.29***

0.46*'•*

Behaviour
intentioru;
Behaviour

•a sig at 0.05

••a sig nt O.UI

lnvolvernern in
decision
nmking
N=l16

•••a sig at 0.005

Collnborntion
N=l20

0.]3* ...
****a sig 111 o.our

Teacher
Learning
Oppoflunities
N-122

0.20*
O.JO
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Moderate positive to low negative corrdations were li:1und between the group I wo
variables and the four aspects of receptivity; Overall Feelings, ALtitudes,
Behaviour Intentions and llt:haviour. In regard to sh<.rred teaching goals, these arc:

0.02 (not significant} for the relationship between shared tcuching goals and
Overall Feelings: 0.16 (not signilicwll) for the relationship between shared teaching
goals and Attitudes; 0.14 (not significant) /Or the rcl<.rtionship between shared
teaching goals and Behaviour Intentions; and 0. I 0 (not significant) for the
relationship bet\veen shared teaching goals and Behaviour. Thest.: results suggest
that shared teaching goals and the four aspects of receptivity arc not related.

In regard to cohesiveness. the correlations are: 0.01 (not significant) for the
relationship between Overall Feelings and cohesiveness; 0.16 (p<0.05) for the
relationship between Attitudes and cohesiveness; 0.01 (not significant) for the
relationship between Behaviour Intentions and cohesiveness; and 0.15 (not
significant) for the relationship between Behaviour and cohesiveness.

These

results mean that there is a low positive relationship between cohesiveness and
one aspect of receptivity, with cohesiveness explaining 3% of the variance of
Attitudes. Cohesiveness does not appear to be related to the other three aspects of
receptivity: Overall Feelings; Behaviour Intentions: and Behaviour.

In regard to team teaching, the correlations are: -0.16 (not significant) for the
relationship between Overall Feelings and team teaching; -0.19 (p<0.05) for the
relationship between Attitudes and team teaching; -0.08 (not significant) for the
relationship between Behaviour Intentions and team teaching; and -0.29 (p<0.005)
for the relationship between Behaviour and team teaching. These results mean
that there is a low negative relationship between team teaching and two aspects of
receptivity, with team teaching explaining 8% of the variance of Behaviour
Intentions and 4% of the variance of Attitudes.

This implies that one factor

influencing whether teachers intend to support Student Outcome Statements and
have supportive attitudes towards Student Outcome Statements may be that they
do not enjoy and value team teaching. Team teaching does not appear to be related
to Overall Feelings or Behaviour Intentions.

Ch~plcr (>
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In regard tu involvement in decision-making. the correlations arc 0.30 (p<O.O I) for
the relationship between Overall Feelings and involvement in decision-making;
0.17 (p<0.05) for the relationship between

Attitud~.:s

and involvement in decision-

nmking team leaching: 0.31 (p<O.OO I) for the relationship between Behaviour
Intentions and involvement in decision-making; ami 0.46 (p<O.OO I) for the
relationship between Behaviour and involvement in decision-making team. These
results mean that there is a low to moderate positive relationship between
involvement in decision-making and the four aspects of receptivity. with
involvement in decision-making explaining 9% of the variance in Overall Feelings,
3% of the variance in Attitudes. 10% of the variance in Behaviour Intentions and
21% of the variance in Behaviour.

In regard to teacher collaboration. the correlations are: 0.10 (not significant) for the
relationship between Overall Feelings and teacher collaboration; 0.11

(not

significant) for the relationship between Attitudes and teacher collaboration; 0.15
(p<0.05)

for the relationship between Behaviour Intentions and teacher

collaboration; and 0.33 (p<O.OOJ) tor the relationship between Behaviour and
teacher collaboration. These results mean that there is a low to moderate positive
relationship between teacher collaboration and two aspects of receptivity, with
teacher collaboration explaining 2% of the variance in Behaviour Intentions and
11% of the variance in Behaviour. There does not appear to be a relationship
between teacher collaboration and Overall Feelings or teacher collaboration and
Attitudes.

In regard to teacher learning opportunities, the correlations are: 0.20 (not
significant) for the relationship between Overall Feelings and teacher learning
opportunities; 0.20 (p<0.05) for the relationship between Attitudes and teacher
learning opportunities; 0.20 (p<0.05) for the relationship between Behaviour
Intentions and teacher learning opportunities; and 0.10 (not significant) for the
ielationship between Behaviour and teacher learning opportunities. These results
mean that there is a low positive relationship between teacher learning
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opportunities und two aspects of receptivity, with tcm.:hcr learning opportunities
explaining 4% each of thc varimu.:c of Attitudes and Behaviour Intentions. There
docs not appear to be a relationship between teacher learning opportunities and

Overall Feelings or between

tct~chcr

learning opportunities and Behaviour.

Zero-order Correlations between the Dependent Variables and
the Situation Variables
The situation variables arc school s1zc. school location (metropolitan versus
country). socio-economic status. department size. department type (mathematics
and English versus other). teacher status. teacher experience, sex. age, usc of
Student Outcome Statements and purpose of Student Outcome Statements. Socio-

economic status is based on whether the school type is receiving special funding.
Use of Student Outcome Statements is based on the length of time Student
Outcome Statements have been used. the extent to which they are being used in
lower school and by the whole school and whether the decision

to

use them was

made by the principal or whole school or solely by the teacher. Purpose of
Student Outcome Statements is based on whether Student Outcome Statements
are being used as part of Education Department"s Gifled and Talented Program,
whether there was involvement in the Education Department's trialing of Student
Outcome Statements, whether the Monitoring Standards in Education Tests are
used and whether Student Outcome Statements are used for a number of specific
purposes (monitoring student achievement, collecting assessment information,
reporting student achievement to parents, planning teaching/learning programs,
school development planning.

As in the previous sections. receptivity is

measured in four aspects: Overall Feelings, Attitudes, Behaviour Intentions and
Behaviour. It was expected that there would be low positive correlations between
each of the situation variables and each aspect of receptivity.
correlations are presented in Table 6.3.

The zero order
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T;able 6.3: Zero-order correhltion between the dependent variubles
und tlw sitmaticm variables
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Low positive to low negative correlations and were found between the situation
variables and the four aspects of receptivity: Overall Feelings, Attitudes.
Behaviour Intentions and Behaviour. In regard to school size. these are: 0.07 (not
significant) for the relationship between school size and Overall Feelings; -0.16
(not significant) for the relationship between school size and Attitudes; -0.21
(p<0.05) for the relationship between school size and Behaviour Intentions; and 0.04 (not significant) for the relationship between school size and Behaviour.
These results mean that there is a low negative relationship between school size
and one aspect of receptivity, Behaviour Intentions, with school size explaining
4% of the variance of Behaviour Intentions. One explanation is that teachers·
intentions in regard to Student Outcome Statements are correlated to a small degree
with school size because teachers in small schools are more likely than those in
large schools to have their fears and concerns alleviated through better support and
communication in small schools where teachers know each other and this in turn
leads to stronger receptivity to Student Outcome Statements.

There docs not

appear to be a relationship between school size and Overall Feelings. school size
and Attitudes or school size and Behaviour.

-
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In regan! to school location. the corrcl<llions arc: 0.10 (not signilicant) fi1r the

relationship hctwccn school

loct~tion

and Overall Feelings; 0.05 (not signific<.tnl)

for the rclmionship bctwccn school location ami Attitudes: 0.06 (not significant)

for the relationship bl..'twccn school location and Behaviour Intentions; and OJJ6
(not signilicant} !Or the relationship between location and Behaviour.

These

results suggest that there is no relationship between school location and any of the

four aspects of receptivity: Ovcndl Feelings:

ALtitudes~

Behaviour Intentions: and

Behaviour.

In regard to socio-economic status. the correlations arc: -0.16 (not significant) for
the relationship between socio-economic status and Overall Feelings; -0.102 (not
significant) for the relationship between socio-economic status and Attitudes: 0.02 (not significant) tOr the relationship between socio-economic status and
Behaviour Intentions; and -0.04 (not significant) for the relationship between
socio-economic status and Behaviour.

These results suggest that there is no

relationship between socio-economic status and any of the four aspects of
receptivity: Overall Feelings: Attitudes; Behaviour

Intentions~

and Behaviour.

In regard to department size. the correlations arc: -0.06 (not significant) for the
relationship between department size and Overall Feelings; -0.08 (not significant)
for the relationship between department size and Attitudes: -0.02 (not significant)
for the relationship between department size and Behaviour Intentions~ and 0.00
(not significant) for the relationship between department size and Behaviour.
These results suggest that there is no relationship between department size and
any of the four aspects of receptivity: Overall Feelings; Attitudes: Behaviour
Intentions; and Behaviour.

In regard to department type, the correlations arc: 0.02 (not significant) tOr the
relationship between department type and Overall Feelings; 0.17 (not significant)
for the relationship between department type and Atlitudes; 0.07 (not significant)
for the relationship between department type and Behaviour Intentions; and 0.13
(not significant) for the relationship between department type and Behaviour.

---

----------
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These results suggest tlmt there is no rcl.stiunship h... awccn department type •md

any of the four aspects of receptivity: Ovcmll Feelings: Attitudes; Behaviour

Intentions: and

lkh~aviour.

In regard to teacher swtus. the correlations arc: 0.15 (not significant) for the

rdationship bctwccn teacher status ami Ovcr;:all Feelings: -0.00 (not significant) for
the relationship between teacher status and Attitudes: 0. I 6 (not significant) for the

relationship between teacher status and Behaviour Intentions: and 0.19 (p<0.05)
for the relationship between teacher status and Behaviour. These results mean
that there is a low positive relationship between teacher status and one aspect of
receptivity. Behaviour. with teacher status explaining 4% of the variance in
Behaviour. This implies that whether or not teachers arc Head of Departments or
Teachers-in-charge or a classroom teacher may be one factor in their actual
behaviour towards Student Outcome Statements. with those in the higher status
positions more likely to behave favourably.

There does not appear to be a

relationship between teacher status and Overall Feelings. teacher status and
Attitudes or teacher status and Behaviour Intentions.

In regard to teacher expenence. the correlations are: 0.22 (p<v.05) for the
relationship between teacher experience and Overall Feelings: -0.06 (not
significant) for the relationship bet\\'een teacher experience and Attitudes: 0.15
(not significant) for the relationship between teacher experience and Behaviour
Intentions; and 0.22 (p<0.05) tbr the relationship between teacher experience and
Behaviour. These results mean that there are small positive relationships between
teacher experience and two aspects of receptivity. Overall Feelings and Behaviour.
with teacher experience explaining 5% each of the variance in both Overall Feelings
and Behaviour; that is length of teaching experience may be one factor intluencing
teachers' Overall Feelings towards Student Outcome Statements and their

actua~

Behaviour towards them. One explanation is that experienced teachers arc more
likely than inexperienced teachers to provide significant other suppon which is
related to Overall Feelings and Behaviour towards Student Outcome Statements.
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There docs not :.1ppcar to he a relationship hctwccn teacher cxpcricm:c and
Attitudes and teacher experience und lkhuviour lntcnli<JilS.

In regard to sex. these arc: -O.CH (not signilic:.miJ fix the relationship hctwcen sex
and Ovcmll Fcdings: 0.1::!. (nut signilic<mt) for the rci<Jtionship between sex and

Attitudes: 0.05 (not significant) for the relationship hctwccn sex and Behaviour
Intentions: and -0.05 (nut signilicanlJ for the relationship between sex and
Behaviour. These results suggest that there is no relationship bct\\·ecn sex and any
of the four aspects of receptivity: Overall Feelings: Attitudes:

Behaviour

Intentions: and Behaviour.

In regard to age these arc: 0.03 (not significant) for the relationship between age
and Overall Feelings; -0.00 (not significant) for the relationship between age and
Attili.Ides; 0.05 (not significant) for the relationship between age and Behaviour
Intentions; and 0. I 2 (not significant) for the relationship between age and
Behaviour. These results suggest that there is no relationship between age and any
of the four aspects of receptivity: Overall Feelings: Attitudes; Behaviour
Intentions: and Behaviour.

In regard to use of Student Outcome Statements. the correlations are: 0.23 (not
significant) for the relationship between use of Student Outcome Statements and
Overall Feelings; 0.13 (not significant) for the relationship between use of Student
Outcome Statements and Attitudes; 0.20 (not significant) for the relationship
between use of Student Outcome Statements and Behaviour Intentions; and 0.29
(p<0.05) for the relationship between use of Student Outcome Statements and
Behaviour. These results mean that there is a low positive relationship between
use of Student Outcome Statements and one aspect of receptivity. Behaviour.

with use of Student Outcome Statements explaining 8% of the variance of
Behaviour. There does not appear to be a relationship between usc of Student
Outcome Statements and Overall Feelings. use of Student Outcome Statements
and Attitudes or use of Student Outcome Statements and Behaviour Intentions.

Chapter 6 Z.:ro-unlc:r
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In regard to purpose of Student Outcome StatemenL'i. the correlations arc: -0.08
(not significant) for the relationship bt:twccn purpose of Studcnl Oub:ome
Statements and Overall Feelings; 0.01 (not significant) for the relationship bt:twecn
purpose of Student Outcome Statements and Attitudes: 0.04 (not significant) fOr
the relationship between purpose of Student Outcome Statements and Behaviour
Intentions; and -0.04 (not significant) for the relationship between purpose of
Student Outcome Statements and Behaviour. These results suggest that there is
no relationship between purpose of Studenl Outcome Statements and any of the
four aspects of receptivity: Overall Feelings; Attitudes; Behaviour Intentions; and
Behaviour.

Summary
The model of teacher receptivity towards the introduction of Student Outcome
Statements suggests a number of bivariate relationships between the group one and
group two independent variables and receptivity and between the situation
variables and receptivity. These relationships were tested and the follo\\ing
conclusions are set out in three sections. The first deals \Vith the relationship
between the dependent variables and group one independent variables, the second
deals with the dependent variables and group two independent variables and the
third with the dependent variable and situation variables.

Correlations between tbe dependent

variables and the group one

independent variables
Overall Feelings has:
I. a moderate positive relationship with non-monetary cost benefits. significant
other support and feelings compared to the previous system; and
2. no relationship with alleviation of fears and concerns.
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Attitudes has:
3. moderate positive relationships with nun-monetary cost hcncfits, alleviation of
fears and concerns. significant other support and fCclings compared to the
previous system.

Behaviour Intentions has:
4. moderate positive relationships \Vith non-monetary cost benefits, significant
other support and feelings compared to the previous system; and
5. a low positive relationship with alleviation of fears and concerns.

Behaviour has:
6. a low positive relationship with non-monetary cost benefits

~'1d

feelings

compared to the previous system; and
7. no relationship with alleviation of fears and concerns and significant other

support.

Correlations between the dependent variables and the

group two

independent variables

Overall Feelings has:
8. a low positive relationship with involvement in decision-milking; and
9. no relationship with shared teaching goals, cohesiveness, team teaching, teacher

collaboration and teacher learning opportunities.

Attitudes has:
I 0. low positive relationships with cohesiveness. involvement in decision-making

and teacher learning opportunities;
II. a low negative relationship with team teaching; and
12. no relationship with shared teaching goals and teacher collaboration.

Chapter 6 7..cm-order enrreJalinns
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Behaviour Intentions has:
13. low positive relationships with involvement in decision-making, teacher
collaboration and teacher le-arning opportunities; and
14. no relationship with shared teaching goals, cohesiveness and team tcuching;
Behaviour has:
15. a moderate positive relationship with involvement in decision-making;
16. a low positive relationship with teacher collaboration; and
17. a negative relationship with team teaching; and
I 8. no relationship with shared teaching goals, cohesiveness and teacher learning
opportunities;

Correlations between the dependent \'ariablcs and the situation variables
Overall Feelings has:
19. a low positive relationship with teacher experience; and
20. no relationship with school size, school location, socio-economic status,
department size, department type. teacher status, sex, age. use of Student
Outcome Statements and purpose of Student Outcome Statements.

Attitudes has:
21. no relationship with school size, school location, socio-economic status,
department size, department type, teacher status, teacher experience, sex, age. use
of Student Outcome Statements and purpose of Student Outcome Statements.

Behaviour Intentions has:
22. a low negative relationship with school size; and
23. no relationship with school location. socio-economic status. department size.
department

type~

teacher status, teacher experience. sex, age, use of Student

Outcome Statements and purpose of Student Outcome Statements.

Chapter 6 Zcru-tm.lcr cum.:hlliuns
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Behaviour has:
24. low positive relationships with teacher status, teacher experience and usc of
Student Outcome Statements: and
25. no relationship with school s1ze, school location, socio-economic status,
department size. department type,

sex, ugc and purpose of Student Outcome

Statements.

These results support the conclusion that the teacher receptivity to Student
Outcome Statements is related to teachers· beliefs about the change and, in
particular. their attitudes and beliefs about its benefits and support and the
comparison with the previous system.

The teacher receptivity is related to

teaching processes such as cohesiveness. collaboration and teacher learning
opportunities, although these relationships are generally less strong than those
between receptivity and teachers' beliefs. Factors associated with the schools,
departments and teacher backgrounds do not appear to be strong factors
influencing receptivity.
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CHAPTER 7
DATA ANALYSIS: I'AIH B
MULTll'LE REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Introduction
The model used m this study and the theoretical relationships suggested in
Chapter three suggest a number of joint relationships between each of the
dependent variables (Overall Feelings; Attitudes; Behaviour Intentions and
Behaviour) and the two sets of independent variables; and between the dependent
variables and the situation variables (school size, school location, socio-economic
status, department size. teacher status, teacher experience, sex. age, use of Student

Outcome Statements and purpose of Student Outcome Statements).

In this

chapter, these relationships are summarised under the group one independent
variables, the group two independent variables, the situation variables and,
fourthly, all of the independent variables.

Other joint relationships with the

dependent variables and all the independent variables together are summarised
under all independent variables.

The method used to test these joint relationships is multiple linear regression.
From the appropriate regression equation. the beta weights can be used to
compare the relative influence of each independent variable on the dependent
variables. These beta weights remain constant irrespective of the order in which
the independent variables are entered into the regression equation. They indicate
how much the dependent variable changes (in standard deviations) when the
independent variable changes by one standard deviation.

Consistent with the

model proposed, Overall Feelings. Attitudes, Behaviour Intentions. and Behaviour
are each considered as separate and distinct aspects of teacher receptivity to
change involving Student Outcome Statements. Each of these four aspects is thus
used separately as a dependent variable in the regression equations.

CIHlfliCr 7 Multiple
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rcgrc.~sion atmly~i~

The unalyses were undertaken using SPSS lOr Windows Linear Regression. (For a
discussion of regression reli:r to UsinM Multivariate S'latislic.\·, Tubachnick, B and
Fidel, L. 1996 and SP/):'\' .fiw Windows /Jase

.~)wtem

User's Guide, Norusis, M,

1994.)

Dependent Variables and the Group One Independent Variables
The multiple regression equation used to examine the joint relationship between
the group one independent variables and the dependent variable, Overall Feelings,
takes the following fonn:

Where:
Y =Overall Feelings
x 1= non-monetary cost benefits
b 1 = regression weight forx 1
x~= alleviation of fears and concerns
b~ = regression weight for x~

x 1 = significant other ~upport
b, = rcgre~sion weight for x,
x~ =feeling~ compared to the previous syMcm
b.= regression weight for x.
R =residual

Similar equations are used when Attitudes, Behaviour Intentions or Behaviour is
the dependent variable, in place of Overall Feelings, and the same independent
variables are used.
Multiple R in the equation for Overall Feelings is significant (R

~

0.72, p <0.001)

and the null hypothesis can be rejected. All the group one independent variables
together, account for 52% of the variance in Overall Feelings. The most important
independent variables are indicated by the beta weights in the regression equation
(see Table 7.1 ). Tables 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 all have a sample size of less than I 00 and
suggest that further research with larger numbers may lead to more meaningful
results.
Table 7.1: Summary of multiple regression analysis between the
dependent variables and the group one independent variables

Group One Independent

Varinble~

"·
previou~

Ovcrnll

Feeling~

Dcpcntlent Varillblcs
Attimdcs
llchll\'iour

llcha1·iour

Ch:~pter
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Notes:
I.
p tdcrs co the IJ.CUL weight IMwulardi~cd rcytc~w•n cncflk•cn1) 111 the multtplc tegtc\\lutl eLflliLtum
2
n is in the muge (,7 In !14
3.
Tolcruncc i~ the r•ropuntuu uf the \·UrtWLCC ul :1 van:thle IU>t cxpl:uned by the indq>cndclll v:mahlc\ alrc:ody m the
L'tjU:ttiun. Zcru indicate~ thm :m mdcpcndcnt vuri:IIJic i\ :1 JJ.Crlcrt linear t:umhuuttH>Il uf other mdercndcur v:utahlc\
and I indicate.~ th:tt the l"ari:thlc is uncurrcl:ttcll with the Ill her ~arinhlc\. Tnler:olCC level~ !Cu thi~ "1:1 ol varmhlc~
arc :til avcmge tu high indicating !hilt there arc 1111 si~.:nific:Uit iutcn:unelutmu'.

The numerical values for the standardised regression weights (beta weights), in
order of importance in accounting for the variance, are: 0.422 for feelings compared
to the previous system, 0.361 for significant other support, -0.289 fOr alleviation
of fears and concerns and 0.288 for non-monetary cost benefits.

These beta

weights show that feelings compared to the previous system is the most
important predictor of variability in Overall Feelings, followed by significant other
support, alleviation of fears and concerns and non-monetary cost benefits. They
indicate, for example, that when feelings compared to the previous system is
increased by one standard deviation, Overall Feelings is increascC

~y

0.422

standard deviations, and vice versa. This is as conceptualised in the model (see
Figure 3.1).

These independent variables are all positively related to Overall

Feelings towards Student Outcome Statements except for the alleviation of fears
and concerns variable which has a negative beta weight. The latter means that
when alleviation of fears and concerns is increased by one standard deviation,
Overall Feelings decreases by 0.289 standard deviations. This is an unexpected
and unusual result. This can be explained if the variable acts as a suppressor.
That is, the variable, alleviation of fears and concerns, enhances the importance of
other independent variables by virtue of suppression of irrelevant variance in other
independent variables or in the dependent variable. Although the beta weight is
significant (p significant at <0.0 I), the correlation between this variable and
Overall Feelings is close to zero.

Multiple R in the equation for Attitudes, as the dependent variable, is significant
(R = 0.68, p<O.OOI) and the null hypothesis can be rejected. All the group one
independent variables account for 46.5% of the variance in Attitudes. The most
important independent variables are indicated by the beta weights in the regression
equation (see Table 7.1). The numerical values for the standardised regression
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weights (beta weights), in order of importance in accounting Ji>r thc.: vuriancc, arc
0.362 for non-monctnry cost benefits, 0.268 for fCclings compared to the previous
system. 0.164 for signiJicant other support and -0.084 for alleviation of fCars and
concerns. They indicate, for cxmnplc, that when non-monetary cost benefits arc
increased by one standard deviation, Attitudes arc increased by 0.362 standard
deviations and vice versa. This is as conceptualised in the model (sec Figure 3.1)
These are all positively related to Attitudes towards Student Outcome Statements,
except for the alleviation of fears and

~:oncerns

variable which has a negative beta

weight. This result means that when the alleviation of tCars and concerns is
increased by one standard deviation, then Attitudes decreases by 0.084 standard
deviations. This is not as conceptualised in the model. However, it does not make
a significant contribution to the prediction of variance although the correlation
with Attitudes is significant. The significance test only applies to the unique
contribution made by the variable and it may be that the variable shares variance
with another independent variable.

Multiple R in the equation for Behaviour Intentions as the dependent variable is
significant (R = 0.67, p<O.OO!) and the null hypothesis can be rejected. All the
group one independent variables account for 44.7% of the variance in Behaviour
Intentions. The most important ; ndependent variables are indicated by the beta
weights in the regression equation (see Table 7.1). The numerical values for the
beta weights, in order of importance in accounting for the variance, are 0.339 for
non~monetary

cost benefits, 0.314 for feelings compared to the previous system,

0.247 for significant other support and -0.055 for alleviation of fears and concerns.
They indicate, for example, that when non-monetary cost benefits are increased by
one s: ..mdard deviation, Behaviour Intentions increase by

0.339 standard

deviations and vice versa. All the relationships are positively related to Behaviour
Intentions, except for the alleviation of fears and concerns variable. This variable
is significantly correlated with Behaviour Intentions but does not make a
significant unique contribution to the prediction of variance.
Multiple R in the equation for Behaviour is significant (R = 0.37, p<0.05) and the
null hypothesis can be rejected. All the group one independent variables account
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for 13.7% of the vammee rn Behaviour.

The most important imh:pcndcnt

variables are indicated by the beta weights in the regression cquution (see Table
7.1).

The numerical values lOr the beta weights, in order of imporlunce in

accounting lOr the variance, arc 0.269 lOr

non~monetary

cost benefits, -0.2 I 0 for

alleviation of fears and concerns. 0.167 for significant other support and 0.120 lOr
feelings compared to the previous system.

These results indicate, for example,

that when non-monetary cost benefits arc increased by one standard deviation,
Behaviour increases by 0.269 standard deviations and vice versa.
conceptualised in the model.

This is as

All the relationships arc positively related to

Behaviour, except for the alleviation of fears and concerns variable which has a
negative beta weight. It probably acts as a suppressor variable. The rehtionship
is not significantly correlated with Behaviour and does not make a significant
contribution to prediction of the variance.

These results indicate that the group one independent variables account for a
significant and large amount of variance in receptivity to Student Outcome
Statements. This means that when the group one independent variables change,
consistent with the model proposed, Overall Feelings, Attitudes, Behaviour
Intentions, and Behaviour each change in correspondence.

The two most

important independent variables are Feelings compared to the previous system
and non-monetary cost benefits. The group one independent variables account for
about 45% of the variance in Overall Feelings, Attitudes and Behaviour Intentions
and about 14% of the variance in Behaviour.

Dependent Variables and the Group Two Independent Variables
The multiple regression equation used to examine the joint relationship between
the group two independent variables and the dependent variable, Overall Feelings,
takes the following form:
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Whr:rt•:
Y = 0\'er.JII Ft't.'lHlg' lnwomh Ihe SOS
\ 1 = ~h;trl'd !l•adJJng gn;tl'
h, = rcgrcssmn 1\'l'lj!lll lor '•

\ 1 = IU\'III\'cUICill iu tlct:hllm-tllakiug
h, = rcgrc\,1011 wcrglu lor x,
l.,

= ICilt:hn

t:oJia)JOfii!IOil

h, = IC)!IC\~ion weigh! lor x,
'·· = tcad1cr lcamiug
h,, = rcgrc\\1011 wcrght lor x,,
/( = fC\IIIU;iJ

\:= cuhc~i\'CIIC~~

h: = rcgrcs~iun IH'ighl lor \.·
\, = tc;un h:adung.
h, = rcgn·~~~~~n 1n-igh1 lur \,

Similar equations arc used when Allitudo:-o;, Behaviour Intentions or Behaviour is
the dependent variable. in place of Overall Feelings. and the same independent
variables are used.

In examining the equation for Overall Feelings. the multiple correlation R is not
significant at 0.05.

That is. the multiple correlation between the dependent

variable and the independent variables is not significantly different from zero.
Any observed correlation should be discounted. as it is strongly likely to be due to
sampling fluctuations or measurement error.

Table 7.2: Summary of multiple regression analyses between the
dependent variables and the group two independent variables

Group Two Independent Variables
rene mg goo s
Cohesiveness
Team teachint
lnvo/veme111 in decisior~-making
Teacher collaboration
Teacher leamin
anaiiCC IICCOUnle
Significance
Multiple R
Avcro.ae Tolerance

""

"

Over.1U

Ft:clir~gs

= -0.0.1
Ji = ·0.275

Ji= -0.1.w
= O.JI7
"'·0.072
i"' -0.201

6 .. %

"'

0.406
0.676

Dependent Variables
Auilud~os
Beha1·iour
ln1c111ions
= IJ.IJoUii
= IJ.OI.J.
= ·0.195
= 0.077
.().191
~ = -0.067
= 0.029
0.42:'i
= -tl.O:'i9
"'·0.017
= 0.147
"'0.081
H5<;r
I
<0.05
0.292
0.421
0.609
0.647

g=
8

c=

"'

....

Bch:ll'iour
= •. _,
~ -0.088
= -0.161
O.:'ill
0.193
= -0.192
31.4'1<0.001
O.:'i60
0.640

=
=
=

NOles:
I.
Prefers ro the beta weight (st:mdardiSt.-d n:grcssiun coefficient) in the multiple rcgn:ssion L-quation
2.
nisin the r:mge 74 to lOS
3.
ns lliC!lns not significant at the O.OS level.
4. Tolernnce level.~ for this set of vuriable.~ :m: all awrngc to high.
S. n.~ not significant

Multiple R in the equation for Attitudes is not significant and the null hypothesis
cannot be rejected. That is, the multiple correlation between the dependent
variable and the independent variables is not significantly different from zero.
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Multiple R (0.421) in the equation f(>r Behaviour Intentions is significant at 0.05
and the null hypothesis can be rejected. The numerical valuc.:s fi:>r the beta weights,
in order of importance in accounting for the variance, arc involvement in decisionmaking 0.425, -0.195 l(>r cohesiveness, 0.081 fOr teacher lcaming, -OJJ6 7 for team
teaching,
-0.017 for teacher collaboration and 0.005 fOr shared teaching goals.

Altogether 17% of the variance in Behaviour Intentions was predicted by knowing
scores for these independent variables. Three variables, team teaching, teacher
collaboration and cohesiveness have negative beta weights. This means that if the
independent variable increases by one standard deviation then the dependent
variable decreases, and vice versa. This is not as conceptualised in the model,
however, their correlations with Behaviour Intentions are not significant and their
unique contributions to the variance are not significant. The negative beta weights
may be explained by their acting as suppressor variables. That is, the variables,
team teaching, teacher collaboration and cohesiveness, enhance the importance of
other independent variables, such as involvement in decision making by virtue of
suppression of irrelevant variance in other independent variables or in the
dependent variable.

Multiple R (0.560) in the equation for Behaviour is significant and the null
hypothesis can be rejected. The nwnerical values for the beta weights, in order of
importance in accounting for the variance, are 0.511 for involvement in decisionmaking, 0.193 for teacher collaboration.

Altogether 31% of the variance in

Behaviour is predicted by knowing scores for these independent variables.
Negative beta weights were recorded for four of the group two independent
variables (-0.192 for teacher learning, ·0.161 for team teaching, ·0.088 for
cohesiveness and -0.055 for shared teaching goals). This is not as conceptualised
in the model.

The four variables with negative beta weights are acting as

suppressor variables. Their correlations with Behaviour are not significant and
they do not make a significant unique contribution to the variance.

13H

These results indicate th:.1t, while the group two indcpcndcnt variables do not
account for a large amount of variam:c in predicting receptivity to Student
Outcome Statements in tl!rms of Overall Feelings and Attitudes, they do account

for a significant and moderate amount of variance in relation to Hcfmviour
Intentions and l3chaviour. This means that when the group two independent
variables chm1ge. consistent with the model proposed, Behaviour Intentions and
Behaviour euch change in correspondence. The group two independent variables

account tOr 18% of the variance in Behaviour Intentions, and 31% in Behaviour.

Dependent Variables and the Situation Variables
The multiple regression equation used to examine the joint relationship between
the situation variables and the dependent variable. Overall Feelings takes the
following fonn:

Where:
Y =Overall Feelings towards the SOS
x 1 = school size
b 1 = regression weight forx 1
X:= school location
b! = regression weight for X:
xJ = socio·economic status
b1 =regression weight for x1
x~ =department size
b~ = regression weight for x~
x~ =teacher status
b 5=regression weight for xs

·'• =

teacher experience
b.= ref!ression weight for x~
x7 = sex
b, regression weight for x 7
x. =age
b. regression weight for x.
x., =usc of SOS
b~
regression weight for x~
Xm =purpose of SOS
b 10 = regression weight for xu,
R =residual

=
=
=

Similar equations are used to describe Attitudes, Behaviour Intentions and
Behaviour.

Multiple regression analysis for each of the dependent variables with the situation
variables indicates that multiple correlation R is not significant at 0.05. That is.
there was no significant difference from a null hypothesis that all the multiple
correlations between the dependent variables and the situation variables were zero.
The amount of variance accounted for by the situation variables appears moderate
(28% to 38%) but no meaning should be attached to these figures. The sample
size is low (n = 33 to 47) and the individual correlations are very low.

The

13~

number of c;.lscs under consideration is limited due to nussmg responses on the
situutiun vuriablcs. lkcuusc of the errors of cstirmuing correlation with !-lmall
samples. fewer than I 00 cases may lcmlto solutions which arc mcuninglcss.

Table 7.3: Summary of multiple regression analyses between the
dependent \'ariablcs and the situation variables

lkpo:mlcnt \'anahlc,

Situation Variahlcs

Hcha~cuur

AIIIUJdc'

LU~:ation
So.:io~-conomk 'Tatu~

Dc:panmcnt ~ize
Teacher ~tonus

Teacher
Sc.\

e:~;pcricncc

Ag<

"" ~~o---_£c# i-----".:..;rr
Significance
Multiple R

rh

"'

0.597

O.:'i-IK

A\'emsc tolo:rancc

0.601

0.557

"'

"'

() 5:!5

() 61:'i
0.57')

0 .~6K

Notes:
I.

2.
3.
4.

S.

ll refcrli 10 the bera v.eight !standardised rcg:n:."'"" cudfkicnt) m the nlulnplc n:gn:•.,•un equaunn

nisin the rnnge 33 to ..J7
ns means not significanl at the 0.05 Jewl
The tolerance le\·el~ for thi~ ~et of ~an<!blc~ arc: average e'~ept fur the!" \anable~ tcaeh~r elpcnence o:md teacher
age which have Jow level~ in regard to AnitudL..,, lkha\IUUr lnttnlion~ ami lkha\iour. A n:lationship bet"een
teacher e;~tperience and ;~ge wa~ C:;~tpc!"Clt:d
ns: nnt ~ignificant

Dependent Variables and all the Independent Variables and the
Situation Variables
The multiple regression equation used to examine the joint relationship between all

(group one and group two) independent variables and the dependent variable,
Overall Feelings, takes the following fonn:

Where:
Y =Overall Feelings towards the SOS
x 1= non-monetary cost benefits
b 1 = regression weight for:( 1
x1 = alleviation of fears and concerns
b1 = regression weight for x.1
x1 = significant olher support
b1 = regression weight for x1
"~ = feelings compared 10 rhe previous system
b_. = regression weight for x4
x, = shared leaching goals
b,= regression weight forx~

1t~

= cuhe~l\'encss

b~

= regression weight for

1tft

x, = team tc-.u:hing
b,

=regression weight for :\,

x. = in,·oJwmcm in l.kcir.iun·makinl!
b. = regression weight fur x~
= tca.;:hcr collaboralion
h., = rel_!rcssion weight ftlf
x,, II."".Jcher learning
b 1, = regression weight fur x,.,
R =residual

x~

=

"*
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Similar equatiuns are used 10 descrihe Attitudes. Behaviour Intentions and
Behaviour. The situntion variables arc nt>l included in till: equations because they
were not found to make a significant difference for any of the dependent variables.

In Table 7.4. multiple R {0. 770) in the equation fOr Overall Feelings is significant

:.u the 0.001 level and the null hypothesis t.:<m he rcjectt.:d. Feelings compared to
the previous system. significant other support. non-monetary cost benefits and
alleviation made a significant t.:ontribution to the regression equation with tCelings
compared to previous system and significant other support significant at 0.005,
non-monetary cost benefits at 0.0 I and alleviation of fears and concerns significant
at 0.05.

The numerical values tOr the beta weights. in order of importance in accounting for
the variance are 0.385 for feelings compared to the previous system. 0.355 for
non-monetary cost benefits. 0.343 for significant other support. -0.287 for
alleviation of fears and concerns (see Table 7.4). These gh·e an indication of the
relative importance of these independent mriables in their relationship with the
dependent variable. Overnll Fe-elings. Altogether. with the addition of the group
two variables. 59% of the variance in Overall Feelings was predicted by knowing
scores on these independent variables. The addition of the group two independent
variables added 8% to the variance accounted for by the group one variables.
Alleviation of fears and concerns has a negative beta weight of 0.287; however. the
correlation with Overall Feelings is not significant. suggesting that the variable is
acting as a suppressor variable.

Multiple R (0.698) in the equation for Attitudes is signilicant (p<O.OO 1) and the
null hypothesis can be rejected.

Feelings compared to previous system. non-

monetary cost benefits and significant other support made a low to moderate
positive contribution to the variance in Attitudes.

Non-monetary co~t benefits.

feelings compared to previous system. cost benefits and signilicant other support
are the most important variables. The numerical values for the beta weights, in
order of importance in accounting fOr the variance are 0.339 tbr non-monetary cost
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benefits. 0.291 for feelings compared to the previous system. 0.237 fOr significant
other support and -0.215 for involvement in decision-making (sec

r~blc

7.4 ).

Four of the beta weights arc negative but only involvement in decision making
makes a significant contribution to the V"'J.riancc. This variable docs not correlate
significantly with Behaviour and is acting as a suppressor variable. Altogether
49% of the variance in Attitude was predicted by knowing scores on these
independent variables. The addition of the group two independent variables added
only 2% to the variability accounted for by the group one variables.

Table 7.4: Summary or multiple regression analyses between the
dependent variables and all the independent variables

Alilhe lndepcndenl Variables
Non-monelary cosr ne Jl~
Alleviation of fears and concerns
Significanl other snppon
Feeling.~ compared to the previous
sysrem
Shared teaching goals
Cohesiveness
Team teaching
Involvement in decision-making
Teacher collabor.uion
Teacher leamin
Vanance acconnle
Significance
MultipleR
A\'ernge Tolerance

.,

Overall Feelings

= 0.35
= -0.287
j} = 0.343

p = 0.385
11=·0.167
0.123
= .0.006
p: 0.081
= 0.001

c=

= .o.ms
.9.3%
<0.001
0.770
0.566

Oepcndenl
Anitudl!'<

"

.339

~= 0.100

= 0.237
j} = 0.291
/h .0.015

~=
0.111
= -0.054
= .0.215
= 0.005
= -0.053
41!.7'K
<0.001
0.698
0.563

Variable~

Behaviour
lnlentions
= 0.341
::•0.110
j} = 0.236
11 = 0.327

Behaviour

~:: 0.062
= 0.051
p = 0.055
P= o.t92
I}= 0.021
= -0.179

~"' 0.031
= -0.026
= -0.2(}11
p:: 0.437
=0.137
=·0.131

50.4~

.7'>

<0.001
0.710
0.5-18

<0.001
0.630
0.567

Notes:
I.
prefers to the beta weigh! (sumdardi.'>Cd regression coefficient) in the mulliplc regression eqn:uion
n is in the rnnge 6010 76
2.
3.
The lolemnce levels for this set of variables are all average.

Multiple R (0. 709) in the equation for Behaviour Intentions is significant and the
null hypothesis can be rejected. Non-monetary cost benefits, alleviation of fears
and concerns, significant other support and feelings compared to previous system,
made a significant contribution to the regression equation (p<O.OOI).

The

numerical values for the beta weights, in order of importance in accounting for the
variance are: 0.341 for non-monetary cost benefits, 0.327 for feelings compared to
the previous system and 0.236 for significant other support. Altogether, 50% of
the variance in Behaviour Intentions was predicted by knowing scores on these
independent variables. The addition of the group two variables added 5% to the
variance accounted for by the group one variables.
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Mulliplc R (0.630) in the cquution for Behaviour was signilicant (p<O.OO I J tmd

the null hypothesis can he rejected.

Involvement in decision-making and

alleviation of !Cars and concerns made a significant contribution to the regression
equation (p<O.OO I}.

The numerical values for the beta weights. in order of

importance in accounting for the variance arc 0.437 fOr involvement in decisionmaking. -0.327 for alleviation of !Cars and concerns. 0.264 fOr non-monetary cost

benefits. -0.208 tOr team teaching (sec Table 7.4).

Altogether 40% of the

variability in Behaviour was predicted by knowing scores on these independent
variables. (group one and group two together) and the addition of the group two

independent variables added 26% to the prediction of variance.

Alleviation of

fears and concerns has a negative but statistically significant beta weight. This
variable does not correlate significantly with Behaviour and is acting as a
suppressor variable.

Summary
The multiple regression analysis provides strong support for the genera] model of
teacher receptivity used in this study. The genera1 model uses four aspects of
receptivity (Overall Feelings, Attitudes, Behaviour Intentions and Behaviour) and
two sets of independent variables (group one and group two). The conclusions
relating to teacher receptivity to the change to Student Outcome Statements are

presented in four different sections since the pattern of relationships differs for
the four dependent variables. The situation variables as a group do not appear to
contribute significantly to the relationships. However, the size of the sample

available for this analysis was reduced and further consideration could be given to
these variables with a larger initial sample.

Overall Feelings
The group one independent variables (non-monetary cost benefit. alleviation of
fears and concerns, significant other support and feelings compared to the
previous system) accounted for 52% of the variance in Overall Feelings. Each of

the independent variables made a contribution to the prediction of variance, as
conceptualised in the model. Alleviation of fears and concerns is inversely related
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to Overall Feelings while all the other variables c:1rc positively related to Ovcmll
Feelings.

The group two independent variables (shared teaching goals, cohesiveness, team
teaching. involvement in decision-making. teacher collaboration and teacher
learning opportunities) did not make a significant contribution to the prediction of
variance in Overall Feelings.

Combined with the group one independent variables, the group two variables
added 8% to the prediction of variance in Overall Feelings. The group one and
group two variables together accounted for 59'% of the variance in Overall
Feelings. However, in the joint analysis, only the four group one variables made a
significant unique contribution to the variance in Overa!I Feelings.

Attitudes
Group one independent variables (non-monetary cost benefit, alleviation of fears
and concerns, significant other support and feelings compared to the previous
system) contributed 47% of the variance in Attitudes, with a significant unique
contribution being made by non-monetary cost benefits and feelings compared to
the previous system as conceptualised in the model.

Alleviation of fears and

concerns is inversely related to Attitudes while all the other variables are
positively related to Attitudes.

The group two independent variables (shared teaching goals, cohesiveness, team

teaching, involvement in decision-making, teacher collaboration and teacher
learning opportunities) alone did not make a significant contribution to prediction
of Attitudes.

Combined with the group one independent variables, the group two independent
variables added only 2% to the prediction of Attitudes. In the joint analysis, nonmonetary cost benefits, significant other support and feelings compared to the

previous system made a significant unique contribution to the prediction of
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Attitudes. All the group one and group two variables <.tccountcd fOr 48.7% of the
variance in Attitudes.

Behal'iour lmenlionJ
The group one independent varii.Jblcs accounted fOr 45% of the vanancc m
Behaviour Intentions. Non~monetary cost benefits. significant other support and
feelings compared to the previous system each made a significant unique
contribution to the prediction as conceptualised in the model.

The group one

independent variables accounted for 44.7% of the variance in Behaviour
Intentions.

The group two independent variables alone accounted for 18% of the variation in
Behaviour Intentions, with a significant positive and unique contribution being

made by involvement in decision-making.

The group one and group two independent variables together accounted for 50%
of the variance in Behaviour Intentions. Therefore, the addition of the group two
variables added 5% to the prediction of Behaviour Intentions. All the group one
variables were related positively to Behaviour Intentions as conceptualised, except
for alleviation of fears and concerns which was inversely related

Behaviour
Although the contribution was statistically significant, the group one independent
variables contributed only 14% to prediction of variance in Behaviour.

Non-

monetary cost benefits had a low positive relationship with Behaviour and
alleviation of fears and concerns was inversely related.

The group two independent variables contributed 31% to the prediction of
Behaviour. Involvement in decision-making had a low positive relationship with
Behaviour, as did teacher collaboration.

Teacher learning opportunities, team

teaching, cohesiveness and shared teaching goals had inverse relationships.
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Together with the group one variables, the group two varhtblcs contributed 40% to
the prediction of variability in Uehuviour. adding 26% to the variance predicted by
the four group one variables alone. Only alleviation of fi.:urs and concerns und
involvement in decision-nmking made a contribution to the prediction.

In overall terms. the group one independent variables contribute significantly to
the prediction ofOvcm.ll Feelings. Attitudes and Behaviour Intentions, but arc not
as important in the prediction of Behaviour. Three of the group one variables, nonmonetary cost benefit. significant other support and feelings compared to the
previous system, have a moderate to low positive relationship \Vith the dependent
variables, while alleviation of fears and concerns has a low negative relationship
with the dependent variables.

The group two independent variables (shared teaching goals, cohesiveness, team
teaching, involvement in decision-making, teacher collaboration and teacher
learning opportunities) are not as strong as the group one independent variables as
predictors of the dependent variables except in regard to Behaviour. Only one of
the group two variables (involvement in decision-making) has a moderate to low
positive relationship with the dependent variables.

The situation variables do not appear to contribute to prediction of variance in
Overall Feelings, Attitudes, Behaviour Intentions or Behaviour.

Therefore, the group one independent variables appear to be the best predictors of
Overall Feelings, Attitudes and Behaviour Intentions.

However, the group two

variables are better predictors of Behaviour. For all dependent variables, better
predictions can be made by combining group one and group two independent
variables, however, this adds only 2% to 7% to the variance predicted by group
one alone, except in the case of Behaviour where 26% is added.
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CHAPTERS
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS ANI> IMf>LICATIONS
This chapter provides a summary of the study and brings together the main
conclusions. The practical and research implications of the main findings relating
to teacher receptivity towards Student Outcome Statements and the main variables
affecting teacher receptivity to this system-wide change in Western Australian
government secondary schools are discussed.

Studies by Waugh and Godfrey (1995, 1993) and by Waugh (1994) and Waugh
and Punch ( 1987, 1985) into teachers' receptivity to system-wide educational

change examined the literature on planned educational changes which suggested
that "when successful'', planned educational changes "have a life cycle that can be
divided into three stages, initiation, implementation and routinization. Initiation
refers to the processes and planning which lead up to and include the decision to
proceed with the change ... Implementation refers to the first use of the change on a

system-wide basis in the classroom ... and routinization refers to whether the
change becomes an ongoing part of the system" (Waugh & Godfrey, 1995, p.39).

The present study deals with the end of the initiation stage and the beginning of
the implementation stage. Waugh and Godfrey (1995, p.SO) suggest that "during
the initiation stage, administrators should sell the change to the teachers in terms
of the general variables related to receptivity in the implementation stage". They
developed a model which was based on previous research and literature on

system-level change and identified six critical variables: non-monetary cost
benefits, practicality in the classroom, alleviation of fears and concerns, teacher
participation in decision-making, significant other support and feelings compared
to the previous system. The model that provides the theoretical frameworl< for
this study has been developed by combining and utilising variables from recent
research on change (Rosenholtz, 1991; Fullan & Hargreaves 1991; Hargreaves,
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Davis, Full an, Wignall, Stager & Macmillan, I991; McLaughlin, I990, I987;
Waugh & Godfrey, 1995, 1993; Waugh & Punch, 1987, 1985).

There arc many fbctors that influence how teachers may react to changes generated
by an education system, or how employees of any organisation react to and
manage change. It would require a complex process to analyse all the relationships
between variables that may influence teachers' receptivity and actions towards
change. In order to simplify the problem, a model has been developed which

describes the perceived most important relationships between the variables.
Although the creation of a model may be seen as somewhat artificial, it serves as a
useful tool, in a study such as this, to show the main variables of interest and how
they may be related.

SUMMARY
The study has three aims in line with the model that is used in this research:

1. To investidate teachers' receptivity to the use of Student Outcome Statements
in Western Australian, government, secondary schools. Receptivity is defmed
in four aspects, overall feelings, attitudes, behaviour intentions and behaviour.
2. To investigate the relationships between receptivity, as the dependent variable
and ten independent variables: non-monetary cost benefit, alleviation of fears

and concerns, perceived support from senior staff, feelings compared to the
previous system, shared goals (shared teaching goals and cohesiveness,

collaboration (team

teaching,

involvement

in

decision-making

teacher

collaboration) and teacher learning opportunities.
3. To investigate the relationships between receptivity and the independent
variables in the context of the situation variables related to the school,
department and teacher.

Teachers from government secondary schools were surveyed through a
questionnaire that was developed using previous instruments. There were 126

valid responses to the questionnaire from 30 different government schools across
Western Australia including about half from country schools and half from
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metropolium schools.
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·r·hc questionnaire was trialcd us1ng 15 secondary

curriculum consultants who had extensive experience working in secondury
schools with teachers who were using the Student Outcome St<ltemcnts.

The

original questionnaire was modi lied according to the feedback n.:ccived from the
trial and as a result the questionnaire was reduced from 160 items to 129 items.
Aller the editing. the questionn:1ire could be completed in twenty to twenty-five
minutes. Seven experienced secondary principals were asked to provide further
tCedback on the questionnaire and further improvements were made to ensure that
the language was appropriate and friendly. An open-ended section was designed
to add a deeper qualitative dimension to the study by allowing teachers to express

themselves in their own words and to state how the system could be improved to
produce better outcomes and to manage the change better. The feedback suggested
that more space would be required and this modification was incorporated into the
final version of the questionnaire.

The sample attracted a younger group of teachers than the average state age of 42
(Education Department, 1999) with over sixty percent of the respondents being
below the age of forty. Some twenty-eight per cent were aged between 41 and 50
and approximately the same number were aged between 20 and 30. Overall the
group was aged between 20 and over 61 years.

The model that provides the theoretical framework for this study has been
developed by combining and utilising variables from recent research on change.
There are two groups of independent variables and the situation variables. The
first group of independent variables are a selection taken from the studies done by
Waugh and Godfrey (1995, 1993) and Waugh and Punch (1987,1985): non-

monetary cost benefit, alleviation of fears and concerns. perceived support from
senior staff, feelings compared to the previous system.

The inclusion of the

second group of independent variables is an attempt to build on the previous
model and the second group is a selection taken from the work of Rosenholtz
(1991) and Hargreaves, Davis, Fullan, Wignall, Stager and Macmillan (1991):
shared goals (shared teaching goals and cohesiveness), collaboration (team teaching,
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involvement in decision-making and teacher collaborution) and teacher le<Jming.
The situation variables rdatc to the school (socio-economic status, size mH.l rural
or city). dep:1rtment (type and size) and teacher (age. experience, stutus, gender,
decision to participate in the change, usc of Student Outcome Statements and
purposes of Student Outcome Statements).

The dependent variable. teacher receptivity towards Student Outcome Statements.
involves teachers' beliefs. attitudes, behaviour intentions and behaviour, as they
have developed while using the Student Outcome Statements. These have been
chosen because previous research support their inclusion. Behaviour is added to
extend the model and bring all these variables together in one study.

Teacher

receptivity to Student Outcome Statements is expected to be related to many
variables in a complex way, as there are many factors which influence how
teachers may react to changes generated by an education system.

The model

created in this study, serves as a useful tool to show the main variables of interest
and how they may be related. This general model of teacher receptivity to change
illustrates the relationships between the most important variables influencing the
receptivity of teachers in government secondary schools to a system-wide planned
educational change, the use of Student Outcome Statements.

Teachers' receptivity to Student Outcome Statements, measured in four aspects,
is expected to be related to the sequence of overall feelings, attitudes, behaviour
intentions and behaviour (Ajzen, 1989). The model suggests a correlation between
the components of the dependent variable, teacher receptivity to change: overall
feelings, attitudes, behaviour intentions and behaviour. In particular, it suggests
that overall feelings influence attitudes that, in turn, influence intentions and
behaviour.

The variables in the model are measured using statements on a four point Likert
Scale (for example, from strongly agree to strongly disagree). The study also
incorporates the use of the Rasch Measurement Model, which is a more recent
development in the measurement of latent variables with such tools as Likert and
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Semantic DillCrcntial Scales. The model crcutcs a scale at intervul measurement
level based on the Jog odds of respondents ugrceing with the items.

The

consistency of the teachers' responses arc checked and the scale score needed for

fifty percent dmncc of passing from one response cutcgory to the next

Js

calculated. The scale scores arc culled threshold values. They arc calculated m
logits and they must be ordered to represent the incrcusing receptivity needed to
answer from each response category to the next one. Items whose thresholds arc
not ordered are not considered to lit the measurement model and are discarded.

The development of the Student Outcome Statements emerged from the policy
direction, which was launched after the release by the Education Department of a
document called Better Schools in Western Australia in 1987.

This direction,

combined with the fact that processes were being developed to work on national
collaborative curriculum projects, provided the impetus for this development. A
decision was taken by the Education Department in 1990 to develop eight sets of
student outcomes, that would be mandated by the system and delivered at the
school level. These student outcomes apply to the compulsory years of schooling
in Western Australian, government schools.

In the next few years, this

commitment was reinforced by the completion of a set of policies and guidelines,
on school planning, decision-making, financial management and accountability. By
mid 1993, the National Statements and Profiles were completed in draft fonn
ready for endorsement by the Australian Education Council.

In Western

Australia, a decision was made to develop the Student Outcome Statements, based
on these National Statements and Profiles.

CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions are set out in three parts that correspond to the aims and the
model used in the study. Part I provides a preliminary and qualitative summary
of conclusions. Part 2 provides the conclusions from the zero-order correlations.
Part 3 provides the conclusions from the multiple regression analysis.
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Part I: Conclusions from the prclimim1ry unalysis

The preliminary analysis of the dala. which is essentially qualitative in rmture,
suggests that teachers were generally positive about their experiences using the
Student Outcomes Stuternents. Just over 9 I percent of the teachers stated that
they support the usc of Student Outcome Statements. They !Cit that the Student
Outcome Statements were valuable (86.5%), libenrting (76.1%) cflCctivc (71.8%)
and necessary (68.3%).

However. they also felt that the Student Outcome

Statements were complicated (63.5%), time incllicient (54.7%) and unclear
(53.2%). This feedback was consistent with the feedback from the Education

Department's trial, which suggested that the Student Outcome Statements needed
refinement, an initiative that was undertaken throughout the years of 1996 to
1998. It also suggests that perhaps the Student Outcome Statements may well

become clearer and more time efficient as teachers become more familiar with their
content and their use.

The most significant reason for using the Student Outcome Statements was for the
purpose of monitoring student achievement (96%), followed by planning teaching
and learning programs (91%) and collecting student assessment information (84%).
Over half of the teachers (64%) were using the Student Outcome Statements with
all of their lower school classes. Just over ninety percent of teachers reported that
they will probably say that Student Outcome Statements are useful for monitoring
student achievement; for planning teaching and learning programs; and for school
development planning. Seventy-three percent indicated they would probably say

that Student Outcome Statements are useful for reporting student achievement to
parents

The behaviours of the respondents in terms of attendance at Student Outcome
Statement professional development sessions, sharing knowledge with colleagues
and generally voicing support for Student Outcome Statements were supportive
and positive. Teachers felt that in weighing up the balance between any extra

work generated by using Student Outcome Statements and their satisfaction with
teaching, the use of Student Outcome Statements was worthwhile (81%). The
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extra work was bcnclicial for better student classroom learning (80.2%) hut not as
strong for student assessment (6 7%).

Teachers were positive about the opportunity to alleviate tht.:ir fears and concerns
with eighty-eight percent reporting that there was at least one school person with
whom they can talk about any student problems associated v,rith Student Outcome
Statements. Teachers· feelings towards the usc of Student Outcome Statements
compared to their teelings about the Unit Curriculum (the previous system) were
generally positive. In particular, they agreed that Student Outcome Statements
were better than the Unit Curriculum in facilitating judgement about student
learning achievement (80.1 %).

There was a high level of agreement of shared goals at the department level,
including agreement on outcomes that students should be achieving. Teachers also
reported a high level of school-wide commitment to student learning. At the
department level, the respondents reported that most teachers within the
department and the Head of Department or Teacher-in-Charge of the Subject have
similar values and philosophies of education.

There were marked contrasts between the department and school items dealing
with cohesiveness and, as expected, they showed more cohesion at the department
level than throughout the school. The level of involvement in decision-making of
teachers was very high in departments and not as high across the whole school. In
their departments, teacher collaboration was high. Across the school, the level of
teacher collaboration was high, but not as high as in departments. Both the
department and the whole school were seen to strongly facilitate opportunities for
teachers to learn new things.

A statistically significant relationship was shown to exist between the dependent
variable, overall feelings, and the group one independent variable, feelings
compared with the previous system. A similar relationship was shown to exist
for behaviour intentions. In both cases the trend was in the same direction -
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teachers who have positive ICelings towards Student Outcome Statements and
who have positive intentions in their regard. <tre likely to be receptive towards the
change.

Teachers who have positive ICclings towards Student Outcome Statements
compared with the previous system arc <tlso likely to have positive attitudes.
This is continued by the finding that the teachers who believe the benelits of the
new system outweigh the problems. arc supportive in terms of their attitudes
towards the change. Teachers' behavioural intentions are directly related to their
involvement in decision-making.

A more positive attitude towards student

Outcome Statements occurs as teachers age.

The model of teacher receptivity towards the introduction of Student Outcome
Statements suggests a number of bivariate relationships between the group one and
group two independent variables and receptivity and between the situation
variables and receptivity. These relationships were tested and the following
conclusions are set out in three sections. The first deals with the relationship
between the dependent variables and group one independent variables, the second
deals with the dependent variables and group two independent variables and the
third with the dependent variable and situation variables.

Part 2: Conclusions from the

zero~order

correlations

Correlations between the dependent variables and the group one independent
variables
Overall Feelings has:

1. a moderate positive relationship with non-monetary cost benefits. significant
other support and feelings compared to the previous system; and
2. no relationship with alleviation of fears and concerns.
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Attitudes has:

J. moderate positive relationships with non-moncmry cost hcnclits. alleviation of
ti:ars and concerns. signilkant other support <Uld li:clings compared to the
previous system.

Beha\'iour Intentions has:

4. moderate positi\'c relationships with non-monetary cost hcnclits, significant
other support and feelings compared to the previous system: and
5. a low positive relationship with allc\·iation offCars and concerns.

Behaviour has:
6. a low positive relationship with non-monetary cost benefits and feelings
compared to the previous system: and
7. no relationship with alleviation of fears and concerns and significant other
support.

Correlations between the dependent variables and the group rwo independem
variables

Overall Feelings has:
8. a low positive relationship with involvement in decision-making; and
9. no relationship with shared teaching !..:'oals, cohesiveness, team teaching, teacher

collaboration and teacher learning opportunities.

Attitudes has:
t 0. low positive relationships with cohesiveness, involvement in decision-making

and teacher learning opportunities;
II. a low negative relationship with team teaching; and
12. no relationship with shared teaching goals and teacher collaboration.
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Behaviour Intentions has:

13. low positive relationships with involvement m decision-making, teacher
collaboration and teacher learning opportunities; and

14. no relationship with shared teaching gouls, cohesiveness and teum teuching;

Behaviour has:
15. a moderate positive relationship with involvement in decision-making;

16. a low positive relationship with teacher collaboration; and
17. a negative relationship with team teaching; and
18. no relationship with shared teaching goals, cohesiveness and teacher learning
opportunities;

Correlations between the dependent variables and the silllation variables

Overall Feelings has:
19. a low positive relationship with teacher experience; and
20. no relationship with school size, school location, socio-economic status,
department size, department type, teacher status, sex, age, use of Student
Outcome Statements and purpose of Student Outcome Statements.

Attitudes has:
21. no relationship with school size, school location, socio-economic status,
department size, department type, teacher status, teacher experience, sex, age, use

of Student Outcome Statements and purpose of Student Outcome Statements

Behaviour Intentions has:

22 .a low negative relationship with school size; and
23. no relationship with school location, socio-economic status, department s1ze,
department type, teacher status, teacher experience, sex, age, use of Student

Outcome Statements and purpose of Student Outcome Statements.
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Behaviour has:
24. low positive relationships with teacher status, teacher experience and usc of
Student Outcome Statements; and
25. no relationship with school SIZe, school location, socio-economic status,
department size, department type, sex, age and purpose of Student Outcome
Statements.

Part 3: Conclusions from the Multiple Regression Analysis
The multiple regression analysis provides strong support for the general model of
teacher receptivity used in this study.

The general model used four aspects of

receptivity (Overall Feelings, Attitudes, Behaviour Intentions and Behaviour) and
two sets of independent variables (group one and group two). The conclusions
relating to teacher receptivity to the change to Student Outcome Statements are
presented in four different sections since the pattern of relationships differs for
the four dependent variables. The situation variables as a group do not appear to
contribute significantly to the relationships. However, the size of the sample
available for these analyses was reduced and further consideration could be given
to these variables with a larger initial sample.

Overall Feelings
The group one independent variables (non-monetary cost benefit, alleviation of
fears and concerns, significant other support and feelings compared to the
previous system) accounted for 52% of the variance in Overall Feelings. Each of

the independent variables made a significant unique contribution to the prediction
of variance, as conceptualised in the model. Alleviation of fears and concerns is
inversely related to Overall Feelings while all the other variables are positively
related to Overall Feelings.

The group two independent variables (shared teaching goals, cohesiveness, team
teaching, involvement in decision-making, teacher collaboration and teacher
learning opportunities) did not make a significant contribution to the prediction of
variance in Overall Feelings.
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Combined with the group one independent variables, the group two independent
variables nddcd 8% to the prediction of variance in Overall Feelings. The group
one and group two independent varinbles together accounted IC>r 59% of the
variance in Overall Feelings with the four group one independent variables
accounting for most of this variance.

Attilltdes
Group one independent variables (non-monetary cost benefit, alleviation of fears
and concerns, significant other support and feelings compared to the previous
system) contributed 47% of the variance in Attitudes, with a significant unique
contribution being made by non-monetary cost benefits and feelings compared to
the previous system as conceptualised in the model.

Alleviation of fears and

concerns is inversely related to Attitudes while all the other variables are
positively related to Attitudes.

The group two independent variables (shared teaching goals, cohesiveness, team
teaching, involvement in decision-making, teacher collaboration and teacher
learning opportunities) alone did not make a significant contribution to prediction
of Attitudes.

Combined with the group one independent variables, the group two independent
variables added only 2% to the prediction of Attitudes. In the joint analysis, nonmonetary cost benefits, significant other support and feelings compared to the
previous system made a significant unique contribution to the prediction of
Attitudes. All the group one and group two variables accounted for 48.7% of the
variance in Attitudes.

Behaviour Intentions
The group one independent variables accounted for 45% of the variance in
Behaviour Intentions. Non-monetary cost benefits, significant other support and
feelings compared to the previous system each made a significant unique
contribution to the prediction as conceptualised in the model.

The group one
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independent variables accounted lOr 44.7% of the vanancc in Behaviour
Intentions.

The group two independent variables accounted lOr 18% of the variation m
Behaviour Intentions. with a significant positive and unique contribution being
made by involvement in decision-making.

The group one and group two independent variables together accounted for 50%
of the variance in Behaviour Intentions. Therefore, the addition of the group two
variables added 5% to the prediction of Behaviour Intentions. All the group one
independent variables were related positively to Behaviour Intentions as
conceptualised, except for alleviation of fears and concerns which was inversely
related.

Behaviour
Although the contribution was statistically significant, the group one independent
variables contributed only 14% to prediction of variance in Behaviour.

Non-

monetary cost benefits had a low positive relationship with Behaviour and
alleviation of fears and concerns was inversely related.

The group two independent variables contributed 31% to the prediction of
Behaviour. Involvement in decision-making had a low positive relationship with
Behaviour, as did teacher collaboration.

Teacher learning opportunities, team

teaching, cohesiveness and shared teaching goals had inverse relationships.

Together with the group one independent variables, the group two independent
variables contributed 40% to the prediction of variability in Behaviour, adding
26% to the variance predicted by the four group one variables alone.

Only

alleviation of fears and concerns and involvement in decision-making made a
significant unique contribution to the prediction.
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In ovcmll terms. the group one independent variables contribute significantly to
the prediction of Overall Feeling$, Attitudes and Behaviour Intentions, hut arc not
as important in the prediction of Behaviour. Three of the group one independent
variables, nonMmonctary cost bcnclit, significant other support and fCclings
compared to the previous system, have u moderate to low positive relationship
with the dependent variables. while alleviation of fears and concerns has a low
negative relationship with the dependent variables.

The group two independent variables (shared teaching goals, cohesiveness, team
teaching, involvement in decisionMmaking, teacher collaboration and teacher
learning opportunities) are not as strong as the group one independent variables as
predictors of the dependent variables except in regard to Behaviour. Only one of
the group two independent variables (involvement in decision-making) has a
moderate to low positive relationship with the dependent variables.

The situation variables do not appear to contribute to prediction of variance in
Overall Feelings, Attitudes, Behaviour Intentions or Behaviour.

Therefore, the group one independent variables appear to be the best predictors of
Overall Feelings, Attitudes and Behaviour Intentions.

However, the group two

variables are better predictors of Behaviour. For all dependent variables, better
predictions can be made by combining group one and group two independent
variables, however, this adds only 2% to 7% to the variance predicted by group
one alone, except in the case of Behaviour where 26% is added.

These results support the conclusion that the teacher receptivity to Student
Outcome Statements is related to teachers' beliefs about the change and, in
particular, their attitudes and beliefs about its benefits and support and the
comparison with the previous system.

The teacher receptivity is related to

teaching processes such as cohesiveness, collaboration and teacher learning
opportunities, although these relationships are generally less strong than those
between receptivity and teachers' beliefs. Factors associated with the schools.
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departments and teacher backgrounds do not appear to be strong Ji:tctors
influencing receptivity.

The model of teacher receptivity towards the introduction of Student Outcome
Statements suggests a number of bivariate relationships between the group one and
group two independent variables and receptivity and between the situation
variables and receptivity.

Moderate to strong correlations/relationships were

shown to exist between the group one independent variables and three aspects of
receptivity: feelings, attitudes and behaviour intentions. On the whole, the group
one independent variables are less strongly correlated with behaviour than with the
other three dependent variables, presumably because there are other factors that
influence teachers' actual behaviour, despite their beliefs, attitudes and intentions.

The major predictor indicated by correlations between the group two independent
variables and the dependent variables is involvement in decision-making as a
predictor of behaviour. Thus, involvement in decision-making may be one of the
factors influencing teachers' actual behaviour, regardless of their feelings or
attitudes, as noted in the discussion relating

to

the group one independent

variables. The moderate strong correlation with behaviour intentions provides
support for this suggestion.

The only significant correlations between the dependent variables and the situation
variables were between years of teaching experience and feelings; gender and
feelings; age and intentions; and years of teaching experience and behaviour, but
they are of no practical significance because they explain less than five per cent of
the variance.

IMPLICATIONS
The implications are set out in four parts. Part I discusses the implications for
Central Office, Administrators and principals in terms of implementing the change
for Student Outcome Statements.

Part 2 discusses the implications for

implementing system-wide major educational changes in general. Part 3 discusses
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the implications for teachers and Part 4 discusses the implications j()r further
research on system-wide cducutional change in a centralised system.

Purt 1: Implications for mJministrators in implementing Student Outcome
Statements
The findings in this study support previous research on system-wide changes in
Western Australia, which suggest that a key

success indicator for the

implementation of these changes is teacher receptivity. Where teacher receptivity
is high, teachers commit to implementation of the change and remain happy in
their jobs. Waugh (1994) summarises the three main characteristics of previous
changes that were successfully implemented in Western Australia. One, a long
lead-in time and opportunities for discussion preceded the implementation
process. Two, there was strong commitment by administrators to the change and,
three, there was strong and positive teacher receptivity to the change. The factors
influencing teacher receptivity such as non-monetary cost benefits, alleviation of
fears and concerns, significant other support, feelings compared to the previous
system, shared teaching goals, cohesiveness, team teaching, decision-making,
teacher collaboration and teacher learning opportunities, as discussed in this study,
are indicators which can provide a fbcus for administrators to maximise the
positive impacts of change. Opportunities may be taken by administrators to
provide professional development in these areas, to develop structural changes
that enhance these positive indicators and to take these factors into consideration
in their school decision-making processes.

In regard to the first characteristic relating to the change to Student Outcome
Statements, a long lead-in time involving considerable effort, resources and
expertise were invested in a two year trial to improve teacher awareness and to
incorporate the feedback from the teachers into the implementation strategy. A
comprehensive consultative process was initiated with teachers and administrators
from schools during the period of the refinement of the Student Outcome
Statements which further developed awareness and highlighted the benefits for
teachers and the successes they could achieve in meeting the needs of their
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students.

This process of voluntary implementation of the Student Outcome

Statements at an earlier stage in some schools assisted in providing knowledge and
experience that other schools were then able to usc to lind solutions.

The implementation of the Curriculum Framework and the Student Outcome
Statements has a five year lead-in time for implementation. This has provided
schools with an additional five years to implement the now mandated Student
Outcome Statements in Western Australia.

Resources have been provided to

schools and districts for professional development, which can target areas of need
for teachers in order to develop knowledge and skills, and support is being
provided for structural changes through the Local Area Education Planning
process. This supports the second main characteristic of successful change, which
is strong commitment by the administrators. in this case the Senior Executive of
the Education Department.

A decision was also taken by Senior Executive to

focus on school leaders as the key personnel in the process of implementation.
The responsibility would rest with the principals of schools to develop
collaborative processes that would engage their teachers and ensure that they were
involved in meaningful decision-making. The approach was supported through the
provision of resources to schools for the professional development of staff and
teams of curriculum officers were appointed to support the schools.

The third main characteristic of successful change, which is the main focus of the
present study, Ielates to teacher receptivity to Student Outcome Statements. The
findings in this study suggest that principals will have greater success in
implementing the Student Outcome Statements if they maximise those factors in
their schools that contribute most to teacher receptivity. The moderate positive
relationship with Overall Feelings, Attitudes and Behaviour Intentions and nonmonetary cost benefits, significant other support and feelings compared to the
previous system provides a guide to the strategies that might be employed. It
would be advisable to reassure teachers about the benefits of the change by
providing them with time to reflect and be involved in professional development
such as visits to other schools that have been part of the trial. It would be helpful
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to demonstrate support by ensuring that significant educators within the school
are providing leadership to classroom teachers and that messages of support arc
reinforced throughout the system. This can he achh.:vcd by appointing Deputy
Principals, Heads of Department or key teachers as co-ordinators of various
aspects of the change.

In addition, there arc moderate positive relationships

between Attitudes and alleviation of !Cars and concerns. It would therefore be
advisable for principals to ensure that support systems arc in place so teachers
can discuss concerns, can access information and solve problems that concern
teachers.

Non-monetary cost benefits of Student Outcome Statements for teachers were
measured by asking teachers to weigh up the balance between any extra work
generated for them by Student Outcome Statements, satisfaction with teaching,
their home life and better student classroom Jeaming. They were asked to weigh
up the balance between the total problems for them and the total benefits for the
students and to weigh up the balance between any extra responsibility for student
assessment and their workload.

It is important that principals provide an

environment where teachers feel 1 1-tat on balance the use of Student Outcome
Statements is worthwhile for them. The alleviation of fears and concerns can be
achieved by providing regular school meetings at which teachers can raise concerns
about Student Outcome Statements. It is important to ensure that senior people
are available to provide advice at the school for teachers who may have a problem
with Student Outcome Statements and it is helpful for teachers to feel that there is
good general

school

support

whenever they

have problems

implementation of Student Outcome Statements in the classroom.

with

the

Significant

other support for Student Outcome Statements needs to be given by the principal,
deputy principals, senior teachers, other teachers and colleagues. Teachers need to
feel that these other people support the implementation process. An important
element is that teachers need to feel that the use of Student Outcome Statements in
comparison to the Unit Curriculum will provide for better student learning, more
relevant content and more varied experiences for the students. They need to feel
that they can manage their classrooms better, address the needs of individual
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students better. make better judgement about student leaming achievement and
plan more relevant learning experiences lOr their students.

As there is a moderate positive relationship between involvement in decisionmaking and Behaviour and a low positive relationship between involvement in
decision-making and the other three aspects of receptivity, it is advisable for
principals to ensure that opportunities exist in the school for teachers to be
involved in making decisions about the change. The preliminary qualitative data
analysis suggests that, whilst the level of involvement in such decisions as the
content of professional development teachers might undertake and the use of
Student Outcome Statements was high at the department level, there was much
less involvement in these decisions at the whole school level. Principals need to
focus on whole school processes to raise this involvement and at the same time
continue to empower and support Heads of Department and Teacher-in charge of
subjects to continue to provide opportunities at the department level. In order to
maximise the involvement of teachers in decision-making, it is helpful if they
participate in selecting instructional material and resources and participate in
determining appropriate instructional methods. It is critical that processes are
developed where they can be involved in making decisions regarding the
implementation of Student Outcome Statements. Teachers need to he presented
with a variety of learning opportunities. They need to be encouraged to try out
new ideas and they need to have a senior person .assisting them to improve their
skills. The professional development opportunities need to be such that teachers
will be motivated to implement the new ideas presented.

Low positive relationships exist between cohesiveness and Attitudes, and between
teacher collaboration and Behaviour Intentions and Behaviour.

Low positive

relationships exist between teacher learning opportunities and Attitudes and
Behaviour Intentions. Strategies need to be employed which give teachers time to
meet and collaborate on issues to do with the implementation of Student Outcome
Statements and their opportunities to be involved in learning about the change
need to be enhanced.
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Part 2: Implications for gencrnl system-wide change
A general model was used in this study which could be upplicd to muny
cducntionnl

systcm~widc

changes

other

thun

<.:urriculum,

such

as

the

implcmcntution of Behaviour Manngcmcnt policies and Risk Management
policies.

The general model was developed using previous research which

investigated system-wide educational change in a centralised system in Western
Australia and overseas. The general model found that fOur aspects of receptivity
are related to four group one variables and two group two variables (the situation
variables are not related and can be excluded).

Planned educational changes, when successful, have a life cycle that can be divided
into three stages, initiation, implementation and routinization (Waugh & Godfrey,
1995,1993, Waugh& Punch, 1987, 1985). "Initiation refers to the processes and
planning which lead up to and include the decision to proceed with the change ...
Implementation refers to the first use of the change on a system-wide basis in the
classroom ... and routinization refers to whether the change becomes an ongoing
part ofthe system" (Waugh & Godfrey, 1995, p.39).

In relation to the first general characteristic of system-wide educational change,
administrators need to be mindful of the need to have sufficient lead-in time and
discussion time and this could be done in the context of a proposed timeline for
the change. Ideally, an extended timeline assists in developing processes and
strategies that provide opportunities to obtain teacher commitment and to
minimise any negative impact such as perceived or actual increase in teacher
workload. Changes that are initiated by the system will have greater chance of
successful implementation if they contain support mechanisms such as mandated
and clear policies and are accompanied by resources, sufficient to implement the
change.
In relation to the second general characteristic of change, administrators could give
strong verbal and policy support for the change. For exan1ple, the administrators'
policy could ensure that a certain amount of ownership and the power to
implement the change rests with those who actually carry out the change. They
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could provide mechanisms that \Viii ensure that close interaction exists wnong
people involved in the change. Tlu: work organisation and cultures in school can
be enhanced to ensure that there is a collaborative environment of trust, support,
openness and a willingness to encourage risk-taking and professional support.
CollaborJtive cultures in schools g,encmlly foster an approach to continuous
improvement and a commitment to improving practice. It is helpful if teachers
have concrete and current practical experience related to the change.

These

conditions contribute to ensuring that the impact of the change is less intrusive
than it may othen\ise have been. Regardless of the change that is being proposed
or mandated. its success \\ill depend on the capacity and willingness of the
individuals to implement the change. Strategies such as the provision of networks
for individuals. have proven to be successful.

Policy making and change

mW1agement strategies made at the central level need to be flexible and adaptable to
local contexts which are beyond the control of high level policy makers. Principals
need to contextualise the changes: and that is. they could take into account loca1
factors that will assist the individual and the school to implement the change.

In relation to the third general characteristic of change. administrators could
implement policies to provide strong, positive teacher receptivity to the change.
The present study suggests that teachers \\ill support the change if they perceive
that the benefits of the change \\ill outweigh any difliculties. if they believe that
the change compares favourably with the previous system. if they believe their
concerns will be addressed, if the principals. most teachers and close colle3:;,oues
support the change, if they are involved in decisions about the change and if they
are provided with learning opporttu1ities about the change.

Other implications can be drawn by educators involved in designing change
management programs for cunicultu11 implementation across the whole school
system, if they wish to maximise the involvement and support of one of the key
stakeholders, the teachers.

They need to be mindful that teachers will adapt

changes to suit themselves, their classrooms and their students and that whilst the
implementation of the Student Outcome Statements has been designed with
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mm.:imum llcxibility in mind, mlministrutors will have more success if they
incorporate the variables identified in this study into their change processes

f{lf

teachers. Administrators need to ensure that the new program cun dcmonstrute
benefits that arc superior to the previous system.

They need to develop

processes which will allow teachers to be involved in decisions relating to the
change as this will inlluencc tl1e way in which they intend to behave in terms of
implementation. Given that the average ugc of secondary teachers in Western
Australia is about 42 years, it is encoumging that older teachers were positive
about the change (Education Department, 1999). This has implications for the
current curriculum program being implemented by the Education Department
which demands a change in teaching methodology from an inputs approach to an
outcome oriented focus.

Part 3: Implications for teachers
The results in this study support the conclusion that the teacher receptivity to
Student Outcome Statements is related to teachers' beliefs about the change and, in
particular, to their attitudes and beliefs about its benefits. support and the
comparison with the previous system. Teacher receptivity is related to teaching
processes such as cohesiveness, collaboration and teacher learning opportunities,
although these relationships are generally less strong than those between
receptivity and teachers' beliefs.

Factors associated with the schools,

departments and teacher backgrounds do not appear to be strong factors
influencing receptivity.

Clearly, the advice for teachers is to ensure that they engage in the process of
implementation of the Student Outcome Statements.

The study suggests that

there are practical and langible strategies that can be employed to ensure that they
are well positioned to implement the change. Teachers can make a commitment to
work closely with colleagues, to establish networks and to build on previous
knowledge and practice and to attend meetings and forums in order to develop
understandings about the Student Outcome Statements.

They can ensure that

they become proactive in establishing and being involved in the decision-making
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processes both at the school and the department level und thut they request
appropriate support am.! professional development.

The prcliminnry qualitative data analysis suggests that teachers agn.'C that Student
Outcome Statements ::1ddress the m:eds of individual students Octtcr. provide lbr
better student btming. more relevant content and they better describe student
learning than Unit Curriculum.

There was strong !-.Upport fOr the notion thai

Student Outcome Statements were better than Unit Curriculum in fadlitatin~'
judgements about student learning achievement and ciTccth·c reporting on studenl
achievement.

Given that the teacher respondents had actively engaged in

implementing the Student Outcome Statements, the advice to teachers is to begin
using them in this way so that they can assess the benefits compared to the
previous system.

The preliminary result indicated that 91% of tearhcrs

supported the use of Student Outcome Statements. The most significant reasons
for using Student Outcome Statements were for the purpose of monitoring student

achievement (96%), planning teaching and learning programmes (91%) and
collecting student assessment information (84%). These results are very high and,
as the variables indicate, these are tangible and practical reasons why teachers
might see benefits in the use of Student Outcome Statements.

The preliminary data analysis shows that shared teaching goals. cohesiveness,
involvement in decision-making and teacher collaboration were higher at the
department level than at the whole school leveL Teachers in secondary sehools
rely on their departments to ensure that these factors nrc maximised, n process

which Heads of Department, Teachers· in Charge of subject and individual teachers

.

can influence, lfteachers arc aware of these !actors, thcv. would be more likclv to
contribute to the implementation and would be less inclined 1<1 work in isolation,
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Part 4: Implications for further research

Further research is warranted. as the sample of 126 teachers was relatively small,
and a larger sample is likely to provide results that can be generalised to the
population of all teachers in Western Australia.

For example, the situation

variables as a group do not appear to contribute significantly to the relationships.
However, the size of the sample available for these analyses was reduced and
further consideration could be given to these variables with a larger initial sample.

The data collection instrument, the teacher questionnaire, could be improved by
providing both easier and harder statements for the items relating to the
independent variables and the dependent variables. In this study, the analysis of

the scales measuring each variable was undertaken using a Rasch measurement
model. For each variable, the difficulties of the valid items were calibrated on the
same interval level scale as the variable measures. While acceptable scales were
developed and used, they could all be improved and refined in future research. For
example, the person measures are generally reasonably well spread along the scale
but the item measures are not well distributed along the scale. In particular, the

items for the variables, alleviation of fears and concerns and team teaching need
revision and probably more items need to be designed and tested.

Some

correlations are very low or zero, which suggests that these could be left out of the
model as they contributed very little to teacher receptivity and this might have

been due to the measurement scales, in some cases.

It is suggested that there may be other variables that might contribute to teacher
receptivity which have not been included in this model. Other variables used by
Waugh and Punch (1987) such as practicality in the classroom and support for
new teacher roles may add to the explanatory power of the model. For example, if
teachers were able to see that there are practical benelits for tl1em and their
students in their classroom, then it would be expected that the correlation between
practicality in the classroom and receptivity would be positive.

Such benefits

might be that the new system provided a sufficient range of classroom learning
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experiences, was sufficiently flexible to help teachers manage day-to-day runmng
of the classroom and reflected the educational philosophy of the teachers.

There are, at least, four other variables that may account for extra vanancc m
teacher receptivity.

These are teachers' beliefs that they can successfully

implement the change, teachers' psychology of student learning in relation to the
change, the level of participation of the teachers and how practical the change is in
the classroom.

There is potential for further research into the success of the change to Student
Outcome Statements as the process moves through the five years

of

implementation (1999-2003). A follow-up study would be particularly interesting
to test whether teachers' receptivity continues to improve as the identified factors
are addressed. It is suggested that the following model be used as the basis for any
future study of teacher receptivity to a major educational change in a centralised
system.

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

DEPENDENT

(GROUP t)

(GROUP2)

VARIABLE
Teacher receptivity
towards the new system
(measured in four aspects)

non-monetary cost benefits

involvement in decision-making

alleviation of fears and concerns

teacher learning opportunities

•

Overnll Feelings

significant other support

teacher participation

•

Auitur.les

feelings compared to the previous system

•

Behaviour Intt'11tions

practicality in the classroom

•

Behaviour

teachers' psychology of student learning
beliefs that teachers can successfully
Implement change
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APPENDIX A: QUESTIONNAIRE

.~~~~~,~~~~~~~--,------------------------

.

Teachers' Attitudes Towurds the Usc

or Student Outcome Statements

(This Questionnaire has been designed for those sccundmy tcm:hcrs, I leads of Dcpurtmcnt and
Teachers-in Charge of Departments who arc fllremly using Studcn! Outcome Statements).
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this research by completing this questionnaire which i~ designed to
collect in ~mmuion about the usc of Student Outcome Statements by secondary teachers. I am currently
undertaking a study for my Muster of Education into teacher receptivity to change in secondary schools. with
particular reference to the usc of Student Outcome Statements.
The research explores teachers' attitudes, beliefs and behaviour intentions towards the usc of Student Outcome
Statements and attempts to estnblish how work orgunisations might affect the way in which teachers respond to
change. The study is significant as it will add to knowledge about the usc of Student Outcome Statements in
secondary schools and to our knowledge of change theory.

All responses will be treated
arising from this study.

confidenlial~v.

No individual, group or school will be identified in any report

Please feel free to contact me at any time should you wish to obtain more infonnation.

Work:

Phone X\'XXXXX
Fa..t

XXX\'XX\'

Home: Phone: XXXXXXX
Far
X.\"'XXXXX

Thank you for your cooperation, it is very much appreciated.

Rose Moroz

In Sections A and B please respond to the items by circling the appropriate number that best describes your
response. Sections C and E require you to respond on a scale ranging from 'strongly agree' to "strongly
disagree' or 'often' to 'never' with an 'unable to comment' category provided. Please limit )'OUr use of the
'unable to comment' category. This should only be used in cases where you genuinely ha\"e no identifiable or
clear feeling about the statement and arc unable to comment. The following rating codes have been used:
Strongly Agree (SA)
(4)

Agree (A)
(3)

Disagree (D)

Strongly Disagree {SD) Unable to comment (U)

(2)

u

(I)

Often

Sometimes

Rnrcly

Never

(4)

(3)

(2)

(I)

Unable to comment

u

Should you make a mistake or change your mind, simply cross out the initial response and circle another.
Abbreviations:

SOS

HOD
TIC

Student Outcome Statements
!feud of Department
Teacher-in Charge of Department

Note: HODfi'IC
Where an Item refers to HODffiC please treat the item ns referring directly to you and make n judgement
about yourself. e.g. Substitute IIOOffiC with 'I'.

Section A:

llcmn~:rnphics

Site:
Case:
I. I low many students arc enrolled at this sclwol'/

Jess than 300
300 to 599
600 to 799

ROO to
IOOOto
1200 to
more than

Ill
12)
13

Metro (])

2. When: is this school located'?

3. What type of school is this'?

14)
15)
(6)
17)

999
1199
1499
1500

Country (2)

/'CAP

/'SP f l)

(2)

I

4. How many teaching stall' in your depanment'! (Include the /lead of Deparfme ntffeac ter-in·c

Other (3) /
wr~te

in

0 Ill'

Iota/).

I
/1)
2-5
12)
6- 10
13!
II · 15 14)
16. 20 15)
21+ 16)

5. To which teaching department do you belong'? (/jyou work in more !hun one, idemify the department in \\'hich
you teach the most).

:Jii

I

~

I

i
Scieooc II
Social

~

ll

i

I HOD

6.Teaching status

Ill_

·&
~Ed

II
I)'

'

I TIC (2)

(II

i

12) Home Ec 13] Desigo,

( Teacher C3)

I Other (4) Specify: I

7. Years of teaching experience
Jess than I ear
I to2 ears

I)
2

3to5 \'cars
6 to JO ears

II to 20 wars
21\o 30 ·cars

31
4

31 ormorcvears

I Male

8, Sex
9. Age

(5)
(6)

20 to 30 (I)

31to 40 (2)

u

41to50(3)

( ll

51 to 60 (4)

(7)

Female (2)
61+ (5)

Section D: Student Outcome Stntcmcnts
10. For what length nf time have you been using Student Outcmne St;~tclllents'!
CJ.(J munth;;

(()

7-12 months (2)
I J-1 H months (3)
19-23 months (4

(5

2-3 cars
3 vcars +

(6

II. To what extent arc you using Student Outcome Statements in Ycurs H, 9 and 10?
All lower school classes

(I)

Some lower school classes

One lower school

(2)

(3)

cla~s

12. Arc the Student Outcome Statements being used:

bv the whole school?
onlv b ·our de artment?
bv other de artments as well as our own?
on] b•vou?

(I )

(2
3)
(4)

13. The decision to begin using Student Outcome Statements was made by:
the Q!"inci~l
the whole school
some individuals in the school
onlv bv vou
14. Are you using SOS as part of EDWA's Gifted and Talemcd Program?
Yes

I No

(I)

15. Student Outcome Statements were trialed hy EDWA in 88 schools in 1994 & 1995. Were you
involved in the trial?
Yes (I)

(()
(2)
(3)
(4)

(2)

No

{2)

16. Do you use the Monitoring Standards in Education (MSE) tests?

Yes (I)

No (2)

17. For what purposes nrc you using Student Outcome Statements?
monitoril]g student nchicvcmcnt
assessment infonnation
reporting student achievement to pnrcnts
fl]anning tcnchinJ,!./IenrninA proJ!,rnms
school development p]nnninfl
collectin~

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

(()
))
))

))
))

No
No
No
No
No

2)
2)
2)
2)
2)

Section C: Ueliefs nnd Uehnviours
Feelings Townrds the Unit Curriculum Comllllrctlto Student Outcome Shtlcments
In comJUirison to the Unit Curriculum, the u5c of Student Outcome Statements
nllows me to:
IS. provide for beth:r student learn hi'·
19. mann 'e mv classroom beUer.
20. provide more rclcvnnt content.
21. address the needs of individual students better.
22. provide more varied cxneriences for the students.
23. better describe student learning.
24. make better judgements about student learning achievement.
25. nlnn more relevant learning experiences lOr my students.
26. demonstrate rm nccountabilitv.
27. report more efTectivcl ·on student achievement.

SA

A

f)

su

5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

SA

A

0

so

u

4

3

2

I

])

4

3

2

I

u

4

3

2

I

u

4

3

2

I

u

4

3

2

I

u

SA

A

0

so

u

4

3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2

I
I

u

I

I
I.
I
I.

"
"
I'

IJ

Benefits of Student Outcome Statements
28. In weighi:~ja,up the balance between any extra work generated for you by SOS
and vour sa/is aclion with teachin~. the usc of SOS is worthwhile.
29. In weighing up the balance between any extra work generated for you by SOS
and vour home
the use of SOS Is worthwhile.
30. In weighing up the balance between any extra work generated !Or you by SOS
and better studem classroom learning, the usc of SOS is worthwhile.
31. In weighing up the balance between the total problems for you and the total
ben~ftts[o~ the student. the usc of SOS is worthwhile.
32. In weighing up the balance between any extra responsibility for student
assessment and vour wark load. the usc of SOS is wor!hwhilc.

!Jk,

Attitudes Townrds Student Outcome Stntements

33. I have o sed the use of SOS.
34. I will robabl su ort the usc of SOS in the next few \"cars.
35. I dislike usin sos.
36.1 will_m:obabjy_dislike the use ofSOS in the ne.xt few \'Cats.
37. I sup(!Qrt the usc of SOS.

iv

4
4
4
4

I
I
I

u

ll
ll

u

Support for Student Outcome Statements

38.
39,
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

SA
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

The rind ul ut this school supports SOS.
Most t~:uchen; in this depurtm~:nt su
rt SOS.
Mv closest collcu uc at this school dOI!s not su ort SOS.
The district su crintcndcnt su OriS SOS.
Most teachers in this school su Orl SQS,
The lcumil}£arcu s~rintendcnt su OriS SQS.
A deput · principal at this school suQJ2!1rts SOS.
The HODn'IC in my main tcachin' area supports SOS.

A

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

su

1:
I

2

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

0
2
2
2
2
2

2
2

1:

I
I

General Behaviour Intentions Towards Student Outcome Statements
In m ·behaviour and communication with others I will robabl
46. activelY o ose the use of SOS.
47. sav that SOS arc useful for monitoring_ student achievement.
48. say that SOS are useful for r~_Qorting student achievement to parents.
49. say that SOS arc useful for planning teaching/learning programs.
50. suv that SOS are not useful for school dc\·elopment planning.
51. avoid discussing issues about the use of SOS.

'

SA

A

0

SD

4

3
3
3
3
3
3

2

I

2

L

2

I
I
I
I
I

4
4

4
4
4

2
2
2

l
1:
l

I:
r;
L

Alleviation of Concerns

52. There are re ular school meetin s at which I can raise m · concerns about SOS.
53, Whenever there are SOS problems there is a senior person at this school to
whom I can tum for advice.
54. There is good general school support whenever I have problems with the
implementation of SOS in the classroom,
55. There is at least one school person with whom I can talk about any student
I oroblems associated with SOS.
56. Any concerns I have about SOS can be solved informally in general
conversation at school.
57. I can access Central Office support to obtain advice about SOS.
58. I can access District Office su
rt to obtain advice about SOS.

y

SA

A

D

so

l

4
4

3
3

2

2

I
I

u

4

3

2

I

L'

4

3

2

I

4

3

2

I

I

4
4

3
3

2
2

I
I

L'

l

t:

----------

----

--------· - - ·----

llehnlours
tlll~tn

~~·
limn

!\9. I haw

~[lllh•n

in

~uppurt

ul lht'

ll~t·

dl'(l:lrlmt•nt:ll IIK'ctin ·~60. I h:l\'t'UP.:Ill)' \'llit·cd Ill} cunn•rn,

ul SOS in hm1111' \llrh

;llli1UIIi~ ll\t'lll

:1~

,,,,llur

Sf)S 1n!oorum' \lith

".,.,,

,

'"'

I

,

I

I

I

I

1

l

I

I

1
1

,,

I
I
I

I

I

u
:

•u

I

I
I

I
I

I

:
:

I
I

}

!

I
I
I

I

1

I

I

I

as slaff ur Ucllartmt·ntal mwlinl!'61. I

h:IVC

ath:mlcd

IIK'l:tinl!~

and

pruiC\\IUII:Il

,,k•wlupml.'lll lu ll'lJllmc

In)

knowlcdct• uhuut 1/u.' me ut SOS.

•
•

62. I have n:fmcd tn fl,\rtidpatc in funlnl\ Y./urh a(_I!Jrc'' the uw uf SOS
63. I han: shan.-d Ill\' llltlWicdi!c :1hnut the uw uf SOS \uth uthcr lt',lthtn
64. I have prtwidt'l..l wrillcn fccdhad. In Ccuml Ullin· ur IJi,IJ!l"l OIIKc
1 personnel

on

aSI'It'cts of

I

SOS.

l

J

I

Section D: r\Uiludts ToMuds Studrnt Outcomr StatrmrniJ
65. As you read do\\ II the list of m.ljccti\c pair">. pla~:c a CUM in the
d:scribes how you feel about Student Outc(•me Slalcmenh

satlsfaeton
valuable
ft'ise
e:ood
lntelll on I
ermlsslve
realistic
effective
netesur
uneom lluted
dtar
time tfntlent
llbtrllilllt

fl.,, m1ltll.' ~tlf'llinu~.>m "h•~h bn1
undthfaelon
"orlhll'n
un"ht
bod

ab•urd
rntrkllu
ldulhiiC"
lndftcthe
Uftftf'C'ft.llt\

C'Oift liratrd
uatlrar
that latfnC'M>al
(Oa•tralalat

Secllon E: Work Orcanlutlons
Teachrr Collaborallon
In lhl1 department:
66. I shan: 1c11ching n:sourc.:Ymatcriall \Uih uth<'r tcM"h<'r'
67. I do not a;lve supror1 to other ICil(hm \\hen thl:) iUC haun, p111t1km• 1n
their tcachm~:.
68. I share leach in • ldC"U '' ith olh« tcacth:n69. I can ct advice from othn tC~SChrn. if I hli\C" ate.xhi!IJU!fuhktn
70. Teachers seck n1}' lllhkc about their teaching pmbltmt

S.\

'
'
•
'

'

..
I
.I
}

••

I

In this school:
71. I give suppurl ltl tc:Khcr-. 11hu an: not in

111~

department 11hcn

tire~ iiiL' /iil\111~

pf'lhkms 11 ith their teaehin •.
I shar~· tc:tching rl·~uun~c~;m:lleri;r]~ \\ith teacher~ 11hu ;rre not Ill m~
1lc lartmcnt.
73 l"l'm:hcr~ 11]w arc nut in m~ dcpartmcut ~ed. m~ ;uh 11·e .rhout therr te;rt"hllr).'
nnhJcms.
7-1. If] h:ne :t tc;tchin~ prnhlcm I ~et :uhtrc Jrnmte;rchcr~ \\ho arc no! rn m~
llcnartmcnl.
75. I dun"t uJli:r :tr.hicc tu \cadtcrs ahnut thczr tc:u;hu11.! unlc~\ Jam a\tcrl Jot rt
76. I sharc idcas with tc:u:hcr~ 11ho arc nnt in 1111 rlcnartmcm.

"

lm·oh·cment in

SA

,,

·I

l

-1

l

I

l

-1

l

'
'

l

"'

su

'
'
'-,

I

'

I

'

I

'

l

'

I

'

l

I

'

Uecision-m:tkin~

In this de 1ar-tment:
77. Tcm:hcrs p:micinatc in sclcctinc in~tructzunal matemd'> n:~oun.:c~.
78. Teachers participate in dctern1ining thc cuntcnt oJ thc proJc~.,ional de1dupmcnt
sessions 110.: hale.
79. Teachers do 110~ ~ni..;ip:tto.: in detennininc ~.PPTO.I!!:iatc m~truuional method~
80. The 1-100-1"]( participates in in~trurtwn:ll rcl:ttcd Jecp,ion·m<rl-.tng 11rth the
teachers.
81. Teachers arc encourngcd h~ the JIODTIC w mndif~ the cumrulum to mcc:
students' needs.
82. I am inl"oh·cd in dccision~ 11hir:h are rclatcd !u the u~c ul sus
In this school:
83. Tcachers arc cncourngC'd h~ the principal to modi!~ thc r:umt:ulum tn mcct
students' needs.
84. Teachers participate in ddcrmining the typc nf 11hulc ,chnul prnJc,~ronal
de,·elonment 11 c ha1 c.
85. I am inl"oh·crJ in decisions outside of m~ departmenl \lhrch <rrc rclat~d to the u<.·~
ofSOS.
86. Teachers are cncourngcd h~· a deputy principal Iu moJr~\ the ~·urriculum to meet
students' needs.
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THASK \'OU FOR YOUR IIEI.P

l\tn Rose !\toroz
XXXXXX Senior ltigh School
X.U..'\.."XX

:\:X

X

APPENDIX B: LETTERS

The l)rincip11l
lligh and Senior lligh Schools
Dear Colleague.:.
I am seeking your support for a sttu..ly which I am currently undertaking filf my
Master of Educntion at Edith Cowan University. Th~.: llx:us of the study is on
teacher rcccpti\·ity to system-level changt: in sccond<u·y schools: in this cusc. the
usc of Student Outcome Statements. The inli.Jrmation obtained will be of benefit
and a\'ailablc to all Serondary Principals. The study is significant as it ,..,·ill add to
knowledge about the usc of Student Outcome Statements in secondary schools
and to our knowledge of change theory. Approval for the study has been granted
by the Edith Cowan Uni\'ersity Ethics Committee.
All responses will he treated cm~fide111ial£r .\'o indil'idual. group or sc:/wolwi/1 he
idemijied in any repon ari.\·ing from this .\'luc~r.

As 1here is no information available on how many teachers are using Student
Outcome Statements in secondary schools I ha\'C pro\'idcd a fonn (bufl) which
you could distribute to all teachers at a staff meeting to assist you in identifying
teachers who use Student Outcome Statements. There is no need to distribute this
fonn if you already know how many teachers arc usmg Student Outcome
Statements and who they are.
The best possible infommtion would result if all teachers using Student Outcome
Statements were to participate. I am seeking your support in order to maximise
this participation and would appreciate it if you would distribute the
questionnaire (white) to those teachers who arc using Student Outcome
Statements and who express their willingness to participate.
The questionnaire. Teac.:her.\· · Auitudes Tmmrd.'i Smdem Outcome .\'tatemenrs.
explores teachers· attitudes. bcHefs and beha\·iour intentions towards the usc of
Student Outcome Statements and attempts to establish how work organisations
might affect the way in which teachers respond to change.
I have enclosed what I hope will be sufficient questionnaires. If you require more
please feel free to copy whatever number you require or contact me by phone
(XXXXXXX) or by fax (xxxxxxx) and I will send you the appropriate number.
Please complete the attached form (green) and return it to me as soon as it 1s
convenient. I have enclosed an addressed return envelope.
Thank you for your assistance.

Rose Moroz

Teachers' Attitudes Towards Student Outcome Statements
TEACHER SUI!VI•:Y
Tcnchcrs in Scl.'ondnry .SdJOtlls

Dear IC<Jchcrs
I am currently undc11aking a study for my Ma.,tcr of Educ:.llion into teacher
receptivity w change in sccondury ..dwol<.. wllh partJcular rcfcrcm:c w the w.c of
Stmh:nt Outl:ornc StatcJncms.
I would appreciate it if you could take a few minute\ to complete the following
infonnation and would he grateful if you would then commit to rhc completion of a
10 minute qucstionnairc as the best po~~iblc outcome for thi ... rc.,can:h would be for
all sccond<tr-y teachers who are w.ing Student Outcome Statcmcnh to pamcipatc.

Your principal will then distribute the 4UC.,Iionnairc.
The questionnaire. li..·achers · .·lllilllcles lfnrarcl\ Swdem (Jut come 5;/atement.\.
explores teachers' atliiUdcs. beliefs and bcha\"iour mtcntion ... 10wards the uo,c of
Student Outcome Slatements and attempt~ to estahh~h how \\·ork orgamsation..,
might affect the way in which teacher. T"C'-pond to change.
The study is significant as it will add to knowledge ahoUl the me of Student
Outcome Statements in secondary schooh and to our knowledge of change theory.

All re.fpOilSI!s u·i/1 be m:ated conjidemial/y. No imliritlual.
iclemijied in any report arising from rhi.\ .~rwly.

Are you using Student Outcome Statements?
YES
NO

I

())I

~roup

or .\cJwo/ 1.-i// be

121

IF YOU HAVE ANSWERED \'ES

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IF YOU ARE
PARTICIPATE IN THE RESE1\RCH.

WJLU~G

TO

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Dcpartment: _ _ _ _ _ __

PLEASE RETURN THIS SURVEY TO \'OUR PRINCIPAL & \'OU
WILL BE PROVIDED WITH A QUK'>TIONNAIRE
Thank you for your a.'i.sistance

Rose Moroz

I Silc

]

Te:Jchers' Attitudes Tmmrds Student Outcome Statements
SOIOOI. SI'~IMARY ltETVR'i

The Principal
f-ligh and S<:nior lligh Sl:hools
£Xar colleague
It would be helpful if~ ou could -.:omplctc the tOilon ing mformauon and return
this form to me as snon as com cnicnt.
·Teachers· includes Jkads of Department and I L"<1Chc~-m-chargc of Departments.

~UMBER

OF

STLDE~TS

~UMBER

OF TEACHERS 0:\ STAH

~IJMBER

OF TEACHERS LSI:\<; STLOE:\T onCO\IE ST.HBIE:\TS

A I TilL SCIIOOI.

NUMBER OF TEACHERS ISSUED Willi lifE Ql'ESTIO:\:\AIRE '"hioel

Your assistance and support is vcr)· much appn.."Ciatt..-d. Thank

Rose Moroz

Phone: xxxxx

Fax: xxxxx

Return to:

Rose Moroz

~ou.

